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( ^^	 ABSTRACT
This report presents the findings and data products developed during the project
to apply Skylab Inflight Medical Support System (IMSS) Checklist data concepts
to Emergency Medical Care delivery functions. This project was performed by
General Electric-Huuston Operations for the NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center under Contract NAS 9-14442. The Technical Monitor for this study was
Charles K. LaPinta, M.D., Bioengineering Systems Divisioi — f_ife Sciences
Directorate of NASA-JSC.
The principal eroduet developed during this project was the:
• Portable Ambulance Module Operations and Emergency
Care Manual.
This manual was developed in cooperation with the NASA-JSC Bioengineering
Systems Division, the Houston Fire Department and the Citv of Houston Health
Department Emergency Medical Services group. This document was developed
after detailed review of recent documentation on Emergency M::dical Care, State
of Texas curriculum requirements in this area, Telecare Unk Operations Manual,
and Houston Fire Department and the City of Houston Health Department operating
procedures, practices and facilities.
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the findings and tie data products developed during the project to
apply Skylab Inflight Medical Support Systems (IMSS) Checklist data concepts to
Emergency Medical Care delivery functions. This project was performed by the General
Electric Company, Space Division, Technical and Support Services Department-Houston
Operations under Contract NAS 9-14442 to the NASA-Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
The purpose of this study was to provide an Emergency Medical Care manual that would
support the operations of the Portable Ambulance Module (PAM), developed jointly by
NASA-JSC and Telecare Inc. , and now being used by the Houston Fire Department in
delivering Emergency Medical Care services. The project was performed for the Life
Sciences Directorate (LSD), Bioengineering Systems Division. The Technical Monitor
for the project wa:: Charles K. La Pinta, M. D. He was assisted in this effort by Joe L.
V:	 Day of the Systems Development Branch.
The project was also supported by:
Houston Fire Department Personnel
• Chief L. 0. Martin
• Mr. C. L. Wilford
City of Houston Health Dept. , Emergency Medical Services Personnel
• Lowel B. Baker, M.D.
• Mr. Randal Burtin
0 Ms. Linda O'Grady
In addition, Mr. T. C. Simons of General Electric, who is presently an EMT instructor
in the LaPorte/Bayshore Emergency Squad, supplied invaluable assistance in support
of this project.
G
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2.0	 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results and the documentation product of the General Electric - Houston
Operations project to apply Skylab IMSS Checklist Data concepts to Emergency
Medical Care functions are presented in the following paragraphs of this and
subsequent sections of this report.
Tne major purpose of this project was to publish a document that could be used
by the Houston, Texas Fire Department Emergency Medical Technician group
in their work with emergency victims in and around the City of Houston.	 In
particular the manual was to provide medical and engineering documents to
support those Emergency Medical Care operations that involved the use and
operation of the Portable Ambulance Module (PAP. ) developed by NASA/JSC
and Telecare, Inc. (a Company formed from SCI, i"c., the original developers).
The Telecare I Unit is carried on all ambulances of the Houston Fire Department
U	 as a Portable Ambulance Module and is designed to be used by EmergencyMedical Technicians for emergency resuscitation and victim monitoring. 	 The
 unit contains 2-way voice communications capability and can transmit EKG data
simultaneously to the base station from a victim connected to the unit. The
capability to defibrillate a cardiac victim also is provided as well as stowage
space for resuscitation equipment (portable Aspirator, lightweight solid-state
oxygen generator, Resusci-bag and airways.)
The PAM Operations and Emergency Care support manual developed in this project
and presented in Appendix A of this report was designed to provide the basic
technical documentation to support the operation and utilization of this unit in the
field.	 After surveying the engineering information available on the unit and
training courses being utilized by City Health and Fire Department training groups,
it was established that the initial need was for accurate, yet simple definitions of
the functions of all the controls, displays, and stowed equipment of the unit.
VJ
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Section I of the manual was developed to provide a general description of the
functions and capabilities of the PAM (Telecare 1) Unit and identifying nomen-
clature and codes for all displays, controls, and stowed equipment. These
Unique equipment codes are then used throughout the manual when referring to a
specific element of this equipment.
	
These codes are used in the operating
procedure,) documentation as well as in discussions about the usage of these
controls in delivering emergency medical care.
Of particular importance to the EMT is a thorough understanding of what occurs
when controls and switches of the PAM unit are placed in the various operating
positions.
	
Specifically, a detailed knowledge of the various operating modes
of the communications equipment and their relationship to the base station, dis-
patcher, ambulance, and walkie-talkie communications equipment is necessary.
In addition the information transmitted in the various communication modes (e.g.,
EKG and voice) must also be understood along with the detailed operating
sequences and tasks required to utilize the equipment in delivering emergency
care .
All of the above noted equipment information required for operations of the PAM
(Telecare 1) unit is included in Section I of the manual (Pages 1-1 through 1-24
of Appendix A).
	
The information in Section I is arranged for optimum conven-
ience of the user of the manual aid provides definitive operating procedures for
all the PAM (Telecare I) equipment.
The EMT, in addition to the basic equipment operating information contained in
Section I, also requires knowledge of basic physioiogical information and of
step-by-step actions that are necessary in performing emergency care delivery.
Sections 11, III, and IV of the manual provide supportive medical and physio-
logical data in those areas that are directly related to uses of the PAM (Telecare
1)U nit .
a
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Section	 II	 (Pages 2-1 throu g h 2-6, Appendix A) of the manual was developed
to provide background information oil
	
and resuscitation methods.
This section in conjunction with resuscitation equipment operating information
from Section I should provide a basic orientation for the EMT to the major
priority areas of Emergency Medical Care.	 Section ill	 (Pages 3-1 through
3-22, Appendix A) of the manual is designed to provide an in-depth orientation
of the cardiovascular system, the heart pump, and the monitoring of the heart
activity through the use of the Electrocardiogram. 	 A detailed discussion of
heart arrhythmias is also included to provide a basis for understanding the recom-
mended EMT pre-hospital treatment actions and protocols that are also defined .
These procedures all recognize the requirement that the EMT must follow direc-
tions provided by the duty physician at the base hospital 	 (Ben Taub in Houston,
Texas).	 In providing emergency care for cardiac and shock victims, a major
resource available to the advanced EMT is the capability to give intravenous
(IV) fluids and selected drugs in compliance with directions of the base physician .
Section	 IV of the manual provides the EMT with background information on those
drugs presently carried and utilized by the Houston Fire Department in their
delivery of emergency medical care.
	 General procedures for establishing IV's
and administering drugs are also provided to support the actions of the advanced
EMT's in providing this care.
Sections V through VII of the manual provide supplementary information to
assist the EMT in aspects of the emergency care delivery process other than
those directly related to the usage of the PAM Unit.
	
Section V contains
information designed to assist the EMT in his approach to the emergency scene
by providing an overview of the major types of emergencies that the EMT will be
required to deal with in performing his duties as well as summary data on the
victim's signs, symptoms, and their interpretation.
Section V also contains a unique approach to the problem of providing the EMT
with the protocol he should follow in dealing with accident and medical emergency
4
situations and related criteria that will assist him in making the logical decisions
required.	 Logic diagrams are provided for the sorting of multiple victims (triage)
and for basic emergency care procedures.
Sections VI and VII cr,ntain more detailed EMT protocol and procedures that are
recommended for emergency care associated with trauma/injury and medical erner-
yencies.
Section ;/III of the PAM Operations and Emergency Care manual is specifically
related to the basic inventory of emergency medical care supplies that are main-
tained by the Houston Fire Department and a recommended location coding system
for one type of ambulance (Modulance SA 138) utilized by the HFD. This
coding system was devised to provide a simplified method for referring to equip-
ment and of training EMT's in a recommended standard configuration to be main-
tained by EMT crews.
	
Maintenance of a standard configuration for each type of
ambulance, so that crews can shift from one type to another without lengthy
j
orientation periods, is highly desirable. The present recommended system of
°--^`	 location coding can be of assistance in this process.
10
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3.0
	 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The project to develop the PAM Operations and Emergency Care Manual has
resulted in a manual that should be of value to those EMT's and EMT instructors
who must learn to operate and utilize the Portable Ambulance Module (Telecare 1)
in providing emergency care delivery.	 In addition, it provides general physio-
logical and medical information that can be of assistance in training the EMT and
Advanced EMT in their total responsibilities.
In devcloping this manual for NASA, GE-Houston Operations has applied data
techniques utilized in the Skylab Infiight Medical Support System (IMSS)
Checklist and has expanded these techniques with new forms of procedural logic
and supporting training and operational data. During the course of this PAM
manual project, a distinct need was expressed by a multiple-amputee victim for
similar definitive procedural documentation to assist such victims in their rehabil-
itation training. It appears that this PAM type of operations documentation is
jespecially suited to the need of such victims. 	 This area of training data for
multiple amputees should be considered by NASA as a candidate area for future
applications projects of these Skylab IMSS Checklist and PAM O p erations and
Emergency Care data concepts.
The PAM manual is the first technical application study of the Skylab (MSS
Checklist concepts in the Emergency Care area. It is closely associated with
the Telecare I ambulance module. 	 New models of this Unit are presently being
marketed and are scheduled for usage by the Houston Fire Department and other
emergency care groups throughout the nation. 	 Updates, particularly of Section
I, of the present manual will be necessary if this type documentation is to be
Utilized to support training and usage of these new units.
r
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INTRODUCTION
This manual or handbook has been prepared for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration as a supporting document for the NASA -developed Portable
Ambulance Module (PAM).
SECTION I CONTAINS:
A general verbal description of the systems of the PAM
•	 Graphic illustrations a nd c od ing of the PA M C o nt rols/Di splays
and Stowed Equipment. All items contained in the knit are identified
with alphabetical codes LTR which are used throughout the manual
to refer to that particular equipment item. Thee illustrations are
presented on fold-out N tges such that trey may be viewed simultaneously
with the detailed discussion data that follows.
•	 General Operating Procedures for the PAM.
•	 Detailed Discussions of the Operations of each individual item of
PAM Equipment. The discussions are arranged in alphabetical
sequence of equipment reference codes, OA , (^) , D , . . .,
following the graphic illustrations such that each detailed discussion can
be viewed simultaneously with the illustration of the equipment.
Sections II thru VII of the Manual contain background plhys;ological and procedural
information to support Emergency Health Care delivery trainin g
 for the Houston,
Texas Fire Department as follows:
SECTION II -
SECTION III -
SECTION IV -
SECTION V -
SECTION VI -
SECTION VII -
Respiration-Resuscitation (CPR)
Emergency Cardiac Care
Drugs and IV's
General Approach to Emergency Victims
Trauma/In jury
Medical Emergencies
The last section of the manual (Section VIII) shows a recommended 4ystem of location
of eq tipment f or one configuration of the Modulance Type SA-1300 Ambulance used
by O e Houston Fire Department.
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sPAM DESCRIPTION
The PAM is a compact, portable unit designed for use by Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMT's) and paramedical personnel for emergency resuscitation and
patient monitoring. It has 	 designed for use in an ambulance, where it is securely
locked into a floor mount, or at the scene of an acute medical situation. Tile unit con-
tains its own power supply in the form of two sets of rechargeable (nickel-cadmium)
batteries - one set for unit power and one for power to a Defibrillator in the unit. Both
sets of batteries are charged by a DC charger installed in the ambulance and are totally
integrated into the Telecare unit.
The PAM contains the following components and is delivered with the supportive
equipment identified below:
1. COMMUNICATIONS
Tile PAM contains capability for full duplex communication in order to provide
continuous and simultaneous conversation between the Base Station physician
and the EMT. The system essentially provides the physician an "at the
scene" capability in order to provide decisions on treatment based on medical
judgement.
Tile electrocardiogram data from the patient and the voice data from the EMT
are combined and sent simultaneously over a single frequency by a process
called multiplexing. This allows for continuous uninterrupted transmission
of the electrocardiogram, with voice comments as necessary by the EMT,
and full return capability of voice transmission by the physician without the
operation of any switches. The unit is supplied with a headset in order to
free the hands of the EMT.
In order to conserve weight, a lightweight, low-powered transmitter is used
to send these voice and EKG signals to the ambulance where they are amplified
and retransmitted by another radio called the "ambulance repeater." The use
of a mobile repeater also a;!ows the EMT to connect electrodes to tine patient
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otte time and maintain full communication until the patient is delivered to
'lie desired destination. Thus, the physician who has bee p , trained in the
special techniques of "in-the-field care of the patient" can provide the
necessary judgement and direction of the EMT until the patient is delivered
to the hospital emergency room.
2. EKG
The EKG circuit contains provisions for a three-wire differential input for
maximum noise rejection. It accepts electrodes for three (3) clinical lead
examinations (The "Limb Leads"). Standard electrodes of any commercially-
available type may be used, or the EKG can be taken from the defibrillator
paddles. EKG information is displayed on a small scope in the unit, trans-
mitted to a strip recorder in the ambulance, and relayed to the Base Station.
Electrodes and appropriate wiring are carried in tine unit.
3. DEFIBRILLATOR
A self contained defibrillator with two paddle-type electrodes is contained in
the unit. It is capable of delivering an adjustable energy level up to 400
watt-seconds for 10 milliseconds and may be recharged in less than 12
seconds. Approximately 50 defibrillation discharges are available from a
defibrillator whose batteries are fully charged.
4. BLOnr PRESSURE
A semi-automatic indirect blood pressure system in available as part of the
PAM. The blood pressure system utilizes a special microphone placed
beneath a manually-inflated cuff. Electronic filters and frequency trans-
lation circuits are used to optimize the relationship of Korotkoff sound
information and background noise. The blood pressure sound information is
translated to a higher frequency tone that can be discriminated f^om ambient
noise by the ear. The system is usable for the special situation that occurs
in shock where the amplitude and frequency components of the Yood pressure
I_.
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sounds are diminished. Thus, the blood pressure system can frequently be used
in many situations where there is high background noise and when the patient is
severely hypotensive. For the situation in which the sounds are not discernible,
due to extreme amounts o' background noise, the palpatory method can be used,
without revision of the basic system. The systolic and diastolic blood pressures
are displayed digitally on the unit but are not transmitted to the Base Station.
This information is transmitted by voice.
5. TE LE PHUNE COUPLER
A telephone acoustical coupler provides a backup means for transmitting the
voice and EKG signal from the site of the emergency to the medical center over
standard "dial-up" telephone circuits cr by coupling to the handset of the
ambulance relay transmitter.
6. STRIP CHART RECORDER
Telecare provides a compact strip chart recorder that is mounted in the ambulance
to provide a permanent record which can be delivered with the patient on arrival
at the hospital. This recorder is interfaced to the mobile repeater such that a
pre-determined length of record is automatically recorded at the start of trans-
mission for each patient.
7. FOLDING RESUSCITATION BAG, MASKS, AND AIRWAYS
A folding resuscitation bag with reuseable or,)pharyngeal airways and masks are	 A
within the storage area of the PA '101.
8. ASPIRATOR
A portable, lightweight, Freon-powered aspirator is provided as an accessory.
It uses a disposable, freon-filled canister to provide for the suction removal of
fluids wit ► , all necessary tubing and collection reservoir. A vacuum effect in
excess of 400 mm Hg is possible at normal room temperatures.
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9. OXYGEN
The size and weight imposed by the usual oxygen bottle in ambulances discourages
its routine use outside the vehicle. The oxygen system utilizes a solid-state
canister which is both lightweight and independently portable. The average rate
of oxygen availability is 6 liters per minute for a minimum of 15 minutes per
canister. The oxygen unit and accessory equipment for ventilation can be totally
rerioved from the suitcase in order to provide maximum operational procedures
when the patient is beinq cared for by several people; thus, eliminating the need
for several people operating out of the same confined area around a unit. Spare
canisters are carried in the ambu lance .
C^
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REFERENCE CODES FOR
TELECARE CONTROLS, DISPLAYS AND STOWED EQUIPMENT
O
(D-
(F -
T RAN OXYGEN CHARGER
AN?NNA'
/ MAI	 DEFIB
L
	 b;^P
EKG AND VOICE FAST CHARGE
LIGHT
EKG OR VOICE BLOOD PRESSURE
SPEAKER/
SYSTOLIC	 START	 ON
SQUELCH	 VOLUME
DIASTOLIC	 SOUNDS
	
OF
MAIN POWER DEFIBRILLATOR	 ONTRANSMITTER
CONTINUOUS
4c)) OFF
ON
10^	 yp
\.^^^\^^ul 1 /i /,,ire/
t	 100 !	 ^-----
0	 \	 L	 I	 i	 OFFOFF
INTERMITTENT AEMANITI LI	 T ON
UEIIVERED ENEROW	 CHARGEIA	 SF[ONDS	 Nto	 6O Sl
CHANNEL o
C
/0•D • EA. OFF DR AIN
EKG 	 LEAD	 ELECTRODE
BRIGHTNESS
	 SELECT	 CHECK
MICROPHONE
LOC::
A•v	 DEFIB,
I,",
	 RA	 LA
SIZE
	
'	 CALIBRAT!q OFF I•
Jr'1	
^	 LMOMENTARY STD
J _^	 TEhEtARE 1
©	 HO ID
	
J	 K	 L	 (:V)
	 (N)
STOWED EQUIPMENT
RE SU SC I
	
BAG	 IlaLDRIGHT ANGLE	 AIRWAY	 LCMASK ADAPTt R
	 LB
	
/ MASr
LE LJ•
TE LE PHONE
WY[	 I	 COUPLER
C\	 L HLAOSET AND MIKF
^ti R p AT ON
LEFT BELL
r	 1-5
...
DE F 18.
JELLY
RC
EKG
CABLE	 B/P	 EKG
PLUG
	
CONNECTOR	 CALIBRATE
RA	 RB	 / //C--O-
^^NNECTORS
(RD)	 EKG
EKG CABLE
CONNECTOR	
RJADDITIONAL
 ELECTROOES
ELECTRODE
RK JELLY
RG ELECTRODI
WIRE S
'11;1 J	 A	 II L ^ ^ —^ i
R. SNAPS
J	 -	 RI ELECTRODES
-	
RN B/P 6U18	 -
C^
RL
AM	 _
BLOM PRE JRE CUFF	
B/P MIKE
RIGHT BELL
:It FIBRILLATOR
'ADOLES
I
TEIECARE UNIT OPERATIONAL PROCIELIVS
ACT IVAI` ION AND CHARGING	 PAT TENT LAAt, I NA I I C
11 PREPARATION
(1^ FOLD CARRYING HANDLE
TOWARDS BACK OF UNIT.
12D
 
UNFASTEN LOCKS AND
OPEN TOP OF UNIT.
`J UNFASTEN LOCKS AND
OPEN LEFT AND RIGHT
WELL DOORS.
REMOVE HEADSET LO FROM
LEFT WELL AND PUT ON.
AAnIN POWER
J MAIN POWER SWITCH H TO UN.(THIS IS NECESSARY FOR ALL TELE-
CARE UNIT SYSTEMS OPERATIONS
EXCEPT DEFIBRILLATOR)
OP LIGHT SWITCH 
	
TO ON (NIGHT 0PS.)
OR
OFF
O3 VERIFY ON POWER DISPLAY©
IF CAPACITY RE MAINING
IS BELOW	 ^.
THEN:
t
n
i TRANSCEIVER
(COMMUNICATIONS)
U VERIFY MAIN POWER SWITCH () DN.
O2 PUT ON HEADSET LO .
O SET TRANSMITTER CHANNEL SELECTOR
TO: A, B, C, D, OR E AS DIRECTED.
ADJUST SQUELCH OB - AS REO-D
O5 ADJUST VOLUME © - AS REQ-0
© SET MICROPHONEFU TO:
I %K (NORMAL OPS.)
)R
'AOMENTARY (MUST HOLD)
SET TRANSMITTER MODE SWITCH (D
- EKG AND VOICE (NORMAL OPS. )
OR
! KG OR VOICE
® SET TRANSMITTER DUTY CYCLE UD TO
- CONTINUOUS (NORMAL OPS.)
OR
INTERMITTENT
E]EKC
O VERIFY MAIN POWER SWITCH H ON.
J REMOVE ELECTRODES RI FROM RIGH
DOOR AND APPLY THEM AS SHOWN BELOW
RA
'RIGHT ARM"
	 "LEFT ARM"
y	 LA
/	 LL
- 'LEFT LEG"
O3 REMOVE ELECTRODE CABLE 66 kU l . -
RIGHT WELL AND CONNECT ELECTRODE
LEADS TO ELECTRODES:
BLACK (LEFT ARM) TO "LEFT ARA'
WHITE (kIGHT ARM) TO "RIGHT ARM"
RED (LEFT LEG) TO "LEFT LEG"
4O CHECK EiECTRODES BY:
DEPRESSING ELECTRODE CHECK
PUSHBUTTON UO
IF ELECTRODE LIGHT(S) OP FLASH,
THE ELECTRODE INDICATED AS BAD
(FLASHING) SHOULD BE CHANGED AND
RECHECKED.
SET LEAD SELECTOROM AS DIRECTS-
BY BASE STATION.
J'  ADJUST BRIGHTNESS CONTROL LO AS
REQUIRED BY LOOKING AT DISPLAY JQ
ADJUST SIZE CONTROL O TO SIZE AS
DESIRED.
MONITOR TRACE ON DISPLAY O AS
REQUIRED.
2A CHARGER
CONNECT CHARGER CABLE ATE
El DEFIURILi  A
IF NOT AL
TIML 1'I RI
EKG ELL
EKG PR
7O
AS PER A(
DETERMiN
O3 RE14OVI U
FR:)M RIGI
IN AREAS
O4 REMOVE Di
FROM RIC,I
OS DEFIBRILL
V PROCEDURE SEQUENCE O'S
O DISPLAY/CONTROL REFERENCE
LETTERS)
MLDOUT MA14 1
	
OF POOR QUA,LITyj
UNIT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
PATIENT EXAMINATION AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
EKG
El
DEFIBRILLATOR BLOOD	 PPESSURE
VERIFY MAIN POWER SWITCH V 0% O3 IF NOT ALRE ADY CONNECTED, AND IF O3 VERIFY MAIN POWER SWITCH OH	 ON.
REMOVE
	
RI	 FROM RII,It I
TIME PERMITS, APPLY AND CONNECT
REMOVE CUFF	 FROMELECTRODES EKG ELECTRODES TO VICTIM AS PE k O UNIT ®
DOOR AND APPLY THEM AS SHOWN BELO^Y EKG PROCEDURES,
	
44 RIGHT DOOR, AND PLUG MIKE AND
AIR HOSE INTO RECEPTACLES IN
RA O2 AS PER ACCEPTED PROCEDURES, RIGHT WELL. f 	 I
HT ARM"	 "LEFT ARM
LA
DETERMINE NEED FOR DEFIBRILLATIUN
Q3 BLOOU PRESSURE SWITCHTO ON.
O3 REMOVE DEFIBRILLATOR JELLY ® (TONE WILL 13E HEARD IN HEADSET.)
FROM RIGHT DOOR AND RUB ON VICTIMl IN AREAS SHOWN IN STEP ® O INSTALL CUFF UNIT ON VICTIM'S ARM:LL . MIKE OVER BRACHIAL ARTERY
"LEFT LEG O REMOVE DEFIBRILLATOR PADDLES (RU/ . CUFF WRAPPED SNUGLY
FROM RIGHT WELL.
S CLOSE BULB AIR VALVE tom).
O5 DEFIBRILLATOR S'41TCH O ON.
(D DEPRESS AND RELEASE START BUTTON 	 .
f r )
PUSH AND HOLD CHARGE/DRAIN SWITCH
O7 UP	 mmR^ TO CHARGE UNTIL DELIVERED PUMP CUFF	 TO 200	 Hg.
' REMOVE ELECTRODE CABLER^E
	
FROM
ENERGY OS
	
REACHES REQUIRED ENLkGY ® OPEN BULB AIR VALVE V-) VERY SLIGHTLY
RIGHT WELL AND CONNECT ELECTROUE
LEVEL FOR VICTIM DEFIBRILLATION. TO GET A B/P DROP OF APPROXIMATELY
LEADS TO ELECTRODES:
(NORMALLY DIRECTED BY BASE STATIrIN 3 mm/sec..
- BLACK (LEFT ARM) TO "LEFT ARM" O7 MAKF SURE ALL PERSONNEL ARE CLI A, U DEPRESS SOUNDS BUTTON OV 	 WHEN FIRST
- WHITE (RIGHT ARM) TO "RIGHT ARM" AND YOU ARE NOT IN CONTACT WITH
"BEAT" SOUND IS HEARD, (THIS LOCKS SYSTOLIC
- RED (LEFT LEG) TO "LEFT LEG" VICTIM. B!P DISPLAY ^W	 THIS "BEAT" SOUND IS
CHECK ELECTRODES BY: ® PLACE PADDLES FIRMLY ON VICTIM A' HIGHER THAN CONTINUOUS TONE.).
DEPRESSING ELECTRODE CHECK
PUSHBUTTON (D
SHOWN RELEASE SOUNDS BUTTON WHEN LAST BEAT SOUND
IF ELECTRODE LIGHT(S) OP 	 FLA , IS HEARD.	 (THIS LOCKS DIASTOLIC DISPLAY ^' FOR READING OF DIASTOLIC PRESSURE.)
THE ELECTRODE INDICATED AS BAD
(FLASHING) SHOULD BE CHANGED ANT, 1(RECHECKED. A REPORT AND/OR RECORD B IP READINGS AS REQUIREDSET LEAD SELECTOR O AS DIRECTED REPEAT STEPS O THROUGH	 ©	 FOR ADDITIONAt
BY BASE STATION. `^ READINGS. WAIT TWO MINUTES BETWEEN READINGS.
O9 DEPRESS PADDLE PUSHBUTTONS
ADJUST BRIGHTNESS CONTROL G) SIMULTANEOUSLY. 1© BLOOD PRESSURE SWITCH O OFF WHEN COMPL( TF;
REQUIRED B y LOOKING AT DISPLAY	 JO .
1© REMOVE PADDLES FROM VICTIM AND REMOVE CUFF	 AND STOW.
ADJUST SIZE CONTROL
	
KO TO SIZE AS MONITOR EKG OJ
	
FOR CONVERSION
DESIRED.
1 FOR ADDITIONAL DEFIBRILLATIONS,
MONITOR TRACE ON DISPLAY
	 JO AS REPEAT STEPS O6 	 THROUGH 0
REQUIRED.
© IF DEFIBRILLATOR IS CHARGED AFTER
COMPLETING PROCEDURE, PUSH AND
HOLD CHARGE/DRAIN SWITCHRO TO
DRAIN UNTIL DELIVERED ENERGY O
READS ZERO.
© DEFIBRILLATOR SWITCHQO OFF AFTER
LAST DEFIBRILLATION.
]4 STOW PADDLES IN RIGHT WELL.
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LO
Wr
yii A,.ri
RIGI
MAI
tam
,.
TELECARE CONTROLS, DISPLAYS AND STOWED EQUIPMENT
TRANr
NNA
	 OXYGEN	 CHARGER
AN
/	 MAI DEFIB
/	 l	 L
EKG AND VOICE
	
FAST CHARGE
	
1	 - LIGHT
EKG OR VOICL
	
/	 BLUUD PRLSSURE	 ^I
SPEAKER/	 —	
SYSTOLIC	 START	 ON
SQUELCH VOLUME
DIASTOI IC	 SOUNDS
	
OF	 1
©^	 <
TRANSMITTER	 MAIN POWER	 DEFIBRII l ATOR	 ON
CONTINUOUS
	
ON
D	 0	
10 !0	 E	 100 r
	
q OFF	 \.^^^^LUI^ I l i '^"^^3 	 \	 t I i OF I,CAPACJTr	 OFF	 UE1nYEREO ENfROr	 CHARGE.INTERMITTENT
	 RErANINO
	 LIG1^T ON
	
rA	 sfcowos INTO s0A
	
^,	
1
	
CHANNEL	 (o j^--^'"
C	 `r
A F B•	 •D B E 	 OFF	 _	 DRn!ti
E	 EKG	 LEAD ELECTRODE
	
RRIGNTNESS
	 SELECT	 CHECK	 n
MICROPHONE	 DEFIB.	 /J
LOCK	 III- 	a
 
ju-1SIZE	 ll•	 CALIBRATE	 F
	
OFF	 1.l
	
FfMOMENTARY'	 STD'
TELECARE I
© ^J lO	 K	 L V ON
STOWED EQUIPMENT
DEFIB.
JELLY
ASPIRATOR
FOLDOL7 MA" I LEFT BELL
^	
__
EKG
CABLE
	 B/P
PLUG	 CORRECTOR
EKG
(	 CALIBRATE
RA	 R
 CONNECTORS
RD	 EKG CABLE
RF f KG CABLE
__ p CONNECTOR
ADDITIONAL)I T IBRMLLATOR
—	 -	 —
R/ ELECTRODESADDLES
_
to J
A
s^
_
ELECTRODE
RR JELLY
^+	 I ---,
1p
RC ELECTRODE
NRE S
-`\' h— ♦ ^^^ ; Rw SNAPS
ELECTRODES
RN B/P BULB
OIL
RM
St 000 PRE SSJRE CUFF
	
B/P MIKE
RIGHT BELL
TELECARE I
	 TRANSMIT f10DE/SWITCH POSITION MATRIX
TRANSMIT T)MODE
FUNCTION VOICE AND EKG EKG TRANS-
EKG TRANS- EKG TRANS- EKG TRANS- VOICE ONLY
MITTED CONTIN- MITTED ONLY MITTED DOILY TRANSMITTED
S,YITC" TRANSMITTED MITTED WHEN UOUSLY; VOICE WHEN MIKE EKG TRANS- WHEN MIKE WHEN MIKE VOICE ONLYCONTINUOUSLY VOICE NOT ONLY WHEN SWITCH NOT MITTED SWITCH NWITCH IRANSMITTED
'IML!LTANEOUSLV. TPA,	 --tTTf I ) ACTIVATF !1 ACTIVATED. rONTINUOUSI ACTIVATFo. ACTIVATED. CONTINUOUSLV
MAINH
POWER ON Ci' ON ON ON ON ON
E	 CHANNEL A, B, C, D, or E A, B, C, D, or E A, B, C, D, or L A, B, C, D, or E A, B, C, 0, ur I A, C, C, 0, nr t A, C, C, 0, or E A, !" C, 0, or ESELECT AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS DIRECTED AS JIRECTEO
OD	 TRANSMITTER CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS CONTINIJOUS CONTIN!)tXIS INTERMITTENT 19TfR611TTi1%1 ONTINUGHS
EKG AND VUICLAO MODE EKG OR VOICE EKG OR VOICE EKG OR VOICE EKG OR VOICE OR EKFr, OR VOICE EKG OR VOICE EKG OR VOICE
EKG OR VOICE
O MICROPHONL LM OFF MOMENTAk - MOMENTARY• OFF MOMENTARw MUMENTARY• LOCKOR LOCK IR LOCK OR LOCK
OM 
LEAD
SELECT
t,	 II	 or	 111 ^,	 II,	 _r	 r 1,	 It,	 or 	 111 1,	 II,	 or	 III I,	 It,	 w 111 1,	 11,	 or	 III STb STU
+ "DEFIB" MAY BE SELECTED (PADDLES THEN ACT AS ELECTRODES) INSTEAD OF I, 11, or III.
s MUST BE HELD IN THIS POSITION FOR ACTIVATION.
I	 r	 T rr	 ,,,	 THIS M!!DT	 11 1 4[ N FIRST CAI L IS MADE TO BASE STATION
TELECAREIAMBJLANCEIBASE
	 STATION VOICE
	 ANC TELEMETRY	 INTERFACES
^DICAL CENTER CONSULE
MONITORSWITCH
Q PHONE LINES	
r ST. LUKE S
IIOSFITAL
I I
r (4 RCVRSJ
^ ^L AK:LR
	 SWITCH
KIRCY DRIVE
r	 (1 XMTRJ
(4 RCVRI,.) VOICE
r nUNl
	
LINk. -
A E
KG
I
r
VOICE & EKG
	
ELAY
MICROPHONE h RELAY
VOICE
LqL]
HOE 4
TIPLEXER 0°SiffI urq o10E VINCE b EKG
r'
r`
_ILLI`F	 i
I
(I XkITR I 1 I	 -	 t
_"
IOU
RLLAV HANGS[ T
COUPLER
EKG
VOICE	 VUIC[
HEADSET
vIUIV'
EKG
j LEADS	 EMT
I AKER
COUPLER	 EKG b VOICE
SLCo%0AR,	 TELL CARL UNIT
	
PRIMARY BACK
BACKUP	 TELEPHONL
^at5
or:
PHONE LINE
(ONE DEDICATED
TELEPHONE NO.)
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L.
0CODE CONTROL/DISPLAY CONTROL POS./ FUNCTIONINDICATOR
Voice and EKG are transmitted simultaneous!y.
(Must be in this position for first transmission.
A
O (TRANSMITTER' EKG AND VOICE
e
to Base Station to activate alarm system)
MODE SELECT EKG OR VOICE EKG is interrupted during voice transmissions.
(Should be used when EKG not transmitted)
Enables carrier squelch and a'lows adjustment
UP (clockwise or counterclockwise until "quiet
4t
point" is reached in both headset and speaker.
O SQUELCH
I
^J, CAUTION
Further	 , djustment past "quiet point" reducesA
receiver sensitivity.
N DOWN Enables tore squelch which requires no adjustment.
Rotary function is not operative.
Z
° UP Adjusts both speake r and headset earphone volume.
1
a CO SPEAKER/VOLUME "—' Less	 More
L)
A_^
Volume
	 Volume
')OWN— Adjusts headset earphone volume only.
z
TRANSMITTER Transmitter is "ON" continuously.
TRANSMITTER
CON '/^ I^NUOUS
EI Orr
INTERMITTENT
Turns transmitter OFF.
Transmitter is ON only when microphone switcha is field in "MOMTN'TARY."
U
Cr,ANNE E
c Selects transmitter channel A, B, C, D, or E.
O CHANNEL B	 DA.	 ,E
(XMTR. ONLY) 0	
I
Microphone is "hot" (ON) continuously.
MICROPHONE
OF MICROPHONE
LOCK
Y O" No translr,issions may be made with headset mike.
MOMENTARY
Voice trans-iissions occur only when switch is held
in "MOMENTARY."
0
NOTE:
See L^
O
for Telephone Coupler funct,vn description
for Headset function description
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ADDITIONAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES
OICE
BASF	 HFD DISPATCHER
,3TATI0%	 CHANNELS(CHANNELS F6,
	 F6 PRIMARY
F7, AND FS)
\ ICE	 F7 SE CONDAR.V XICE
4	 1
I
DICE
AMBULANCE
kCHANNELS F6,
F7, AND F8)	 I
WALKIE TALKIENOTE: THERE IS NO	 (CHANNELS F6,RELAY CAPABILITY
	 F7, AND F8)USING THIS SYSTEM.
i
LE TELEPHONE COUPLER
e
BACK-UP COMMUNICATIONS FROM TELECARE UNIT TO BASE STATION VIA REGULAR (HARD
LINE) TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS OR AMBULANCE RELAY TRANSMITTER
TELECARE SWITCH POSITIONS FOR COM-	 AMBULANCE RELAY SWITCH POSITIONS
MUNICATIONS USING COUPLER: 	 USING COUPLER
(a) MAIN POWER H "ON"	 (a) RELAY TRANSMITTER "ON"
(b) TRANSMIT•ERd;IUOUS"OFF"	 (b) LOCK HANDSET PUSH-TO-TALK
(c) MICROPHONE 	 BUTTON DOWN.
LOCK FOR C 	 EKG
	
(THIS ALL-OWS LONTINUOUS TRANS-
k	 AND VOICE OR	 MISSION)
- OFF/MOMENTARY FCR CONTINU-
	
(c) VERIFY CORRECT CHANNEL
OuS EKGAND V CE WHEN DE-
OSIRED.
z J
	
1 REMOVE COUPLER.
2 ROLL-UP RUBBER COVER.
3 UNROLL SOME LINE.
4 PLUG INTO TELECARE RECEPTACLE.
5 UNROLL ADDITIONAL LINE NECESSARY TO REACH NEAREST
TELEPHONE OR AMBULANCE RELAY HANDSET.
6 DIXL_B_Tn-'^TAfION OR SET RELAYSWITCHES TO POSITIONS
NOTEFXff0VE7_ POR	 U	 -
7 SUP- UTM OVER TELEPHONE MOUTHPIECE (MIKE).
8. VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS ESTABLI H
lF HEADSE T AND "BIKE
ALLOW^Mk TNICATIONS WHILE BOTH HANDS ARE FREE TO DO OTHER
ESSENTIAL MANUAL OPERATIONS.
9. DESTOW HEADSET CAREFULLY SG AS NOT TO PUT STRESS ON CON-
NECTION TO TELECARE UNIT.
j= J ^	 10. POSITION ON HEAD IN A POSITION FOR:
- COMFORT
- GOOD EARPIECE POSITION OVER EAR FOR HEARING.
(	 - GOOD MIKE POSITION IN FRONT OF MOUTH MR-MD TRANSMISSION.
(1)
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I -me
O CONTROL POS./CODE CONTROL/DISPLAY INDICATOR FUNCTION
VAIN POWT R
x (DG MAIN POWER Disolays capacity remaining of the main battery.o	 e	 a :oIi,X,'3 
-DISPLAY ...; • . ♦ 	 —
a
(Main Power,
	 H	 must hp on.)
es ON Provides power to all units, except defibrillator.(HDH MAIN POWER
OF ♦ 	 Shuts off power to all units, except defibrillator.
J
LIGHT ON-- Light in lid is turned on.
^^ (^ LIGHT
=,o ^—/ OFF Light in lid is turned off. 	 (Should be left off when
not needed to conserve battery)
(AA) CHARGING TELECARE UNIT
THE BATTERIES OF THE TELEC^RE UNIT ARE OF NICKLE/CADMIUM RECHARGEABLE TYPE
AND IN ORDER THAT SUFFICIENT POWER IS AVAILABLE FOR ANY EMERGENCY USAGE, THE
TELECARE SHOULD BE RECHARGED WHEN THE AMBULANCE ENGINE IS RUNNING. THEVE-
FORE, WHEN THE TELECARE UNIT IS IN THE AMBULANCE:
1 CONNECT CHARGER CABLE FROM AMBULANCE CHARGING UNIT TO TELECARL
RECEPTABLE ® .
2 VERIFY FAST CHARGE LIGHTS Ye AND ZO "ON" WHEN AMBULANCE ENGINE
IS RUNNING.
(NOTE: IF BATTERIES ARE FULLY CHARGED, LIGHTS WILL NOT TURN ON)
3 IF LIGHTS DO NOT TURN ON AFTER, TELECARE UNIT HAS BEEN USED AND
YOU WOULD EXPECT FAST CHARGE TO TAKE PLACE,- VERIFY CHARGER
SWITCH BREAKER IS ENGAGED.
1'
O
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EKG HARD&ARF FUNCTIONS
BASELKG
STATION
	 DISPLAY
.-L-)
:RiGrii .YLLL
l
RA	 IA
A\
_V
n
^•	 LL
RE	 I RG	 SNAPS ELECTRODES
EKG
	
ELECTRODE RN	 RI
CABLE	 ' f WIRES
MALE
CONNECTOR
PLUGS
WHEN WIRES AND SNAPS ARE
CONNECTED TO APPROPRIATE
(SAME COLOR) CALIBRATE
CONNECTORS ON RIGHT WELL
OF UNIT, SYSTEMS STATUS
CHECK OF EKG FUNCTIONS
CAN BE MADE
- ----- W---
LEAD III, 11, OR I	 TELECARE ELECTRONICS
EKG DISPLAY
SIGNALS AS	 I111ASURES AND AMPLIFIESSELECTED BY	 nITTML VoMn-Hl-
RA
LA
SWITCH	 TWEEN PAIRS OF ELECTRODES I LSETTING	 AND WITH PROPER LEAD
SELECT SWITCH SETTING AND
COMMUNICATIONS SWITCH
SETTINGS WILL DISPLAY ON
LEAD	 UNIT AND TRANSMITMA^E
SELEC'	 STATION ERL_7MLS AS
SWITC-	 FOLLOWS
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRODESSWITCHES SET
FOR EKG :,j III f - - -ILA - LU
TRANSMISSION,
AS REQUIRED LEAD II f- - - -IRA - LL)
LEAD	 - -IRA - LAI
1I
CHECKS STATUS OF TELECARE
SYSTEMS AND SENDS CONTINUOUS
' SEE +	 CALIBRATED SIGNAL TO BASE ONCOMMUNICATIONS !	 SELECTED LEAD I OR IIDATA ON I
rAGE -
F #01
EKG OPERATING MODES
VICTIM
TELECAU !NTROL SETTINGS
RAJ i,LA
O
r
NORMAL ORS.
MAIN
POWER
EKG
LEAD SELECT
COMMUN.
SET EKG TRANSMITTEDTO BASE STATIONI n
1	 ON"RE I	 II,	 OR III"J
FOR EKG
LL	 M -	 ` TRAN7WT
RI	 RG	 OH EKG DI PL Y JO A THRU F
^
z
O CHECKELECTRODE
MAIN
POWER
I^
"PUSH"
ELECTRODE
EKG
LIGHTS	 - - - - - - - - PURPOSE Of THIS MODE
Z ^mON"1 CHECKBUTTON TlRU ELECTRODES,
-CAST.WIRESL GHT(S)
O 0 O
rEWH frUCATE
CIRCUIT DISCONTINUITY.
I
F-
O
CALIBRATE
MAIN
POWER LEAD SELECT
COP MUN.	 --pUSH
SET	 CALIBRATE T
TRANSMITS
ON STD" FOR EKG	
BUT IAA. CALIBRATE SIGNAL
MA2^"5Ti1Tf6Mvw
H
O
TRANSIT
O
CALIB. BUTTON PUSHED
AND RELEASED.A	 THRU F
O SNAPS MAIN 4AD SELECT TRANSMITS(CALIBRATION AND SOWER I OR II DSE CONTINUOUS CALIBRATE
SYSTEM VERIFICAT.ON'
ON SIGNAL TO BASE STATION
AND VERIFIES TELECARE
H O UNIT EKG E LECTRONICSOTHRI,,O SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
A' ',
O
CALIBRATE ^,•
CONNECTORS
RO
SNAPS CONNECTED TO SAME
COLORED CONNECTORS
ap
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OF
	 FAMW
u0R @UAL
4O
(1)
D
7ODLONTROL (DISPLAY CONTROL POS.!INDICATOR FUNCTION
FKC Displays EKG baseline when main power switch is
N.
O EKG DISPLAY Displays EKG trace selected by lead select switch
when patient is properly connected with electrodes
and leads.
SIZE
Turning to right increases.
EKG SIZE Turning to left decreases vertical size of trace on-- ----
EKG displayJO
NOTE:
	
Has no effect on size of trace being
received at hospital.
BRIGHTNESS
OEKG BRIGHTNESS 0 Turning to right increases.
Turning to left decreases brightness of EKG display
O
LEAD fakes EKG using Defibrillator paddles as electrodes
SELECT
DE FIB.
'"
/^
and displays it on EKG display
MO
EKG
SELECTOR II. O Selects lead I,	 II or III input,	 fromrespectivelyLEAD sTO
electrodes and displays it on EKG display 
Y
w "'S	 Normal position when leads not in use. 	 (Baseline
appears onJU .	 Calibrate signal seen on
	 JO
when (N )
-
 depressed)
CALIBRAIL
e	 UP No function.
O
EKG CALIBRATE PUSH DOWN Generates 1 millivolt signall-Uliat moves across
BUTTON
EKG display	 OJ	 .	 If communications are activated,
this EKG signal is transmitted to base station and Used
there as a reference signal.
i	 ELECTRODE
CHECK	 U P No function.
O
ELECTRODE CHECK
BUTTON
e	 yPUSH DOWN •	 Checks for 'open circuit" (no signal) in EKG cable and
the three electrodes and displays results on electrode
display OP
^ Electrode lights(s) "flash" when electrode check
op
ELECTRODE
LIGHTS LA
1A
button (^) is de pressed and RA, LA or LL electrode,
L lead or EKG cab le s i gnal is absent or not prope rl y
	 	 	 g	  	
hooked up.
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EKG OR ECG (ELECTROCARDIOGRAM)
THE TOTAL COLLECTIVE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE WAVES OF EXCITATION OF THE
HEART'S NERVES AND MUSCLES CAN BE RECORDED BY ELECTRODES PLACED ON THE SKIN AND CONNECTED
1`0 AN EKG MACHINE. THIS EQUIPMENT MEASURES, RECORDS AND DISPLAYS THIS ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY OF- 
	
HEART ON STANDARD EI	 A P-APM E PAa- 3-ITT-HAT MOVES THRU THE EKG
	 J
RECORDER AT A STANDARD RATE. THE RESULTANT RECORD IS REFERRED TO AS THE "PATIENT'S EKG.''
T HE RECORD CAN BE SIMULTANEOUSLY DISPLAYED ON A CARDIOS; OPE (CATHODE RAY OR TV TYPE TUBE)
AS A MOVING DISPLAY, THE EKG PATTERN IS WRITTEN ONT HT-17rTTF THE DISPLAY AND IT THEN MOVES
TO THE RIGHT AT THE SAME RATE AS A WRITTEN RECORD.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF EKG MEASUREMENTS CAN BE MADE WHICH ARE IN ESSENCE DIFFERENT "VIEWS" OF
THE HEART'S ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES AROUND THE BODY DEPENDENT UPON THE
INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION OF ELECTRODES. THE TWO MAJOR TYPES OF EKG'S ARE:
THREE-LEAD EKG
- USED IN PRE-HOSPITAL EMERGENCY CARE.
INCLUDES:
3 STANDARD BIPOLAR (BETWEEN TWO
ELECTRODES) MEASURES:
• LEAD I (RIGHT ARC".-LEFT ARM) (RA-LA)
• LEAD II (RIGHT ARM-LEFT LEG) (RA-LL)
• LEAD III (LEFT ARM-LEFT LEG) (LA-LL)
- MEASURES HEART ACTIVITY FROM FRONT
OF BODY (FRONTAL PLANE)
TRANSMISSION OF GOOD QUALITY EKG'S IS ESSENTIAL FOR RAPID VICTIM ASSESSMENT AND RAPID DETER-
MINATION OF THE PROPER PRE-HOSPITAL TREATMENT REQUTRn__rA_CfibRS I -MPORTANT IN TH IS
A. GOOD MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF THE EKG EQUIPMENT
- PROPER HANDLING AND STOWAGE OF EKG EQUIPMENT
- PROPER CLEANING
- PROPER PRE-CALL • EKG EQUIPMENT CHECKS (SEE PAGE 1-11)
• EKG BATTERY CHARGING OPERATIONS (SEE PAGE 1-10)
- PROPER CONTROL OPERATIONS (SEE PAGES 1-11 AND 1-12)
B. PROPER BODY SITE SELECTION FOR ELECTRODE INSTALLATION
SELECT SITES FOR ELECTRODE INSTALLATION AS ILLUSTRATED.
NOTE: WOMEN WITH PENDULOUS BREASTS MAY REQUIRE INSTALLATION OF
	
A	 "LL" ELECTRODE MORE TO THE SIDE AND BACK OF THE BODY OR
I^r	 LA	 UNDERNEATH THE BREAST. IF UNDERNEATH SITE IS SELECTED THEN
	
„LL	 ADDITIONAL CLEANING OF SITE MAY BE REQUIRED DUE TO EXCESSIVEOIL, POWDER AND MOISTURE THAT MAY BE IN THAT AREA.
C. SITE PREPARATION
(THREE SITES THOROUGHLY WITH ALCOHOL OR STERILE WIPES.
(2) RUB SITES WITH GAUZE PAD OR PAPER TOWEL - ABOUT 5 SECONDS EACH. (THIS ABRADING
INCREASES ELECT I L	 NDUCTIVITY OF SKIN.
D. ELECTRODE APPLICATION (GELECTRODE TYPE - PREGELLED)
(1) REMOVE ELECTRODE FRAM PACKAGE (OPEN JUST PRIOR TO USE)
(2) APPLY TO SITE (START AT TOP EDGE AND ROLL DOWNWARD)
(3) THEN PAT ENTIRE SURFACE OF ELECTRODE 	 VR__^
E. CONNECTION OF ELECTRODE WIRES TO ELECTRODES AND EKG CABLE
(THESENNE TI NEMYHAVE BEEN A MPL H D PREEVIODUSLBUT CHECKS SHOULD BE
MADE FOR ACCURACY AND INTEGRITY.)
N
BLACK 10 LA ELECTRODE
RI WHI E TO RA ELECTRODE
RE-D-70 LLTLECTRODE
BLACK TO BLACK
RE WHITE TO WHITE
RED TO RED
(1) CONNECT (OR VERIFY) WIRE SNAPS 8 T ELECTRODES
(2) CONNECT OR VERIFY EKG WIRES RD TO EKG CABLE
(3) MAKE SURE EKG CABLE RE IS CONNECTED TO UNIT
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I CAUTIONS j
C - DO NOT ALLOW TENSION TO BE PLACED ON ANY OF WIRING CONNECTIONS BETWEENPATIENT AND EKG UNIT• CABLE AT UNIT
• CABLE TOELECTRODE WIRES
• EKG SNAPS OR ELECTRODES
- STRING WIRES FROM PATIENT ELECTRODES TO UNIT IN A MANNER THAT MINIMIZES
THE "OVLR THE BODY" STRINGING OF THE LINES.
EKG UNIT	 NOTE: ATTACH CLIP
TO PATIENT'S
CLOTHING OR
STRETCHER
TO PREVENT
ELECTRODE
DETACHMENT.
- KEEP LINES FROM PATIENT TO EKG UNIT AS FREE AS POSSIBLE FROM SUCH THINGS
AS FEET, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT (PARTICULARLY METAL TYPE)
F. VERIFY EKG UNIT POWER AND COMMUNICATIONS SWITCH SETTINGS
(1) MAIN POWER H ON
(2) TRANSMITTER D CONTINUOUS
(3) CHANNEL SELECT O AS DIRECTED BY BASE STATION
(4) MODE SWITCH O EKG AND VOICE
G. CONDUCT ELECTRODE OPERATIONS CHECK
(1) PRESS ELECTRODE CHECK BUTTON OO
(2) VERIFY NO LIGHTS O (RA, LA, LL)
(3) SET LEAD SELECT SWITCH MO TO !, II, OR III AS DIRECTED BY BASE STATION
SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE CAUSES OF POOR EKG'S
0 IMPROPER APPLICATION OF ELECTRODES RI DUE TO:
- EXCESSIVE HAIR
- OILY, DIRTY, SCALY SKIN
- EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION
• BROKEN OR DEFECTIVE:
-EKG CABLE ARE
- ELECTRODE WIRE CONNECTIONS 9
- SNAP/ELECTRODE CONNECTIONS
-ELECTRODE PASTE HAS DRIED OUT DUE TO EXPOSURE TO AIR PRIOR TO USE
• FAULTY ELECTRONICS IN EKG UNIT (CAN BE CHECKED BY - "ELECTRODE CHECK" OPERATING
MODE
- STANDARD
- SNAPS)
• ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE FROM NEARBY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OR MAGNETIC FIELDS
• COMMUNICATION INTERFERENCES FROM NEARBY HIGH BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES.
0 STATIC ELECTRICITY CAUSED BY SYNTHETIC CLOTHING
• PATIENT MOVEMENTS FROM:
- BODY THRASHINGS
- MUSCLE TREMORS
- LARGE RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS
- BOUNCING AMBULANCES
P LARGE AMOUNTS OF FATTY TISSUE BENEATH ELECTRODES
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u ^-
I^ r^
BASE OF HEART (BETWEEN PATIENTS
RIGHT 0^ LLAR BONE AND STERNUM)
APEX OF HEART (BELOW LEFT NIPPLE
AND UNDER BREASTS)
DEFIBRILLATION	 ^.
• ELECTRIC SHOCK DELIVERED ACROSS THE CHEST CAN TERMINATE SOME ABNORMAL HEART ARRHYTH-
MIAS BY SIMULTANEOUSLY DISCHARGING ALL THE MUSCLE FIBERS OF THE HEART THIS CAN PRO-
DUCE A SYNCHRONIZED VENTRICULAR CbNTRACTION THAT CAN RESULT IN THE HEART "CONVERTING"
TO A MORE NORMAL RHYTHMIC PERFORMANCE
•	 THE TELECARE UNITS IN OPERATIONS BY T14E HOUSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT CAN ONLY DELIVER
UNSYNCHRONILED COUNTERSHOCK WHICH IS USED TO CONVERT:	 - VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION
i - VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA
- PAROXYSMAL ATRIAL TACHYCARDIA
(IF CARTOID MASSAGE IS
UNSUCCESSFUL)
•	 CAUTIONS
	 1) ELECTRIC SHOCK IS ADMINISTERED ONLY UPON SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS THAT
ARE GIVEN BY THE BASE STATION DUTY PHYSICIAN.
2) CHEST BURNS TO THE VICTIM CAN RESULT FROM MULTIPLE HIGH-ENERGY
DISCHARGES IF POOR CONTACT BETWEEN PADDLES AND SKIN OCCURS.
POOR CONTACT NN RESULT FROM-
	 - CHEST DEFORMITIES
- INADEQUATE DOWNWARD PRESSURE
DURING DEFIBRILLATION
- INSUFFICIENT AMOUNTS OF CONDUCTIVE
SOLUTION OR JELLY PLACED BETWEEN
PADDLES AND SYTN
3) EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF CONDUCTIVE JELLY CAN RESULT IN A SHORT CIR-
CUIT BETWEEN PADDLES AND A DROP IN CURRENT DELIVERED TO PATIENT.
4) HANDLE PADDLES CAREFULLY AND DO NOT TOUCH METAL SURFACE OF THE
PADDLES OR THE PATENT DURING DISC—HARGE.
J
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ei
qECONTROL /DISPLAY CONTROL POS./ FUNCTION	 '^	 1INDICATOR
DEFIBRILLATOR O
Provides power from Defibrillator Battery to defibrillator
O circuit.
POl'VER SWITCH OFFo Drains Defibrillator circuit.
C CHARGE Defibrillator circuit is charged when switch is Feld in
this position.	 Monitor charging on defibrillator
DEFIBRILLATOR
DRAIN
display US
CHARGE/DRAIN Defibrillator circuit is drained when held in this
^ I —^
position until defibrillator display
	 \/' j	 reads
_
zero.
DEFIBRILLATOR Dis,).ays energy available in defibrillator circuit for,0:
W S ENERGY O	 D[uv0[OLM[0D
	 , delivery to victim.
o DELIVERABLE ^•	 ==^«^D= ^^^ ,on
DISPLAY
L>
NOTE:	 Also see CR> for Defibrillator Paddle usage discussion
D
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#m
pRECED NG PAGE BLANK NOT FU IfW
V
CONTROL POS./CODE CONTROL/DISPLAY INDICATOR FUNCTION
—^	 Turns on power to blood pressure circuitry.
	
(This
T
O BLOOD PRESSURE ON0 
^-
activates steady tone in speaker/headset.)
POWER SWITCH OFF Turns off power to blood pressure circuitry.	 (This
deactivates tone in speaker/headset.)
DEPRESSED Initiates dispia, of cuff press.,re in the s;stolic ^W
OSTART BUTTON j and diastolic	 O displays.	 Zero if no cuff pressure)
RELEASED No function.
U.1 DEPRESSED Freezes systolic B/P display O .
^/
SOUNDS BUTTON f
cn RELEASED After start button	 (U 	 depressed and sounds button
V' pushed, freezes diastolic B/P display
	 O .
w (This is cuff pressure at time of release)
of
a SYSTOLIC
Digital display of cuff blood pressure.
SYSTOLIC BLOOD
PRESSURE
-	 Initiated by depressing start button	 UO .o O
DISPLAY -	 Frozen by depressing sounds button	 VO when0
0 operator ', F ar-,	 1st heart ! peat Sounds.
J
co
DIASTOLIC Digital c'.isplay of cult pressure.
-	 Started by depressing start button 	 D .
-	 Displays cuff pressure when sounds button
depressed.
X DIASTOLIC BLOOD
-	 Frozen by release of sounds button	 VO .PRESSURE
DISPLAY -	 Releasing sounds button freezes diastolic pressure
dis p lay	 OX	 (This is cuff pressure at time of
release)
NOTE:	 When sounds button 	 D released at time
last heart beat sound is heard, diastolic
pressure is displayed.
0
L-
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TELECARE RESUSCITATION EQUIPMENT
U
LOCATION
REFERENCE EQUIPMENT USE
EE EMERGENCY PROVIDE OXYGEN FOR
OXYGEN RESPIRATION ASSISTANCE
LA RIGHT ANGLE OPTIONAL CONNECTOR BETWEEN
ADAPTER RESUSCI BAG AND MASK TO
CHANGE ANGLE BETWEEN THErl
AND PERMIT EASIER USE OF BAG
IN CERTAIN POSITIONS.
LE AIRWAYS MAINTAIN OPEN AIRWAY IN
UNCONSCIOUS VICTIM.
LC RESUSCI BAG TO PUMP AIR INTO LUNGS AND
ALLOW EXHALED AIR TO BE
EXPELLED, WHEN SPONTANEOUS
RESPIRATION IS ABSENT.
LD MASK TO SEAL MOUTH/NOSE WHEN
USING RESUSCI BAG.
LG ASPIRATOR REMOVE FLUIDS AND SMALL
PARTICLES PROM THROAT.
PRECMING P A GE PTANK NOT FaMM
0
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E	 1
CANISTER
LATCH
CONTAINER
COTTOM
Maim OXYGEN DISPENSER and CANIS
Match and remove CONTAINER BOTTOM
pert CANISTER into CONTAINER.
pl ace and latch CONTAINER BOTTOM.
ace MASK over victim's mouth
Preis PLUNGER.
BB
TELECARE EMERGENCY OXYGEN SYSTEM
MASK
EXHALATION
VALVE (1 OF 2)
.i
^'	 o
STRAP
)^' 1
	
OXYGEN TUBE
^	 I	 -
PLUNGER
CONTAINER
IN-LINE FLOW
INDICATOR
CANISTER GUIDE
Qof4)
ACCUMULATION
BAG
	
IGNITER
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r
tEMERGENCY OXYGEN ( BB ) PROCEDURES
1. Remove OXYGEN DISPENSER	 BB	 from Telecare unit.
2. Obtain CANISTER.
NOTE: Keep the CANISTER and TUBING dry, as dampness tends to reduce the
oxygen flow rate.
3. Squeeze container bottom LATCH and remove CONTAINER BOTTOM.
4. Slip CANISTER into CANISTER GUIDES, IGNITER toward PLUNGER.
5. Replace CONTAINER BOTTOM.
- Squeeze container bottom LATCH.
- Push CONTAINER BOTTOM against bottom of CANISTER until it is in
lock ring.
- Release LATCH and verify CANISTER BOTTOM locked.
6. Unfold preconnected MASK with TUBING and place over victim's mouth.
7. Depress PLUNGER to activate oxygen flow.
8. Confirm oxygen flow.
^y	- Check IN-LINE FLOW INDICATOR (it should move in direction of flow).
NOTE: Oxygen flow will continue for approximately 15 minutes. It cannot be
stopped.
-	 ----j CAUTION J
The canis'er generates much heat and is very hot when activated. Never handle the
canister with bare hands after use. The container will also get hot, and therefore
should be handled carefully.
WARNING
Pure oxygen is always a hazard. Avoid smoking and any other sources of fire or
sparks when the emergency oxygen is activated. 	 —	
—
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LC
Al R BAG
1. UNSTOW RESUSCI BAG AND MASK.
2. UNFOLD RESUSC! BAG.
3. CONNECT RESLI SCI BAG TO MASK. ,^ A
 
-1 4 %'. 	 c
4. HYPEREXTEND VICTIM'S NECK AS SHOWN.
^r
	 CAUTION
WHEN NECK OR HEAD INJURY SUSPECTED,
STABILIZE NECK, AND USE AIRWAY IF
^	 C
	 UNCONSCIOUS
5. MAINTAIN HEAD EXTENSION, PICK UP BAG/MASK AND CLAMP SNUGLY TO
VICT I M'S FACE.
a y
6	 MAINTAIN UPWARD LIFT ON JAW AND FULL HEAD EXTENSION.
7. SQUEEZE BAG UNTIL VICTIM'S CHEST RISES. (IF CHEST DOES NOT RISE,
CHECK FOR BLOCKED AIRWAY.)
8. RELEASE BAG AND LET VICTIM EXHALE PASSIVELY. (EACH EXHALATION
SHOULD CLOUD MASK MOMENTARILY.)
9. REPEAT STEPS () AND @J 15 TIMES PER MINUTE UNTIL SPONTANEOUSRESPIRATION RETURNS.
U
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L0, I	 ASPIRATOR
	 PROCEDURES
	
LG
1. Puli out CARTRIDGE HOLDER.
CARTRIDGE
HOLDER-
VACUUM
BOTTLE
^J
I	 !.
2. Turn CARTRIDGE HOLDER upside down. 	 (Knurled knob will be on CARTRIDGEHOLDER-----top.)
VACUUM
3. Push CARTRIDGE HOLDER firmly down into VACUUM BOTTLE. BOTTLE	 .
4. Hang assembly around neck with STRAP, or keep unit upright while STRAP—
in use.
5. Turn knurled knob	 clockwise.	 (This controls amount of vacuum) y = -	 __
CAUTION
If not in upright
	
position,	 liquid freon may escape
and	 cause
	
b, i sters	 if a llowed to drip on skin. SUCTION
TIP-
6. Insert SUCTION TIP into area to be aspirated.
7. When through, turn knurled knob counterclockwise until it is tight
8. Pull out CARTRIDGE HOLDER.
9. Dump contents into sample container. ASPIRATOR
10. Return contents with victim to hospital.
11. Temporarily stow CARTRIDGE HOLDER and VACUUM BOTTLE -
^`^se parately prior to next use. /'
12. Flush with saTine.
13. Clean and sterilize VACUUM BOTTLE, TIP and SUCTION TUBE ^^	 (Ji	 =.
14. Turn CARTRIDGE HOLDER up. )r
15. Push CARTRIDGE HOLDER into VACUUM BOTTLE.
16. Replace cartridge, if necessary. -
1	 '. Stow ASPIRATOR in Telecare unit. 	 i
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EPI L 1 TIS
^	 v
ESOPHAGUS(TUBE TO STOMACH)
TRACHEA (WIND PIPE)
t LEFT BRONCHUS
LUNG
PLEURA
PLEURAL
SPACE
T HEST
_
PLEURA
*LUNGS HANG FREE WITHIN THE
CHEST CAGE AND SURROUND
THE HEART
DIAPHRAGM
IS MUSCLE
AT SASE
OF LUNG
ANO
HEART
*CAVITY IS EFFECTIVELY AIR TIGHT
•RIGHT LUNG HAS THREE LOBES
*LEFT LUNG HAS TWO LOBES
k . TRACHEA
BRONCHUS
ON CHI OLE
c if	 ARTERY FROM
NEAR T
	
ALVEOLUS
	 CAPILLARY
 TO
	
GAS` 	 / HEART
EXCHANGE
•AIRWAY PASSAGES BRANCH OUT
	AND FINALLY 	TERMINATE IN	 1
MILLIONS OF ALVEOLI WHERE
THE EXTERNAT-27"2 EXCHANGE
WITH THE B I 000 OCCURS
RE S PI RATION -RE SUSCITATION-CPR
LIFE IS SUSTAINED BY A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HEART, LUNGS AND IiRAIN. THE HEART PUMPS
OXYGEN DEFICIENT BLOOD TO THE LUNGS WHERE IT PICKS-UP XY Nfu^THE 	 INSPIRED AIR AND
DUMPS WASTE CARBON DIOXIDE INTO EXPIRED AIR. THE OXYGENN NRTCHED BLOOD IC THEN RETURNED TO THE
HEART WHERE IT IS PUMPED TO THE BRAIN AND OTHER PARTS OF THE BODY. AS LONG AS THE BRAIN CELLS
RECEIVE PROPER NOURISHMENT, THE BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM SEND SIGNALS TO THE HEART AND LUNGS
THAT REGULATE THEIR ACTIVITY.
INTERRUPTION OF AIR OR OXYGEN SUPPLY TO THE LUNGS, REDUCING SUPPLY OF OXYGEN TO THE BRAIN, RESULTS
IN A SLOWING DOWN AND S T OPPING OF SIGNALS THAT REGULATE THE LUNGS AND HEART. COMPLETE BLOCKAGE
OR DEPRIVATION OF AIR WILL CAUSE BRAIN CELLS TO DIE IN 4-6 MINUTES. PARTIAL OBSTRUCTION WILL TAKE
LONGER.
AS A RESULT OF THIS VERY SHORT RESPONSE TIME, THE NUMBER ONE PRIORITY IN VICTIM CARE IS TO ESTABLISH
AND MAINTAIN AN OPEN AIRWAY AND SPONTANEOUS RESPIAATrUN_rM_ "YHE TRANSPORT OF OXYGEN.
RESPIRATION (EXCHANGE OF 02 AND CO2) OCCURS IN THE LUNGS AS NOTED BELOW. THE THROAT DIVIDES INTO
T^'VO TUBES, ONE TO THE STOMACH (ESOPHAGUS OR GULLET) AND ONF TO THE LUNGS (TRACHEA OR WINDPIPE).
THE "VOICE BOX'' OR LARYNX IS LOCATED AT THE ENTRANCE TO THE TRACHEA WHICH IS COVERED AND PROJECTED
BY THE EPIGLOTTIS DURING SWALLOWING SO THAT FOOD IS DIRECTED TO THE ESOPHAGUS. IT IS THIS AREA OF
THE THROAT WHERE AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION USUALLY OCCURS FROM FOREIGN MATERIAL.
•QQUTUI*, OF LUNG AND INSSIDE Of CHEST ARE COVERED BY5U0T^F,• TISSOFT7ILTEff THE PLEURA. TOES ALLOWS
rVnM IdDVi'UMS OF LUNG WHTH THE CHEST CAVITY.
•INJURIES AND DISEASES MAY CAUSE AIR, BLOOD, AND OTHER FLUIDS
TO COLLECT IN THE PLEURAL SPACE RT*M THE LUN AND H
WALL THESE CAN CAUSE THE LUNG TO COLLAPSE.
•LUNGS HAVE NO PAIN FIBERS
*CHEST PLEURA AND DIAPHRAGM +AVE PAIN FIBERS.
•DtAFMRA„M PAIN MAY BE RE F E?RED AMC FFL T 'N SHOULDER REC10%
^^'^1NU 
PAVE B1""K Noj FILMS
O
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INSPIRATION:
r
EXPANDED
RIGHT LUNG
EXPANDED I +	 'J	 1,	 1
RIB CAGE
CONTRACTED
DIAPHRAGM
\J RIB MUSCLES CONTRACT TORAISE AND EXPAND RIB CAGE
O DIAPHRAGM MUSCLES CONTRACT
AND PULL DIAPHRAGM DOWN.
O THIS ENLARGES CAVITY ANDSUCKS IN AIR
EXPIRATION	 II
RIGHTI, LEFT
LUNG	 UNGk ..
RELAXED DIAPHRAGM
\J RIB MUSCLES AND DIAPHRAGM
RELAX
O ABDOMINAL MUSCI ES PULL
RIBS AND STERNUM DOWN.
O ELASTIC TISSUE IN LUNGS
THEN I_ORCE AIR OUT OF
LUNGS.
RESPIRATION
*CONTROLLED AUTOMATICALLY B y NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RESPONSE TO
SENSED BL(WO CHEMISTRY AND OTHER BODY NEEDS
014ORMAL RESPIRATION RATE (14 - 10 BREATHS/MIN.)
APPROXIMATLY SOOCC OF AIR PER BREATH
I	 (
v
RESUSCI-BAG *
AIR
OXYGEN *y
MASK
AIR BAG WITH
1000/,,OXYGEN
INSPIRED EXPIRED*
AIR ^ 4"^AIR
AND RESERVOIR
v
21'/° 16'A 211° ti 95'/° ri; ti 47%
.04% 4.4% .04%
747,) 79°/; 74%
OXYGEN (02)
CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2)
NITROGEN (N2)
* MOUTH-TO-PAOUTH RESUSCITATION AND RESUSCI-BAG WILL FORCE OXYGEN
INTO LUNGS EVEN IF THE BREATHING PROCESS, DE RIBED ABOVE, IS NOT
SPONTANEOUS --PROVIDED NO AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION EXISTri.
** OXYGEN MASKS ARE OF TWO BASIC TYPES:
• CONTINUOUS FLOW (LOW PRESSURE) WITH EXHALATION VALVES
A DEMAND/FORCED FLOW (RELATIVELY HIGH PRESSURE) WITH
EXHALATION VALVES. OXYGEN IS PROVIDED UPON DEMAND BY
VICTIM'S RESPIRATIONS. FORCED FLOW MUST BE MANUALLY
ACTIVATED BY EMT.
*** %OF OXYGEN INSPIRED IS A FUNCTION OF THE SEAL OF THE MASK
OVER VICTIM'S FACE. THIS SEAL !S MAINTAINED BY THE EMT
OR THE MASK SECURING STRAP.
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0
• RESPIRATORY ARREST CAN RESULT FROM
- BLOCKAGE OF AIRWAY
- LOSS OF REGULATORY SIGNALS FROM BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM
- FAILURE OF HEART TO PUMP AND DISTRIBUTE OXYGENATED BLOOD THROUGHOUT THE BODY
• CAUSES OF AIRWAY BLOCKAGE
- ACCUMULATION OF FOREIGN MATTER (VOMIT, PHLEGM, FOOD, BROKEN TEETH OR DENTURES, SAND, DIRT
OR FOREIGN OBJEC T ) THAT CANNOT BE ELIMINATED BY COUGHING OR SWALLOWING CAN CREATE AN
OBST'(UCTION.
- WHEN UNCONSCIOUS, VICTIM'S LOWER JAW AND TONGUE RELAX, THIS USUALLY LEADS TO BLOCKAGE OF THE
THROAT WHEN VICTIM'S NECK IS BENT FORWARD.
- SPASMS OF THE VOCAL CHORDS
0 RECOGNITION OF AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION/RESPIRATORY ARREST
- LOOK FOR CHEST BREATHING MOVEMENTS
- LTS EN AND FEEL AIRFLOW THRU MOUTH AND NOSE
•	 OVEMMIOF AIR - COMPLETE OBSTRUCTION
• NOISY BREATHING - PARTIAL OBSTRUCTION
• "SNORING" - USUALLY INDICATES TONGUE BLOCKING AIR PASSAGE
• "CROWING" - USUALLY INDICATES SPASMS AND CONSTRICTIONS OF LARYNX
• GURGLING - FOREIGN MATTER IN WINDPIPE
- "CYANOSIS" - BLUE-GREY COLOR OF SKIN, TONGUE, LIPS AND NAIL BEDS
(IN BLACKS OR OTHER DARK COMPLEXIONED VICTIMS)
BASIC LIFE SUPPO`
UNTIL PROVEN CTHthWISE, AN UNCONSCIOUS VICTIM (WHO DOES NOT RESPOND TO STIMULI) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
TO HAVE RESPIRATORY AND/OR CARDIAC ARREST (IF NOT BREATHING AND NO PULSE)
MOUTH-TO-MOUTH CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR), AS DESCRIBED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES, SHOULD BE
INSTITUTED IMMEDIATELY.
AIRWAYS INSTALLATION 1,
i
O	 ADULT	 CHILDREN INFANT
OROPHARYNGRAL AIRWAYS
S-TUBE AIRWAYS
AIRWAYS ARE:
•. TOOLS TO ASSIST IN KEEPING VICTIM'S AIRWAY OPEN
• TOOLS TO OVERCOME EMT OBJECTIONS TO DIRECT
MOUTH-TO-MOUTH CONTACT DURING RESUSCITATION
IF VICTIM IS:
• CONSCIOUS AND BREATHING NORMALLY - DO NOT INSERT AIRWAY (WILL CAUSE VOMITING)
• UNCONSCIOUS WITH BREATHING OBSTRUCTED:
- CLEAR AIRWAY OF DEBRIS (WITH FINGERS AND/OR ASPIRATOR).
- IF DENTURES ARE LOOSE, REMOVE THEM.
- SELECT CORRECT SIZE AIRWAY FOR VICTIM
- USING ONE HAND WITH THUMB AND INDEX FINGER CROSSED, PRY PATIENTS TEETH APART AND HOLD
MOUTH OPEN
- INSERT AIRWAY (CURVE BACKWARD AT FIRST Ol ) THEN TURN TO PROPER POSITION 0 OVER
I'ONGUE AS AIRWAY IS P`UHED FURTHER BACK IN THROAT
• AFTER INSTALLAT I ON PREVENT AIR LEAKAGE BY
- PRESS FLANGL FIRMLY OVER MOUTH
- PINCH NOSTRIL PRIOR TO MOUTH-TO-MOUTH AS INDICATED IN FOLLOWING PROCEDURES
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BASIC CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
• PLACE VICTIM ON FLAT/HARD SURFACE
• POSITION VICTIM'S HEAD TO PULL TONGUE
UPWARD AWAY FROM BACK OF THROAT AND
CLEAR AIRWAY. USE
- HEAD-TILT
OR
O
JAW THRUST (USED IF SUSPECTED	 ^ '
NECK INJURY)''
AIRWAY
7LEARA":CF
-	
FORCL MOUTH UPEN
• CLEAR MOUTH/AIRWAY .. .
OF DEBRIS/FOREIGN OBJECTS	 -	 CLEAR DEBRIS OUT
WITH FINGERS
VOMITUS
FALSE TEETH	 USE ASPIRATORLG
IF NECESSARY
ROLL VICTIM ON SIDE,
DELIVER BLOW WITH
FIST IN MIDDLE OF BACK
TO DISLODGE DEBRIS
BLOCKING AIRWAY
•	 MAINTAIN HEAD TILT	 -^
IF RESUSCI-BAG USED
•	 TAKE DEEP BREATHINPINCH NOSTRILS	 WATCH FOR
11	 MAINTAIN HEAD TILT BY PULLING
CHIN WHILE .. .
_
•	 PINCH NOSTRILS CLOSED	 BETWEEN THUMB
	 ^,	 - 1 CHEST TO •	 SEALING MASK OVER VICTIM'S
•	 SEAL MOUTH OVER VICTIM'S MOUTH 	 AND FOREFINGER	 RISE FACE COVERING NOSE AND MOUTH
(FOR INFANT MAYBE MOUTH AND NOSE)	 BEFORE BREATHING	
`
INTO VICTIMl^	 /.
•	 BLOW INTO VICTIM'S MOUTH	 ^ -_ \\
O
•	 WATCH FOR VICTIM'S CHEST TO kISE.(IF IT DOESN'T, AIRWAY IS BLOCKED,
MUST BE CLEARED)
BREATHING •	 QUICKLY GIVE 4 VENTILATIONS
r
LIFTS
TO MAINTAIN f
HEAD TILT -
•	 SQUEEZE BAG TO FORCE AIR INTO
VICTIM'S LUNGS(WATCH FOR CHEST TO RISE)
•	 RELAX BAG PRESSCRF AND ALLOW
BAG TO INFLATE
•	 CHECK PULSE OVER CAROTID ARTERY(IF NO PULSE, THEN	 CAROTID
• PLACE HEEL OF HAND IN POSITION, 	 ARTERY_t
(3-FINGERS ABOVE XIPHOID PROCESS,)
•	 ?LACE OTHER HAND ON TOP OF FIRST	 ^I(MAY INTERLOCK FINGERS BUT DO NOT
FINGERS TO TOUCH CHEST WALL)
3O
ALLOW
•	 POSITION SHOULDERS DIRECTLY OVER
_CIRCULATION VICTIM'S STERNUM,
•	 KEEP ARM STIFF,	 3-FINGER
BREADTH
XIPHOID`	 ABOVE
TIP
COMPRESSION
COMPRESS
•	 -OMPRESS CHEST WITH REGULArt	 1.5-2" (ADULTS)PUSHES WITHOUT BOUNDING OR
	
1-1.5" (CHILDREN)
,NAPPING	
.75-1" (INFANT)
•	 COUNT AND CIRCULATE AS PER 1-MIN.
2-MAN PROCEDURES ON NEXT PAGES
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1—MAN CPR
• MUST AVERAGE 60 COMPRESSIONS PER MINUTE, THEREFORE MUST COMPRESS AT
A HIGHER RATE (APPROXIMATELY 80/MIN.) TO ALLOW FOR TIME LOST DURING
VENTILATION.
®	 O
t A—^
	
COMPRESSIONS	 TO	 'Y1 VENTILATION
- 1
COMPRESSION	 VENTILATION
COUNTS	 COUNTS
is
COMPRESSES
• "ONE
1ST • "TWO
CYCLE • "THREE
• "FOUR
• "FIVE
• "UN E
2ND • "TWO
CYCLE • "THREE
• "FOUR
• "TE NN
• 11 ONE
3RD • "TWO
CYCLE • "THREE
• "FOUR
• "FIFTEEN
LIFTSf
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND"
AND" . . — MOVE QUICKLY AND SEAL MOUTH
OVER VICTIM'S MOUTH, PINCH
NOSE.	 FIVE
• VENTILATE ONCE FULLY 	 SECONDS
• VENTILATE TWICE FULLY
• "ONE"	 AND
	 s
• TWO	 AND
NEXT
CYCLE
FIFTEEN
2-5
^1-
TWO-MAN CPR
MUST AVERAGE 60 COMPRESSIONS/MIN. OR 1/SECOND
I COMPRESSOR AND VENTILATOR ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF VICTIM
Si O 	
O
COMPRESSIONS	 TO	 ^l VENTILATION
J
VENTILATOR
IF RESUSCI-BAG
USED
I TAKES DEEP BREATH
0 MOUTH OVER VICTIMS
	 I SEAL MASK OVER VICTIM'S FACE
I VENTILATE ON "FIVE" THRU "ONE THOUSAND" 	 I SQUEEZE BAG ON "FIVE" THRU "ONE
OF NEXT CYCLE
	 THOUSAND AND" OP NEXT ^COUNT-
(LIKE BLOWING HANDS OF COMPRESSOR
OFF VICTIM)
0
0 RELEASE BAG AND
I ALLOW TO FILL
I
I SQUEEZE ON "FIVE" .. .
COMPRESSOR
COUNTS
LIFTS	 COMPRESSES
I ONE THOUSAND AND ONE,"
0 ONE THOUSAND AND TWO
I ONE THOUSAND AND THREE -
I ONE THOUSAND AND FOUR -
0 ONE THOUSAND AND FIVE -
(NO TIME DELAY BETWEEN CYCLES)
0 ONE THOUSAND AND ONE
I ONE H U ND ANA TWO
0 ONE THOUSAND AND THREE
I ONE THOUSAND AND FOUR
I ONE THOUSAND AND FIVE
I
VENTILATOR	 CHANGE OVER	 COMPRESSOR
UNE THOUSAND AND ONE I (VENTILATING)
ONE THOUSAND AND TWO I SAY "CHANGE ON THREE AFTER BREATH"
I ONE THOUSAND AND THREE I TAKE S DEEP BREATH
I ONE THOUSAND AND FOUR I %LOUTH OVER VICTIM'S
0 ONE THOUSAND AND FIVE 0 VENTILATE ON FIVE -ONE -THOUSAND AND
I ONE THOUSAND AND ONE I
I ONE THOUSAND AND TWO I MOVES AND POSITIONS HANDS FOR .. .
0 ONE THOUSAND AND THH EE I	 COMPRESSION
I MOVES TO HEAD
I VENTILATES ON "FIVE THRU I ONE THOUSAND AND FOUR (PUSHES HANDS OFF)
ONE THOUSAND AND" 0 ONE THOUSAND AND rW
VENTILATOR COMPRESSOR
a
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BLOOD WILI
• SPURT FROM OPENED ARTIRY
AS BRIGHT RED FLUID.
• FLOW STEADY FROM OPI NLD
VEIN AS DARK BLUISH RI P
rl uIP .
• CLOT USUALLY WITHIN 6-7
MINUTE S.
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM (CIRCULATORY SYSTEM)
THIS BLOOD DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OF THE BODY CONSISTS OF:
• A FOUR-CHAMBERED HEART PUMP THAT MOVES ...
• BLOOD THRU ..
• THE7LOOD VESSEL NETWORK OF BODY THAT INCLUDES:
SUPPLY ARTERIES, CARRYING 0pp RICH BLOOD FROM THE LEFT HEART TO ...
CAPILLA, WHERE CELCS PICK UP 0p AND DUMP CO INTO THE
RETURN VEINS, HAT CARRY CO BACK TO THE RIGHT HNi?r FOR PUMPING TO THE LUNGS WHERE CO,
IS LXHAL117-AND NEW 0 2 IS MiED UP BY THE BLOOD. THE NETWORK ALSO INCLUDES ...
RETURN LYMPHATICS, DRAIN TISSUES OF FLUIDS AND WASTES, FILTER THESE WASTES, ADD ANTIBODIES
TO FIGHf_n9 LrWAND DUMPS BACK INTO THE VENOUS RETURN FLOW.
Q
rerlsbAL Oa /Cot MAARI(,E u
C AN%LLMV i TISSU( NOS
	
C	 t.
	
I
V(= ,	 ,ARTFA
	
D(O(rG[IIAT(p V(MK[ 	 ~T(R^a(	 OA rO(M/[DRL 000	 RL DOD
ROUND TRIP BLOOD FLOW THRU AVERAGE LENGTH
NETWORK CIRCUIT IS APPROXIMATELY 30 SECONDS.
(
1
1
111	 A jV(IRR
CAROTID
p DOER ERTREMTV MT(R1ES ARTERY
\ — ^--^.1—.ter r.^
RETURN VEIM1
	
j71	 t\ 1, )^1\ IYRi
r_— 0
.-
 
—.— —" — — —0. --	 G
d
N
Wk I
BLOOD
• BLOOD IS THE FLUID TRANSPORTER OF
0 AND NUTRITION TO AND
1^5TE^FROM BODY CELLS
THEREFORE, IT IS ESSENTIAL TO LIFE.
• THE AVERAGE ADULT HAS ABOUT SIX
QUARTS OF BLOOD. LOSS OF ONE QUART
I VARY SERIOUS.
• 9L000 CONTAINS:
- LIQUID PLASMA - FLUID TRANSPORTER
- S01-IDS:
• RED CORPUSCLES - CARRY 02 TO AND
i0 FROM CELLS
• WHITE CORPUSCLES - HELP FIGHT IN-
FECTION
• PLATELETS - CAUSE BLOOD TO CLOT
• BLOOD FUNCTIONS:
- RESPIRATION 02-OCELLS; CO2 ♦ LUNGS
- Nu7R T 6 lam—
 - FOOD SUBSTANCES FROM
INTESTINES-* TISSUES
- EXCRETION - WASTES FROM CELLS TO
EXCRETORY ORGANS
- PROTECTION - WHITE CELLS AND ANTIBODIE5
FIGHT INFECTION
- REGULATION - DISTRIBUTE HORMONES AND
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
- HELPS CONTROL
- BODY TEMPERATURE
- BLOOD ACID-BATE BALANCE
- FLUID BALANCE
1 O2 'CO2
IE(C%"CA
1	 --
14 iV^
1^ 1
I	 ARUM% TO WART MUSCLE
'	 IC OA ONARIE S1
CHEST OR6ANt
^rvER
^RE OAnE ARTE1v
CALL 8LADOER4
RoRTAI V11R
aurn rian'
^ I
1
r10RFr
'
1	
S1 7777
I 1(.M
t 1_1 n F NAL
\— — -	 wASr(s
^ rI	 %
1^i(11(R1Al
1	 1	 ARTFRV AND rile
q 1	 Li I
Ii1^iRit^
`4
^Rr[tnRF
D1f[STn , -A'IF%
r^XRANG PAGE $LANg NOT Frj
'b .
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MAJOR ARTERIES
CAROTIDS
AORTA
BRACHIAL
RADIAL
F EMORAL
JUGULAR'S
Sl p ; RIOR
VENA CAV
INFERIOR
VENA CAS
FEMORAL
MAJOR VEINS
HEART
► T
IENOVS
"I"T
BRACHIAI
MORAI
vUr
ARTERY
LVY^M^*i( (THICK-WALLED HIGHER
faclls	 PRESSURE VESSEL)
• BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE BLOOD VESSEL NETWORK
CIRCULATION TO A PARTICULAR BODY TISSUE AREA USUALLY
WILL HAVE:
ARTERIES, VEINS, AND NERVE FIBERS CONFIGURED IN
"CABLE-BUNDLE FASHION" WITH THE ARTERIES LOCATED
IN A DEEPER MORE PROTECTED LOCATION.
THE LYMPHATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THESE VASCU-
LAR BUNDLES AND FOLLOW CLOSELY THE CONFIGURATION
OF THE VEINS.
• CELLS OF THE BODY ARE MAINLY WITHIN TISSUE/
CAPILLARY BEDS WHERE RESPIRATION (02 ABSORBED/	 WWI fags	 ^ICelats nrwt mytrlts)
CO2 SECRETED) ON CELLULAR LEVEL OCCURS.
VOMS^	 c" ts
• SIZE OF ARTERIES	 IS CONTROLLED AUTO- 	 irMM,	 uwum,."dart
MA ICALLY BY THE NERVOUS SYSTEM THAT SENDS	 flssut svut
SIGNALS TO "CONSTRICT" OR "RELAX" VESSELS TO	 tvw.CAwuunts
CONTROL BLOOD PRESSURE AND FLOW.
BLOOD VESSEL NET^% , ORK OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
O
LOCATION OF MAJOR SITES FOR TAKING PULSE
T EMPnRAL
RADIAL
w
`	 1
	
1	 A
f
FACIALCAROTID
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CHAMBERS OF THE HEART BASErn OF HEART
• ATRIA-----
LEFT CORONARY
ARTERY
RIGHT--
CORONAR'
ARTERY
HEART ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
THE HEART IS THE MUSCULAR PUMP THAT CONTINUOUSLY MOVES BLOOD (THE TRANSPORT FLUID FOR OXYGEN,
NOURISHMENT, CO 2 AND WASTES) THROUGHOUT THE BODY'S VASCUL RTREE OR NETWORK OF BLOOD VESSELS(ARTERIES, CAPILLARIES, AND VEINS).
THIS FOUR-CHAMBERED HEART PUMP UTILIZING ITS FOUR ONE-WAY FLOW VALVES MOVES:
VENOUS RETURN BLOOD WITH CO 2 FROM BODY TISSUES BACK TO THE LUNGS THRU THE TWO RIGHT CHAMBERS
OF THE HEART. IN THE LUNGS, CO 2 IS RELEASED AND OXYGEN IS PICKED UP BY THE BLOOD.
LIFE GIVING OXYGENATED BLOOD FROM THE LUNGS TO THE BODY TISSUES THRU THE TWO LEFT CHAMBERS
OF THE HEART.
0
VALVES OF HEART
RIGHT HEART	 LEFT HEART
,----INFLOW VALVES-----\
•TRICUSPID	 • MITRAL
• PULMONARY	 • AORTIC
`—OUTFLOW VALVES
SEPTUM
DIVIDES RIGHTAEFT SECTIONS OF HEART
THIN WALLED
CHAMBERS
• VENTRICLES
THICK WALLED
CHAMBERS
OF HEART
RIGHT HEART ! LEFT HEART
— 1 —
THE VALVES OF THE HEART PREVENT BACKFLOW AND ARE OPENED AND CLOSED BY DIFFERENCES IN BLOOD
	 (^
PRESSURES IN THE HEART CHAMBERS AND BLOOD VESSELS. THESE PRESSURE DIFFERENCES ARE CAUSED BY
THE CONTRACTIONS AND RELAXATIONS OF THE CHAMBERS OF THE HEART THAT RESULT FROM ITS UNIQUE
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
AS THE HEART PUMPS BLOOD TO THE BODY THRU THE AORTIC ARTERY IT ALSO PUMPS BLOOD TO SUS-
T,kIN ITSEL F THRU THE CORONARY ARTERIES.
AORTA
0 THE COMPLEX NETWORK OF THESE CORO-
NARY VESSELS AS WELL AS THE CONSTANT
BENDING AND TORSION THAT THEY ENCOUN-
TER MAKE THEM ESPECIALLY PRONE TO
THE EFFECTS OF ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
(HARDENING OF THE AERIES)
• THIS DISEASE CAUSES A GRADUAL THICK-
ENING (HARDENING) AND LOSS OF
ELASTICITY OF THE WALLS OF THE BLOOD
VESSELS AND THUS A REDUCED BLOOD
Fl OW.
f REDUCED BLOOD FLOW TO AN AREA MAY BE COMPENSATED FOR BY ,N'ERCONNECTiNG ARTERIES
DILATING AND PROVIDING AN ALTERNATE OR COLLATERAL FLOW OF BLOOD TO THE AREA. THIS
PROCESS IS SLOW AND OCCURS OVER A PERIOD OF TIME.
III IN ADDITION BLOOD CLOTS (THROMBUS)CAN SUDDENLY BLOCK FLOW IN A CORONARY ARTERY AND
CAUSE
ISCHEMIA - A LACK OF OXYGEN IN THE MYOCARDIAL T ic- StIE. THIS CAN BE ACCOMPANIED
BY PAIN SUCH AS ANGINA PECTORIS. IF OBSTRUCTION LASTS TOO LONG, IT
CAN LEAD TO A ...
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION - AN INJURY TO THE MYOCARDIUM WHICH CAN CAUSE:
• WEAKENED CAPABILITY OF THE HEART MUSCLE TO CONTRACT
e .ABNORMAL CARDIAL ELECTRICAL IMPULSE FORMATION
• FAILURE TO CONDUCT IMPULSE PROPERLY THRU THE
MYOCARDIAL TISSUE
r .^
i
q
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ELECTNW& CONDUCTION
SYSTEM
NORMAL CONDUCTION LATH
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE HEART
THE RHYTHMICAL MECHANICAL CONTRACTIONS AND RELAXATION OF THE HEART MUSCLES (MYOCARDIUM) ARE
CAUSED BY ELECTRICAL IMPULSES THAT ARE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED BY THE HEART AND ARE CONDUCTED
BY THE HEA	 TEM THROUGH	 H MYOCARDIU .
THE SA NODE'S AUTOMATIC FIRING WILL PACE THE
HEART'S RESPONSE THRU THE NORMAL CONDUCTION
PATH AND WILL RESULT IN NORMAL HEART RATES
OF 60-100 BEATS /MIN. THnT-nln--M_ -DETn-
MINED BY THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE
HEART ITSELF BUT THEY CAN BE MODIFIED BY THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM CONTROLS OF THE HEART.
ANY PART OF THIS CONDUCTION PATH CAN
ACT AS A "BACK-UP PACEMAKER" WHEN
THE SA NODE FIRING FAILS OR A CON-
DUCTION PROBLEM EXISTS. INHERENT
FIRING RATES FOR OTHER HEART AREAS
LEFT	 AREBUNDLE
RRANCH
75/MINUTE (ATRIA)
60/MINUTE (AV NODE)
30-40/MINUTE (VENTRICLES)
L1
O
ABNORMAL PATTERNS MAY OCCUR DUE TO HEART IRRITATION AND ;NJUR1ES THAT CAN RESULT IN AN " ECTOPIC"
(0UT-OF-PLACE) F6LIUS OR LOCATION OF THE PACEMAKER OTHER THAN THE SA NODE.
IN EMERGENCY OR PATHOLOGICAL SITUATIONS AN ECTOPIC FOCUS OR FOCI CAN FIRE AT VERY FAST RATES OF
150-250/MIN.
THESE ABNORMAL PATTERNS CAN RESULT IN T00 SLOW (BELOW 40) AND T00 FAST (ABOVE 150) VENTRICULAR
BEATS/MIN. WHERE THE HEART CANNOT PUMP-THE-n7OD EFFECTIVELY A-RU-n-MAC OUTPUT IS AFFECTED
SUCH THAT TISSUES DO NOT GET ENOUGH OXYGEN.
THE MYOCARDIUM OF THE HEART IS COMPOSED OF A LATTICEWORK OF MUSCLE
FIBERS (MYOFIBRIL) THAT RESPOND BY DEPOLARIZING, CONTRACTING AND
REPOLARIZING IN A MANNER THAT PRODUCES A WAVE LIKE ACTION AS IT
'^_.FTN FIBER REACTS AS FOLLOWS
RESTING STATE	 ELECTRICAL	 /DIRECTION OF(SURFACE POSITIVE)	 STIMULUS	 DEPOLARIZATION(DISCHARGING)
WAVE MOVEMENT
	
++++	 WAVE,
+411U_
__
	 1 = _^	 1 - - - 1 1
++++
	
REST	 CONTRACTION	 CONTRACTED
DIRECTION OF
RE POLARIZ ATION
(RECHARGING)
WAVE MOVEMENT
	
+ + + +
	
O WAVE	 `WAVE
	
+t++-
	
qREPOLARIZINGREST 
EACH MUSCLE IS STIMULATED AND REACTS SEPARATELY BUT NORMALLY IN A
SYNCHRONOUS MANNER WITH THE EXCITATION IMPULSE STARTING IN THE SA
NODE ANDSING THRU THE CONDUCTION PATHWAY CAUSING THE DEPOLARIZING
OF THE MUSCLES OF THE ATRIA THEN THE VENTRICLES.
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DURING EMOTIONAL EXCITEMENT
AND EXERZIS_^END
	 IMU-
LATINUS-IffN-AIS TO AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYS TEM
MEDULLA IN
BRAIN STEM
STIVI,LATES	 SYMPATHETICSYSTEM^^ ... ►
CARD10-1
ACCELERATOR'
CENTER
PARA
SYMPATHETIC
SYSTEM
CARD10-i T IMU^AT ESA
I CF INTERR CARDIAC
NERVES
ALSO SENDS
SIGNALS TO
BLOOD VESSELS
OF BODY TO
CONSTRICT OR
UA=Rt SE
PE RI PHE RAL
BLOOD VESSELS
NERVOUS CONTROL OF THE HEART
NEURAL ACTIVITY OF THE BODY IS UNDER CONTROL OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEMS:
'i• CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
- CONTROLS  VOLUNTbRYMUSCLE ACTIVITY
LIKE WALKING, TALKING, ETC.
- INCLUDF ^ • BRAIN
• SPINAL CORD
• PERIPHERAL NETWORK OF
NERVES TO AND FROM
MUSCLES AND SENSORS
• AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
-CONTROLS AUTOMATICALLY WITHOUT
"CONSCIOUS" EFFORT THE INVOLUNTARY
BODY ACTIVITIES SUCH AS DIGESTION,
RESPIRATION, AND CARDIAC- NCTTUNS.
ALTHOUGH THE HEART AUTOMATICALLY GENERATES ELECTRICAL IMPULSES THAT CAUSE
THE MYOCARDIUM TO CONTRACT, THE HEART RATES AND STRENGTH OF HEART RESPONSES
ARE REGULATED B'. THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS^MEM. H 	 L WING IS A SUMMARY
OF THIS REGULATION PROCESS.
I	 CLNTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM	 I
IF BLOOD PRESSURE AND
3LOOD CRE-M-1-S-T-ArY7ENSORS
IN ARTERIES - AND-VEINS
SENSE AND IT IS:
BLOOD TOO HIGH
PRESSURE
TOO LOW
OXYGEN TOO HIGH
CONTENT OF
BLOOD TOO LOW
CO aaCONTENT OF
TOO HIGH
BLOOD T00 LOW
VAGUS
NERVES
ATRIAL MUSCLL
S-A NODE
A-V NODE
BUNDLE OF HIS
& PURKINJE FIBERS
CORONARY BLOOD VESSELS 1
ATRIAL MUSCLE
S-A NODE
A-V NODE
J BUNDLE OF HIS &
l PURKINJE FIBERS
VENTRICULAR MUSCLE
CORONARY BLOOD VESSELS
CARDIAC NERVE STIMULATIONSI NCREASE FIRIW', RATE	 A NODE
- ENHANCE CONDUCTIVITY THRU AV NODE
- STRENGTHENS ATRIAL AND VENTRICUt AR
CONTRACTIONS
• INCREASES RT RATES
• INCREASES CARDIAC OUTPUT
• ELEVATES BLOOD PRESSURE
VAGAL NERVE STIMULATIONS
DELAYS CONDUCTION IN XV
NODE
• DECREASES HEART RATES
• REDUCES CARDIAC OUTPUT
. REDUCES BLOOD PRESSURE t L)
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EKG OR ECG (ELECTROCARDIOGRAM)
THE TOTAL COLLECTIVE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE WAVES OF EXCITATION OF THE
HEART'S NERVES AND MUSCLES CAN BE RECORDED BY ELECTRODES PLACED ON THE SKIN AND CONNECTED
TO AN EKG klACHINE. THIS EQUIPMENT MEASURES, RECORDS AND DISPLAYS THIS ELECTRICAL
	
^d
ACTIVITY T HE i; ART ON STANDARD Ern
	
1 PTP=E PAM-7-T7HAT MOVES THRU THE EKG
RECORDER AT A STANDARD RATE. THE RESULTANT RECORD IS REFERRED TO AS THE "PATIENT'S EKG."
T HE RECORD CAN BE SIMULTANEOUSLY DISPLAYED ON A CARDIOSCOPE (CATHODE RAY OR TV TYPE TUBE)
AS A MOVING DISPLAY, THE EKG PATTERN IS WRITTEN ON THE LEFT OF THE DISPLAY AND IT THEN MOVES
TO THE RIGHT AT THE SAME RATE AS A WRITTEN RECORD.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF EKG MEASUREMENTS CAN BE MADE WHICH ARE IN ESSENCE DIFFERENT "VIEWS" OF
THE HEART'S ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES AROUND THE BODY DEPENDENT UPON THE
INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION OF ELECTRODES. THE TWO MAJOR TYPES OF EKG'S ARE:
THREE-LEAD EKG
- USED IN PRE -HOSPITAL EMERGENCY CARE.
INCLUDES:
3 STANDARD BIPOLAR (BETWEEN TWO
ELECTRODE ) MEA URES:
• LEAD I (RIGHT ARM-LEFT ARM) (RA-LA)
• LEAD II (RIGHT ARM-LEFT LEG) ( RA-LL)
• LEAD III (LEFT ARM-LEFT LEG) ( LA-LL)
- MEASURES HEART ACTIVITY FROM FRONT
OF BODY (FRONTAL PLANE)
TRANSMISSION OF GOOD QUALITY EKG'S IS ESSENTIAL FOR RAPID VICT!M ASSESSMENT AND RAPID DETER-
MINATION OF T HE PROPER PRE-HOSPITAL TREATMENT REQUIRED. -FA MT IN THIS PRO=
ARE:
A. GOOD MAINTENANCE AND OPERATI ON OF THE EKG EQUIPMENT 	 —
- PROPER HANDLING AND STOWAGE OF EKG EQUIPMENT
- PROPER CLEANING
- PROPER PRE-CALL • EKG EQUIPMENT CHECKS (SEE PAGE 1-11)
• EKG BATTERY CHARGING OPERATIONS (SEE PAGE 1-10)
- PROPER CONTROL OPERATIONS (SEE PAGES 1-11 AND 1-12)
B. PROPER BODY SIT E SELECTION FOR ELECTRODE INS TALLATI ON
SELECT SITES FOR ELECTRODE INSTALLATION AS ILLUSTRATED.
	
7	 NOTE: WOMEN WITH PENDULOUS BREASTS MAY REQUIRE INSTALLATION OF
	
^---RA	 "LL" ELECTRODE MORE TO THE SIDE AND BACK OF THE BODY OR
	
I `3 	 LA	 UNDERNEATH THE BREAST. IF UNDE14NEATH SITE IS SELECTED THEN
	
LL	 ADDITIONAL CLEANING OF SITE MAY BE REQUIRED DUE TO EXCESSIVEOIL, POWDER AND MOISTURE THAT MAY BE IN THAT AREA.
C. SITE PREPARATION
(1) CLEANSE ALL THREE SITES THOROUGHLY WITH ALCOHOL OR STERILEfisPES.
(2) RUB SITES WITH GAUZE PAD OR PAPER TOWEL - ABOUT 5 SECONDS EACH. (THIS ABRADING
INCREASES ELEC RI 	 NDUCTIVITY OF SKIN.T--
D. ELECTRODE APPLICATION (GELECT RODE TY PE - PREGELLED)
( REMOVE ELECTRODES FROM PACKAGE (OPEN JUST PRIOR TO USE)
(2) APPLY TO SITE (START AT TOP EDGE AND ROLL DOWNWARD)
(3) THEN PAT ENTIRE SURFACE OF ELECTRODE
VR-
E. CONNECTION OF ELECTRODE WIRES TO ELECTRODES AND EKG CABLE
(THESE C NNE TI N M Y HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLIS HE D PREVIOUSLY BUT CHECKS SHOULD BE
MADE FOR ACCURACY AND INTEGRITY.)
(1) CONNECT (OR VERIFY) WIRE SNAPS F TO ELECTRODES
(2) CONNECT OR VERIFY EKG WIRES RG TO EKG CABLE
(3) MAKE SURE EKG CABLE RE IS CONNECTED TO UNIT
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 3-7
BLACK TO LA ELECTRODE
RI WHO TO RW ELECTRODEib70 LL_rLECTRODE
BLACK TTBLACK
RE WHITE TC WHITE
RED TO RED
CAUTIONS I
O DO NOT ALLOW TENSION TO BE PLACED ON ANY OF WIRING CONNECTIONS BETWEENPATIENT AND EKG UNIT
• CABLE AT UNIT
. CABLE TO ELECTRODE WIRES
• EKG SNAPS OR ELECTRODES
STRING WIRES FROM PATIENT ELECTRODES TO UNIT IN A MANNER THAT MINIMIZES
THE "OVER THE BODY" STRINGING OF THE LINES.
EKG UNIT	 NOTE: ATTACH CLIP
TO PATIENT'S
CLOTHING OR
STRETCHER
TO PREVENT
ELECTRODE
DETACHMENT.
KEEP LINES FROM PATIENT TO EKG UNIT AS FREE AS POSSIBLE FROM SUCH THINGS
AS FEET, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT (PARTICULARLY METAL TYPE)
F. VLRIFY EKG UNIT POWER AND COMMUNICATIONS SWITCH SETTINGS
(1) MAIN POWER H ON
(2) TRANSMITTER D CONTINUOUS
(3) CHANNEL SELECTEO AS DIRECTED BY BASE STATION
(4) MODE SWITCH O EKG AND VOICE
G. CONDUCT ELECTRODE OPERATIONS CHECK
(1) PRESS ELECTRODE CHECK BUTTON OO
(2) VERIFY NO LIGHTS 0 (RA, LA, LL)
(3) SET LEAD SELECT SWITCH MO TO I, II, OR III AS DIRECTED BY BASE STATION
SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE CAUSES OF POOR EKG's
• IMPROPER APPLICATION OF ELECTRODES RI DUE TO:
- EXCESSIVE HAIR
- OILY, DIRTY, SCALY SKIN
-EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION
• BROKEN OR DEFECTIVE:
- EKG CABLE RE
- ELECTRODE WIRE CONNECTIONS R^
- SNAP/ELECTRODE CONNECTIONS
- ELECTRODE PASTE HAS DRIED OUT DUE TO EXPOSURE TO AIR PRIOR TO USE
• FAULTY ELECTRONICS IN EKG UNIT (CAN BE CHECKED BY - "ELECTRODE CHECK" OPERATING
MODE
- STANDARD
- SNAPS)
8 ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE FROM NEARBY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OR MAGNETIC FIELDS
• COMMUNICATION INTERFERENCES FROM NEARBY HIGH BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES.
• STATIC ELECTRICITY CAUSED BY SYNTHETIC CLOTHING
• PATIENT MOVEMENTS FROM:
- BODY THRASHINGS
- MUSCLE TREMORS
- LARGE RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS
- BOUNCING AMBULANCES
• LARGE AMOUNTS OF FATTY TISSUE BENEATH ELECTRODES
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CAKUTAC EVENTSR THE HEART ISASYNCHRONOUS
E LE C T RO - C IE MICAL -YE C w►NICAL —
PLIMP (AVERAGE PEAK PRESSURE)
• CARDIAC CHEMICAL EVENTS
1SYSTOLIC
RESULT IN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 120	 — —	 — — —	 —	 —
OF THE 1[ART WHICH IN TURN
RESULTS IN MECHANICAL CON- hLOOO	 1 10 R,	 LTRACTIONS AND VALVE MOVEMENTS /ql S[PRESSURE 100--THAT FORCE THE BLOOD THROUGHOUT
THE LUNGS AND BODY 90
6 ALL OF THE SE EVENTS MUST OCCUR
IN A SYNCHRONIZED, INTEGRATED BO
MANNER TO BE EFFICIENT DIASTOLIC IAVERAGE BASE PRESSURE )
• TIERELATIONSHIP OF THE MECHANICAL 1 1AND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN A NORMALHEART RATE IS ILLUSTRATED IN THEADJACENT CHIART `	 / fI - ^/ r 	 /r
• DUE TO THE CORR[ LATION OF CARDIAC
EVENTS MUCH CAN BE INFERRED BY
ANALYZING EKG *AV( FORMS AND
INTERVALS
of ART
(i.NC ilONS r(
I
^Y
(^
^	 ^
f ^, 1p\
l/
\(1
:^	 I^
FILLING EJECTING FILLING EJECTING
HEART
OUTFLOW
VALVES CLOSED	 6	 OPEN	 CLOSED OPEN
:ALVE
^	 ^ I
INFLOWACTIONS
VALVES OPEN	 ClOSED	 OPEN	 CLODi
SOUELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC GRID NOS
(STETHOSCOPE) LUS* lour LUG" •our'
TIME -- 0 1ST HEART SOUNDS 2010 )EMT SOUNDS
'	
R	
i	 R
:. C T—,
r 
FiA TYPICAL ^PR+I
""{ • NORMAL RATE10 MM •	 O
t
X75 BEATS/MIN) I1 M VOLT	 L ,.- EKG 1	 I(CALIBRATION	 4 1.'.l LEAD 11 1 p	 I	 ST	 T	 11\ Ol	 AGE .. TRACE F	 TG ( I	 I	 IIf i
i ' r	 T.. S	 ^	 ^
}{^', 1	 {' .2	 s	 6	 .8	 iV0	 2	 s
6 P, R, T WAVES ARE UPRIGHT (POSITIVE)
_, TIME (SECONOSi	 0
6 O WAVE USUALLY INVERTED (NEGATIVE) BUT MAY Of ABSENT
MM (SMALL BLOCK) _ .04 SEC 6 S WAVE IS INVERTED (NEGATIVE)
NORMAL 6 ALL P WAVES TRIGGER ORS COMPLEXES
5 MM (LARGE BL OCR)-	 SEC.2 ` KG 6 T WAVES FOLLOW ORS COMPLEXES
=NARACTERISTICS 6 ST AND TP SEGMENTS ARE FLAT ON BASELINE SHOWING
ZERO ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY
15 MM IS LARGE BLOCKS) = I SEC 6 NUMBER OF P WAVES/MINUTE - ATRIAL RATE6 NUMBER OF R WAVES/MINUTE - VENT RATE
ADULT
NORMAL RANGE (SECONDS)
6 P-R INTERVAL
	
(ATRIOVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION TMEI
6 ORSINTERVAL
	
•07 -	 10	 (VENTRICULAR DISCHARGE TIME)
6 S-T SEGMENT	 •11 -	 16	 )REST PRIOR TO V[IITRICULAR RECHARGE TIME)
6 OT INTERVAL
	
.27	 .q	 (VENTRICULAR DISCHARGE AND RECHARGE T111E)
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF NORMAL EKG (LEAD II)
ATRIAL
BURIED IN ORS
P	 RE-	 ATRIAL/
EVENTS CHARGE
	 T
DISCHARGE	 1 f	 REST
P wAV):	 R
P FIKIts
SA Of	 vENTRHWLAR	 T
 
MUSCL,`
PHYSICAL
COMPONEN T
B RANCK^
OF
AATRIALH^^
EKG
N	 LE
MUSCLE	 >F HIS
ORS
VENTRI.
CULAR
F VENTS DISCHARGE	 T
RREST REST--
+L'
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EKG SEGMENT
FOLD01
P-WAVE H INTERVAL 1
NORMAL
EKG
SEGMENT
^	
• ^.iPWAHU ^. , 1 SMUUII/ ^,b'Mf. TRICAL DEFLECiI^^'. •	 12-.2 SECOND
 • 7-S EKG BLOCKSCHARACTERISTICS . ONE P WAVE PRE CEDES EACH QRS COMPLEX
I LEAU III • REPRESENTS
• EACH P WAVE FOLLOWS T WAVE OR LAST CYCLE I	 1	 ELECTRICAL
PASSAGE THRU
• REPRESENTS ATRIAL DEPOLARIZATION CONDUCTION PATI-
L;.V;tECOGNIlABLE "P" WAVES PROLONGED PR INTERVA.
• P WAVE BURIED IN T WAVE 	 • P WAVES tURIED IN DISTORTED • PR INTERVAL GREATER THAN .2 SEC.
SLURRED LAVES
• TOO FAST VF NTRICUI AR RATES • INDICATES DELAY IN CONDUCTION •CAUSE MIXING OF T AND r- THRU THE AV NODE
WAVES
SHORT WL INTERVAL
• P WAVES BURIED IN CHAOTIC,
BIZARRE WAVES
_.	 _
r	 r	 r	 +
MULTIPLE	 P" WAVE S FOR EACH QRS
• PR INTERVAL IS SHORTENED
' ^••I•,` , !!Ef • PACING ECTOPIC FOCUS INr	 r
ATRIA ORRAV  NODE
ABNORMAL • ATRIAL FLUTTER IF) • ATRIA FIBRILLATION (F) • OCCASIONAL NORMAL
EKG WAVES ARE WAVES P's DO NOT TRIGGER
^EGMENT SAWTOOTHED. (SMALL, IRREGULAR QRS, MULTIPLE P's VARYING PR INTERVALS
VARIATIONS RAPID P's)
• FAST FIRING ATRIAL • MULTIPLE ATRIAL • INDICATES BLOCKAGEIN AV NODEFCTOPIC FOCUS FCTOPIC FOCI V Y	 r
• VARYING LENGTHS OF PR
MISSING "P" WAVES • CHANGING PACEMAKER
SITES IN ATRIA
r	 r	 r, r	 r	 T •	 T	 * • P's PRECEDE QRS's
• OCCASIONAL LARGE: • OCCASIONAL CYCLE • P's MISSING FOR
BIZARRF QRS WITH S MISSED QRS —	 —^ --
OUT P WAVE •	 .	 r "'
• SA NODE DOESN'T • PACING ECTOPIC
• INOICATES ECTOPIC FIRE FOCUS IN AV NODE y	 -.^ mum
FOCUS IN VENTRICLES L67"	 eTaE
— • PR BECOME S PROGRESSIVELY
OTHER OOD-SHAPED "P" WAVES PROLONGED UNTIL A QRS IS
MISSED AND REPEATS CYCLE
_
TENTED r	 NOTCHED
r	 T (,^^ _
• INDICATES DELAY AND
BLOCKAGE OF CONDUCTION
• INVERTED "P" WAVE • LARGE TENTED P's OR NOTCHED "P" WAVES IN ATRIA OR AV NDDE(WENCKEBACH PHENOME%UN)
• PACING ECTOPIC • ATRIAL ENLARGEMENT
FOCUS IN ATRIA ^•	 —
• PR INTERVAL COMPLETELYSPIKED WAVE PRECEDING QRS
VARIABLE
• PACING FOCUS IN AV NODE
B_ T SA NODE IS FIRING BUT
• NEEDLE-SHARP WAVE BLOCKLC
• INDICATES ARTIFICIAL PACEMAKER
7T DRAWN	 nv DrnT2 OTTATXM
--ate •
[EKG SEGMENT DISCUSSION
• CRISP, THIN, SPIKED WAVES
VA L	 QRS " • Q WAVE IS NEGATIVE OR MAY 	 ST SEGMENT • ZERO ELECTRIC PERIOD	 T WAVE	 • UPWARD (•) SMOOTHBE ABSENT (DUE TO HEART	 13ETWEEN THE S AND	 SYMMETRICAL
• .12-2 SECOND	 PLACEMENT)	 WAVES	 DEFLECTION
	
• R WAVE IS TALLEST EKG WAVt	
•FLAT AND ON BASELINE
• ^-S EKG BLOCK
	 • JNE T WAVE FOLLOWS
o	 • S WAVE IS DOWNWARD	 T
• REPRESENTS
	
,	 ,	
• RE PRESENTS INITIAL
	
EACH QRS
' 1	 ELECTRICAL
	
I i	 WAVE FOLLOWING R WAVE	 SLOW PHASE OF
	
PASSAGE THRU• RE PRESENTS VENTRICIA AR 	 VENTRIC!)LAR	 • RE PRESENTS VENTRICULAA
CONDUCTION PAT(, 	 Its	 DE POLARIZATION	 RE POLARIZATION	 RF rnl)l ARIZATION
OLONGEO PR INTERVAL
	
BIZARRE AND CHAOTIC	 ELEVATE! ST SEGMENT	 INVERTED T *AVE
V`	 r ri
• .IISORDEkLY PATTERN, WANDERING 	 --	 ----	 •	 t	 t
RVAL GREATER THAN .2 SEC	 BASELINE, DIFFERENT SHAPEDWAVES
	
• ST SEGMENT ELEVATED ABOVE	 INVERTED (-) T WAVETHE BASELINE SINCE S WAVE
TES DELAY IN CONOUCTRA	 • FIBRILLATION OF VENTRICLES	 UOES NOT RE TURN TO ZERO
HE AV NODE	 (RAPIDLY FATAL) • INDICATES INSUFFICIENT BLOOD
	
SIMILAR DISTORTED, SLURRED, BIZZARI 	 • SUSPECT RECENT MYOCARDIAL	 SUPPLY (OXYGEN) TO CARDIAC
WAVE S	 INFARCTION (CARDIAC MUSCLE	 M';SCLES USCHEMIA)
SHORT PR INTERVAL
	
INJURY)
r .	 HORIZONTALLY DEPRESSED ST SEGMENT	 FLAT T WAVE
AMILAR, RAPID, WIDE AND 	 W
RVAL IS SHORTENED	 )DD-SHAPED WAVES
IG LCTOPIC FOCUS IN	
. LCTOPIC VENTRICULAR FOCUS
	
r 
o •
	
HORIZONTAL DEPRESSION 	 s	 rl^OR AV NODE	 IN HIS-PURKINJE SYSTEM
• ST SEGMENT DEPRESSED BELOVr	 • FLAT T WAVE
BASELINE
ARYING PR INTERVALS	 • INDICATES INSUFFICIENT BLOOD
OCCASIONAL DISTORTED, SLURRED	 • "DIGITALIS" DRUG EFFECT	 SUPPLY (OXYGEN) TO CARDIAC
	
BIZARRE WAVE
	
MUSCLES (ISCHEMIA)
r • r T	 • INDICATES INSUFFICIENT BLOOD
SUPPLY (OXYGEN) TO CARDIAC
Y	 v	 MUSCLES (ISCHEMIA)	 . INDICATES LOW	 +
ZING LENGTHS OF PR	 °	 SERUM POTASSIUM (K 1
ICING PACEMAKER	 MAY BE OLD MYOCARDIAL INFARCT.
5 IN ATRIA	 • gtZARRE, LARGE WAVE OCCURS	 (HEART MUSCLE "INJURY") OR	 TALL PEAKED T-WAVE
OCCASIONALLY	 PULMONARY INFARCTION
ECEDE QRS's	
• ECTOPIC FOCUS IN HIS-PURKINJE
SYSTEM	
4&
• PREMATURE VENTRICULAR	 *SUSPECT HIGH SERUM POTASSIUM (K +I
CONTRACTION (PVC)
r r
NOTCHED OR PROLONGED QRS	 SLURRED DEPRESSED ST SEGMENT
••s•
CYCL E
;OMES PROGRESSIVELY
	 v	 r	 v	 rDNGED UNTIL A QRS IS
ED AND REPEATS CYCLE
	 0 s
i
NOTCHED R WAVE OR PRO-
TESDELAY AND	 LONGED R WAVE GREATER 	 • ST SEGMENT IS LARGE AND
GE OF CONDUCTION 	 THAN 3 SMALL BLOCKS 	 DEPRESSED
IA OR AV NODE	 (.12 SEC.)
• SUGGESTS DIGITALISKEBACH PHENOMENON)
	
. BLOCKAGE OR DELAY IN
	
EFFECTS
HIS-PURKINJE SYSTEM CALLED
BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK
ENLARGED Q WAVE
iERVAL COMPLETELY
lei I	 _ 	 • Q WAVE IS 1/3 OR
GREATER SIZE OF
°	 QRS
IG I OCUS IN AV NODE
NODE IS FIRING BUT
D
• SUSPECT MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTION
(HEART INJURY)
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EKG EMT EVALUATION ELEMENTS
I. HEART RATES
• HEART RATE = THE NUMBER OF VENTRICULAR CONTRACTIONS (PULSES) OR "R" WAVES THAT OCCUR IN ONE MINUTE
• ADU'__T	 RATE CLASSIFICATIONS
NO vIIAL RATES	 =6"-00/MINUTE OR (3, 4 OR 5 "R" WAVES ON TELECARE SCOPE AT ONCE)
HT7FRTiES (TACHYCARDIAS) = MORE THAN 100/MINUTE OR (MORE THAN 5 "R" WAVES/SCOPE)
L 1% RATES (BRAUY ARDIA
	 = LESS THAN 60/MINUTE OR (LESS THAN 3 "R" WAVES/SCOPE)
• DE	 NING H RTR=-
FROM EKG SCOPE:
COUNT UMBER OF "R" WAVES ON-SCOPE AT THE SAME TIME,
MULTIPLY X 20 = GROSS ESTIMATE OF HEART RATE
2) COUNT NUMBER OF "R" WAVES AS THEYr-FRONT SCOPE FOR 6 SECONDS,
MULTIPLY X 10 = REASONABLY ACCURATE HEART RATE ESTIMATE
FROM EKG STRIP:
1) COUNT NUMBER OF 5 MM LINES (OR BLOCKS) BETWEEN ANY TWO "R" WAVES AND DIVIDE INTO 300,
e, 1 BLOCK = 300
2 BLOCKS = 150
3 BLOCKS = 100
4 BLOCKS = 75
5BLOCKS = 60
CAUTIONS	 —
HEART RATES THAT ARE TOO SLOW OR TOO FAST USUALLY RESULT IN DECREASED
CARDIAC OUTPUTS (AMOUNT BCOOD PULER MINUTE) THAT CAUSE LOWERED
SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURES NHICH CAN LEAD TO CIRCULATORY SHOCK AND
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN SUPPLY TO BODY TISSUES.
II. HEART RHYTHM
THE RHYTHM (OR REGULARITY) OF THE OCCURRENCE OF VENTRICULAR CONTRACTIONS (PULSES) OR "QRS"
COMPLLEXE^_DE TERMINI S HEART RHYTHM. IT CAN BE DETERMINED BY COMPARING THE DURATION OF_7HE R-R
r	 iTVTER4A 7AS THEY OCCUR. 	 S ARE: EQUAL	 = REGULAR RHYTHM
t	 UNEQUAL = IRREGULAR RHYTHM
IRREGULAR RHYTHMS MAY BE CAUSED BY 	 9 VARIA710NS IN PACING IMPULSE FORMATIONS
0 APPEARANCE OF PREMATURE BEATS
0 BLOCKAGE OR DELAYS IN THE CONDUCTION PATHWAYS
OF HEART
III. ATRIAL-VENTRICULAR RATE RELATIONSHIPS
IN ANALYZING EKG'S, IT IS IMPORTANT TO DETERMINE IF ATRIAL (P WAVES) TRIGGER OR ARE FOLLOWED BY
VENTRICULAR (QRS COMPLEXES) OR IF THE ATRIAL AND VENTRICULAR RATES ARE THE SAME.
VARIATIONS IN THESE RATES CAN RESULT FROM:
• ATRIAL IMPULSE FORMATION PROBLEMS (RATE VARIATIONS AND SITE LOCATIONS), AND
0 CONDUCTION DELAYS OR BLOCKS THRU THr -MDUCTION PATHWAY^,WHICH IN TURN WILL CAUSE WAVE
PATTERN ALTERATIONS AND MISPLACED LOCATIONS WITHIN THE EKG CYCLE OF P WAVES AND QRS
COMPLEXES.
IV. P-WAVE EVALUATION (SEE PAGE 3-10, EKG CHARACTERISTIC'S DISCUSSION)
EXAMINE P WAVES TO DETERMINE IF THEY ARE:
0 NORMAL P WAVE S - UPRIGHT (POSITIVE), SMOOTHLY ROUNDED, AND PRECEDE QRS'S AT A NORMAL P-R
INTERVAL AND ALL SAME SHAPE.
0 ABNORMAL P WAVES CAN BE: - DEFORMED
- MULTIPLE
- NEGATIVE
PR INTERVAL TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT
- ABSENT
V. QRS COMPLEX EVALUATION (SEE PAGE 3-10, EKf-, CHARACTERISTICS DISCUSSION)
EXAMINE QRS COMPLEX AND DETERMINE IF THEY ARE:
NORMAL - SHARP, CRISP, SHARP POINTED ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FrTYMA_B NORMAL - BIZATRE APPEAR N E AND WIDE AND SL
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CARDIAC VICTIM'S
DIAGNOSTIC SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
THE EKG 15 A VALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL BUT IT MUST ALNAYS BE CORRELATED WITH THE VICTIM'S DIAGNOSTIC SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS. IT IS IMPORTANT TNAT THE EMT
MAINTAIN CLOSE SURVEILLANCE Of THE VICTIM'S CONDITION AND REPORT DISTINCTIVE CHANGES TO THE BASE STATION, PARTICULARLY IF THFY HAPPEN AT THE SAME
TIME AS NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCES IN THE EKG.
A SUMMARY OF TYPICAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS THAT CAN BE ANTICIPATED WITH SOME MAJOR CORONARY PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IS PRESENTED BELOW. IN
ADDITION, A SUMMARY OF ABNORMAL EKG EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IS PRESENTED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.
PATHOLOGICAL CORONARY CONDITION
SYMPTOMS
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE CARDIOGENIC SHOCKAND
CARDIAC MYOCARDIAL ANGINA
LEFT RIGHT EAR( LATE
ARREST INFARCTION PECTORIS
­J, PRE iSURL • UNOBTAINABLE
• SYSTOLIC • DROPS (LATE-POSSIBLY) • ELEVATED (POSSIBLY) • DROPS/ DIASTOLIC • DROPS (LATE-POSSIBLY) • ELEVATED (POSSIBLY) • DROPS
• PULSE PRESSURE
• REDUCED
R( SPIRATION • ABSENT • LABORED (POSSIBLY) • LABORED (POSSIBLY • DIFFICULT
• COUGHING (USUALLY) LABORED/ RAPID
"LSE • UNOBTAINABLE • WEAK, THREADY, AND • RAPID •	 RAPID (POSSIBLY) • SLOWRAPID USUALLY , • WEAK
3 IN
TEMP • COLD PERSPIRATION • COLD, CLAMMY • COLD, CLAMMY
COLOR • PALE TO BLUE • BLUISH (POSSIBLY • BLUISH • LIPS PALE
• RESTLESS • APPREHENSIVE • ANXIOUS • APATHETIC
HAVIOR • ANXIOUS • AGITATED • AGITATED
• FEELS WEAK • RESTLESS
• CONFUSED
STATE OF • UNCONSCIOUS • DIZZY(POSSIBLY) • DIZZY • COMATOSE
-ONSCIOUSNESS • FEELS FAINT (POSSIBLY)
EYES
• PUPILS • GLASSY
DILATED • DULL STARE
NAUSEA •	 P(1551BL'! • POSSIBLY
VOMITING • POSSIBLY
EDEMA • NECK VEINS SWOLLEN
'S vVELLING! • BACK
• LEGS
• INfENSE SUBSTERNAL, • SUBSTERNAL, BROUGHT •	 ,JVER PAIN
NOT RELATED TO PHYSI J ABOUT BY PHYSICAL OR
CALACTIVITY OR EMOTIONAL STRESSr N
POSITION	 MAY LAST CEASES WHEN STRESS
FOR MORE THAN ONE REMOVED OR AFTER
HOUR TAKING NITROGLYCERINE
• NONE (POSSIBLY)
GLOiSARY
1. ANGINA PECTORIS - SUDDEN PAIN IN THE SUBSTERNAL ;otEA RADIATING TO UNDERSIDE OF LEFT ARM FROM MYOCARDIAL ISCIEMIA (INADEQUATE BLOW SUPPLY) CAUSED BY
PHYSICAL EXERTION OR EMOTIONAL STRESS.
2. CARDIAC ARREST - A CONDITION WHERE THE HEART CEASES TO PUMP BLOOD EFFECTIVELY DUE TO IMPROPER ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTNITY Of THE HEART
DEATH IS IM- TRENT UNLESS IMMEDIATE CPR IS PROVIDED. THIS INCLUDES BOTH VENTRICULAR STANDSTILL AND VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION.
3. CARDIOGENIC SHOCK - A CONDITION RESULTING FROM INADEQUATE PROPUL ON OF BLOOD INTO THE AORTA, THUS INADEQUATE FLOW OF BLOOD TO BODY CAPILLARIE S OF
TISSUE S AND	 NS.
4. CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE - EXCESSIVE BLOOD OR TISSUE FLUID IN THE LUNGS OR BODY CAUSED BY THE FAILURE OF THE VENTRICLES TO PUMP BLOOD EFFECTIVELY. THIS
AN OCCUR FROMEITHER LEFT AND/OR RIGHT VENTRICULAR INADEQUACIES.
5. MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI) - INJURY OR DEATH OF CARDIAC VENTRICULAR MUSCLES DUE TO OBSTRUCTION OF ONE OR MORE CORONARY ARTERIES RESULTING IN INAOE QUATE
TUTP[PbT 7dTVMT7bTH HEART MUSCLE.
6. PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA - DISEASE OF LUNGS CHARACTERIZED BY ENLARGEMENT AND DESTRUCTIVE CHANGES IN THE ALVEOLAR AIR SPACES WHICH MAKES BREATHING
D IFFI UL
7. PULMONARY INFARCTION - OBSTRUCTION OF THE PULMONARY ARTERY FLOW BY CLOTS (EMBOLISMS` OR OTHER MATERIAL. THIS IS USUALLY ACCOMPANY D BY CHEST PAINS,
TAaRrkr" S 1'HRfIT COUGHING AND BLOODY SPUTUM.
op ,I ,11 SAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALM.
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NO P
WIDE FLAT P
VIDE, NOTCHED	 P —
TALL SIGNIFICANT 0 Q> 1/3 QRS I 
WIDE SIGNIFICANT Q QMiQM^'O
WIDE QRS
QRS wi.	 _ 0.12's	 .
DEEP S IN LEAD
TELEVATED S-T P
DEPRESSED S-T ST
SLURRED S-T P	 T
PEAKED T
FLAT T
DIPHASIC T --
INVERTED T
^^'JJT
SHORT Q-T
LONG Q-T * !
U WAVE P	 T	 y P
LOW VOLTAGE IN ALL
LEADS
i
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ABNORMAL EKG EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
	LEGEND:* A PREDOMINANT EKG PATTERN ABNORMALITY 	 • AN EKG PATTERN ABNORMALITY T HAT MAY BE
	
USUALLY OBSERVED WITH THE PATHOLOGICAL 	 ASSOCIATED WITH THE PATHOLOGICAL CONDITION
CONDITION
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ARRHYTHMIA'S
DISTURBANCES OF HEART FUNCTIONS SUCH AS MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI) CAN
t,FFECT THE HEART BEAT AND RELATED EKG PATTERN. THESE DISTURBANCES OF THE
HEART'S RATE, RHYTHM AND CONDUCTION FUNCTIONS ARE CALLED ARRHYTHMIA'S.
THEY ARE CLASSIFIED AND NAMED ON THE BASIS OF:
1. DEFECT OR PACEMAKER SITE	 2. ABNORMAL COONDITION
SA NODE (SINUS)
	
- ARRHYTHMIA
ATRIA	 - TACHYCARDIA (FAST RATE >100/MIN)
AV NODE (AV JUNCTION) 	 - BRADYCARD'A (SLOW RATE < 60/MIN)
VENTRICLES
	
- PREMATURE CONTRACTIONS OR BEATS
- FLUTTER
- FIBRILLATION
- BLOCKS (CONDUCTION DEFECTS)
- ARREST
IN ADDITION, THE ARRHYTHMIA'S ARE ALSO CLASSIFIED IN A GENERAL WAY ACCORDING
TO THEIR SERIOUSNESS OR PROGNOSIS AS:
• MINOR - NOT OF IMMEDIATE CONCERN AND GENERALLY WILL NOT AFFECT
CIRCULATION. HOWEVER, THEY ARE IMPORTANT BECAUSE THEY
REFLECT THE IRRITABILITY OF THE HEART.
• MAJOR - THESE DISTURBANCES REDUCE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE HEART OR
WARN OR IMPENDING DANGER AND REQUIRE PROMPT TREATMENT.
0 DEATH PRODUCING - IMMEDIATE RESUSCITATION IS N^'E^	 b-P	 NT
DEATH.
A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF EACH OF THE MAJOR ARRHYTHMIAS IS INCLUDED ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGES IN A STANDARD FORMAT THAT PROVIDES THESE INFORMATION
ELEMENTS:
• ARRHYTHMIA REFERENCE NUMBER INCLUDED WITHIN A CODED CIRCLE
SYMBOL THAT DESIGNATE IT'S SERIOUSNESS.
= DEATH PRODUCING ARRHYTHMIA
^# = MAJOR ARRHYTHMIA
O# = MINOR ARRHYTHMIA
• VENTRICULAR RATE USUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARRHYTHMIA (SLOW,
NORMAL OR RAPIDT
•E^7-NTRTICULAR RHYTHM USUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARRHYTHMIA (REGULAR,
IRREGULAR, SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR, OCCASIONALLY IRREGULAR, TOTALLY
IRREGULAR)
Pi ATRIAL AND VENTRICULAR RATE RELATIONSHIPS USUALLY SEEN
• CONDUCTI N PATH OF 7HE AFRH THMW
• POSSIBLE AU -ST-S OF THE ARRHYTHMIA
• IDENTIFICATION ON THE ARRHYTHMIA AND IT'S CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
• SUMMARY OF THE COMMONLY FOLLOWED PRE-HOSPITAL TREATMENT PROTOCOLS
• TREATMENT REFERENCE NUMBER 0 THAT REFERS TO A DETAILED DISCUSSION
OF THIS TREATMENT THAT IS PRESENTED ON SUBSEQUENT PAGES. 	 I
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ARRHYTHNIA RECHNITION , ETIOLOGY AND SUGGESTED PRE NOSPITAL TREATMENT
EKG APPEARANCE
	
*VENT. RATE
REF'	 AND	 • VENT. RHYTHMN0.	 ANALYSIS	 •ATRIAL/VENT.RATE RELATION
CONDUCTION
PATH r'U;^Ibtt LAu
ARAN VTIRIIA IDENTIFICATION 
ANO
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE COMMONLY FOLLOWED
SUMMARY Of OWED
PRE -HOSPITAL TREATMENT
LA T.
NO
-' t
• NORMAL ha awl ^•uM NORMAL SINUSRHYTHM
• ha awl,uole
• REGULAR
• SAME l	 1
• Thl• is a MrrNl\v
EI• r-ard,egros
-	 -	 • NORMAL
IRREGULAR
1.11.	 14&.11111111	 4 •
•	 AVES
(\/ rIj
\
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trot rata change during
Inspiration anal e [prran.a
ARRHYTHMIA
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Singkly
r • Damape to AV Junnt im
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•.sear S wrW. le entreat!
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• REGULAR a • Oigntaln overdose 	 TACHYCARDIA
• Damage to SA Node
• SAME • Cardiac output may be sigmin-
^^
1Pwaves may tartly reduced Causing B/P
be Abs.nU to foal to very law keel.
ABNORMAL
	
WAVES PRECEDE EACH - • May enhance electrical
ORS COMPLEX. FAST RATE. Instability d vertncks.
• Damp toAV Junttlm
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_.^.-
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..-
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Pill 
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EKG APPEARANCE
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•VENT. RATE
•VENT.RHVTHM
•ATRIAL/VEMT.
RATE RELATION
CONDUCTION
PATH POSSIBLE CAUSES
ARRHYTHMIA IDENTIFICATION
ANDCLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
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9NORMAL
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• SA ML , eltmot w.
	 .^
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aYalrn d Ventricles
^•	 Hyt:•WIa
• Acidosis
PREMATURE VENTRICULAR
CONTRACTIONSIPVC's
• lsotsw PVC's mot
• SO d 73 sq. L darno N
Push,
• Rome eveyS MR. as
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(• )
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.
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necessary (art. of 7 dome).
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O' IX _
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•	 ^^^1
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...VN
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•	 Digitalis overdeae
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a
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1
O
• Death emit aver :l CPR and
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• Digitalis ovrdove
If amotalsrd a pwsenl war
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IV push •!lacy, S MR.%"
• SO WA. Sodium Iliurbe-
A^ IV push -viZ i
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N necessary
• S  al, Epornrino IV Pugh
agar two Wtiwillaia!
alseKlpt.
4- ♦ 	 ^"'	 ^ ^_	 i - i" i • Zero • Set oelow VENTRICULAR STANO STIII • Give pace let thmq.
• &N." CP'R ZO
•	 Tows Is the miiyt iLr^t craze
rrnyUrmia arJTias in, 	 80
choose of bring convneed.
_	 _
FIAT OA NEARLY FLAT BASELINE
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• No P wavesor
ORS completes
•
l
V V
• SO Wit. Sod we Bicarbonate
IV go* rncy S rnYes.
• Sad tonno Reno IV Pugh.
• iAtiRee CFO as nrorssary.
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.Li
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RECOMMENDED PRE-HOSPITAL TREATMENTS
NOTE: PRE-HOSPITAL TREATMENT IS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH DIRECTIONS FROM THE BASE
STATION DUTY PHYSICIAN. SPECIFICALLY ESTABLISHING IV'S, ADMINISTERING DRUGS AND
	 (	 1
DEFIBRILLATION WILL NOT BE PERFORMED UNLESS DIRE 	 BYTHE BASE 9TATTOIT15HYSICIAN.
0- UNWITNESSED CARDIAC ARREST (VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION)
EMT	 I	 PARAMEDIC
I PATIENT LXAM1NATlON
ESTABLISH - NO PULSE
	 PUPILS DILATING
NO RESPIRATION	 - SKIN PALE TO BLUE
1-MAN CPR I TELECARE UNIT PREPARATIONS (EKG & COMMUN. )
I INSTALL EKG ELECTRODES (DURING CPR VENTILATIONS)
I VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION IDENTIFIED
I PREPARES DEFIBRILLATION EQUIPMENT
I ORDERS "STAND CLEAR"
I STANDS CLEAR I DEFIBRILLATES (USUALLY (9 400 WATT-SECONDS)
RESUME 1-MAN CPR I INSTALL IV AND ATTACH (500 ml D5W)
0	 _)TANDS CLEAR I IF NECESSARY, REPEAT DEFIBRILLATION 0(400 WATT-
SECONDS) UP TO A TOTAL OF 3 TIMES
• RESUMES 1-MAN CPR I IF STILL UNSUCCESSFUL:
I PUSH 5 ml E PINE PHRINE
I PUSH 50 ml SODIUM BICARBONATE
(EVERY 5 MINUTES	 QUI
• BEGIN 2-MAN CPR UNTIL DIRECTED TO ...
I TRANSPORT
._.	
lA WITNLSSED CARDIAC ARREST (VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION)
ASSUMPTION: 	 EKG INSTALLED AND MONITORING
EMT PARAMEDIC
I PREPARES DEFIBRILLATION EQUIPMENT
I ORDERS "STAND CLEAR"
I STANDS CLEAR I DEFIBRILLATES (USUALLY O 400 WATT-SECONDS)
I BEGINS 1-MAN CPR I INSTALL IV AND ATTACH (500 ml D5W)
I STANDS CLEAR I IF NECESSARY, REPEAT DEFIBRILLATIONS *4O0 WATT-
SE "ONDS) UP TO A TOTAL OF 3 TIMES
I RESUMES 1-MAN CPR I IF STILL UNSUCCESSFUL:
I PUSH 5 ml E PINE PHRINE
I PUSH 50 ml SODIUM BICARBONATE
(EVERY 5 MINUTES AS REQUIRED)
• BEGIN 2-MAN CPR UNTIL DIRECTED TO ...
I TRANSPORT
l^
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U CARDIAC ARREST (VENTRICULAR STANDSTILL)
a
U	EMT	 I	 PARAMEDIC
• PATIENT EXAMINATION - NO PULSL 	 - PUPILS DILATING
- NO RESPIRATION	 - SKIN PALE TO BLUE
• DELIVER PRECORDIAL THUMP(S) 	 0 TELECARE UNIT PREPARATIONS (EKG & COMMON.)
	IF SUCCESSFUL	
• INSTALL EKG ELECTRODES (DURING CPR VENTILATIONS)BEGIN 1-MAN CPR
• VENTRICULAR STANDSTILL IDENTIFIED
• INSTALL IV LINE WITH 500 ml D5W
• PUSH 50 ml SODIUM BICARBONATE
• PUSH 5 ml EPINEPHRINE
0 REPEAT PUSH 50 ml SODIUM BICARBONATE
(EVERY 5 MINUTES,	 U
• BEGIN 2-MAN CPR UNTIL DIRECTED TO ...
• 1-MAN CPR
	
	
• ADMINISTER IV DRIP ARAMINE AS DIRECTED
• RESUME 2-MAN CPR UNTIL DIRECTED TO ...
• TRANSPORT
C
VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA
EMT PARAMEDIC
• PATIENT EXAMINATION'
	
- RAPID PULSE
	 BLOOD PRESSURE FALL-
- SHORTNESS OF BREATH	 ING (USUALLY)
- APPREHENSION
• TELECARE UNIT PREPARATIONS (EKG AND COMMUN.)
• MONITORS PATIENT'S VITAL SIGNS 	 • INSTALL EKG ELECTRODES
• VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA IDENTIFIED
• INSTALL IV LINE AND ATTACH 500 ml D5W OVER ) MINUTE
PERIOD
• PUSH 50 -75 mg LIDOCAINE SLOWLY
• REPEAT PUSH LIDOCAINE AS DIRECTED
• IF UNRESPONSIVE AND LOSES CONSCIOUSNESS:
ADMINISTER PRECOROIAL THUMP
• BEGINS 1-MAN CPR • IF UNRESPONSIVE; PREPARES DEFIBRILLATION EQUIPMENT
• IF NOT COMPLETELY UNCONSCIOUS:
PUSH 5-15 mg VALIUM SLOWLY
0 STANDS CLEAR • ORDER "STAND CLEAR"
• DEFIBRILLATES C MAX. 50 WATT-SECONDS
• REPEAT PUSH LIDOCAINE
• BEGIN 2-MAN CPR, IF REQUIRED UNTIL DIRECTED TO ...
• TRANSPORT
3-20
Ji
C/ PAROXYSMAL ATRIAL TACHYCARDIA (PAT OR AV NODAL TACHYCARDIA
EMT	 PARAMEDIC
• PATIENT EXAMINATION - RAPID PULSE
	
	
- APPREHENSIVE
ABRUPT ONSET NOTED - LOW BLOOD PRESSURE(POS SIBLY)
• MONITOR PATIENT SIGNS	 • TELECARE UNIT PREPARATIONS
AND ASSIST, AS REQUIRED
• INSTALL EKG ELECTRODES
• PAT OR AV NODAL TACHYCARDIA IDENTIFIED
• PERFORM CAROTID MASSAGE, AS DIRECTED
• TRANSPORT AS DIRECTED
OS	 PREMATURE VENTRICULAR CONTRACTIONS (PVC's)
LMT	 PARAMEDIC
PATIENT EXAMINATION
	 - PULSE (OCCASIONAL MISSING BEAT)
• ASSISTS, AS REQUIRED	 • INSTALL IV AND ATTACH 500 ml D5W OVER 1 MINUTE PERIOD
Il PUSH 50-75 mg XYLOCAINE (LIDOCAINE)
• REPE AT PUSH LIDOCAINE EVERY 3-5 MINUTES AS DIRECTED
i
- COMPLETE HEART BLOCK,
HEART B
	 ,
AV NODAL	 I	 ,
SINUS BRADWARMA, AND_
EMT PARAMEDIC
•	 PATIENT EXAMINATION, IF; - SYSTOLIC B/P LESS THAN 80 mm Hg, OR
- PULSE WEAK OR ABSENT, OR
- SKIN PALE, COLD AND CLAMMY, OR
- VICTIM AGITATED, CONFUSED OR UNCONSCIOUS
• ASSIST AS REQUIRED	 • INSTALL IV AND ATTACH 500 ml D5W
• ARRHYTHMIA IDENTIFIED
• PUSH 0.5 mg ATROPINE
• REPEAT PUSH ATROPINE UNTIL HEART RATE IS OVER 70NIN.
AS DIRECTED (MAX. 4 TIMES)
• IF ATROPINE INEFFECTIVE:
IV DRIP 2 mg ISUPREL IN D5W AT FAST DRIP RATE UNTIL
HEART RATE IS OVET70/MIN., AS DIRECTED
3-21
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L
DRUGS/ INTRAVENOUS (IV) FLUIDS
EQUIPMENT AND ADM INISTRATInN
DRUGS /FLUIDS ADMINISTERED
BY "IV PUSH"
ISADRENALIN
UGS	 MGM/ML DRUGS	 MGM/Kll
 1/10 •	 ')ODIUM
(EPINEPHRINE) ;3ICARBONATE
• ATROPINE	 1/10
50%DEXTROSE IN
• LIDOCAINE
	 100/10,0
.2 NORMAL SALINE
• VALIUM	 1012
DRUG
VIAL	 t
DRUG (AMPUL)	 1
AMPUL
SYRINGE
SYRINGE
.
NEEDLE
NEEDLE COVER
pCOVERD(/ 	 / O _ /	 50 ML .
THESE DRUGS AND FLUIDS
ADMINISTERED DIRECTLY INTO
VEINS THRU BULB OR INJECTION
SITE AFTER IV INSTALLED IN
VICTIM
DRUGS ADMINISTLREU
BY "IV DRIP" ONLY
DRUGS	 MGM/ML
ARA^M_INNEE -100/10
-^-_o 4-:=
COVER SYRINGE AMPUL
• ISUPREL
DRUG
	
SYRINGE
VIAL. NEEDLE
COVER
IV FLUIDS
• 5"A DEXTROSE IN
.2 NORMAL SALV.
• 5"/,.DEXTROSE IN
WATER
• RINGER'S LACTATE
uo___
_aCOVERS
INJECTIONA LINFLOWTIPSSITE
DRIP CHAMBERS
AGES FOR
FLOW RATE
RUBBER MONITORING)
COVERED ROLLER
DRUG FLOW CLAMPS
INJECTION (ON -OFF & R -TE
SITE CONTROL)
' 6D
(CLOSED -► OPEN ) '1
ADAPTER_`	 VCOVER	 (CLOSED—OPEN)
RUBBER
NEEDLE /
	
SELF-SEALING	 VENOSETADAPTER
	
INJECTION	 EQUIPMEN '(MALE)
	 \ 1	BULB
SYRINGE COVER
^ SYRINGE AND NEEDLE
BUTTERFLY 
	
`—"-	 COVER
NEEDLE FEMALE
COVER	 ADAPTER ^—CATHETER
	
BUTTERFLY NEEDLES*	 MEDICUT NEEDLES*
*(THE LARGER THE GAUGE NUMBER THE SMALLER THE NEEDLE DIAMETER)
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PRE)CIDING PAGE
SYRINGE PROCEDURES
PREPACKAGED TWO STI RII E SECTIONS DRUGS
01 	 SYRINGE CAP
CAP
SYRINGE
NEEDLE
DRUG	 5 ML
VIAL	 10 ML(AM PUL) 1 50 ML
\J ROTATE VIAL(AMPUL) THREE TU
CLOCKWISE UNTIL RESISTANCE
FELT. (SYRINGE INJECTOR IS TI
INTO DRUG SOLUTION)
h
OREMOVE NEEDLE COVER	 COVER
C4) PUSH VIAL IN TO FLUSH AIR OUT OF SYRINGE
0 INJECT, AS REQUIRED.
PREPACKAGED STERILE ONE-SECTION SYRINGE
OSELECT EMPTY, STERILE SYRINGE
AND REMOVE NEEDLE COVER
(D COVER VIAL WIrH STERILE
	
n
GAUZE PAD AND BREAK
VIAL GLASS NLCK
ASPIRATE DRUG SOLUTION FROM V!AL ANI) iIP VIAL I u GLT
ALL SOLUTION	 t'
HOLD SYRINGE, NEEDLE UP
(D TAP SYRINGE AND PUSH PLUNGER IN SLIGHTLY
EDLE	 TO REMOVE AIR BUBBLES. PUSH PLUNGERUNTIL ALL AIR SPACE IS REMOVED
06 INJECT, AS REQUIRED(REPLACE COVER IF IMMEDIATE INJECTION NOT REQUIRED)
ER)
PRE)CIDING PAGE BLANK NOT FTLMM
	 "%wvf mw
IRS
^nR
ET
WE NIT
0
T-	 ----,.,•--
1	 ^
IV INSTALLATION - DRUG ADMINISTRATION - IV REMOVAL
CAUTION
	 A major concern throughout IV and Drug Administration is to maintain sterile
NEEDLES, ADAPTERS and INJECTION SITES (victim's and on IV egcip.)
OBTAIN:
	
•	 IV Set	 • Adhesive Tape (112" wide)
•	 Butterfly Needle or 	 4	 Arm Board (short)
Straight Needle and
Catheter
PRF PARE IV	 ADMINISTRATION	 SFT
O1KN IV SF T AND CONNf CT TO IV Fl 1110 RAG ©	 PRIME DRIP CHAMRE R
0 REMOVE VENOSET FROM PACKAGE. ^.
1 SQUEEZE AND/OR TAP DRIP
CHAMBER UNTIL 112 FALCAND
"CLOSE"
^®
'^`'Z^	 \
^wrN»3+")
A^^LE^E.NAVE FLOATEDTO
FLOWCLOSE	 CLAMP.
O
O
TOWARD
DRIP
u
(C	 FLUSH AND PRIME IV TUBING
^J
O RE MOVE COVER FROM INFLOW TIP.
NEEDLE
4*-
	 ADAPTER O REMOVE LJVEk F ROM NEEDLE
ADAPTER—
4W—_
COVER
^ v
If ORIP LNAM	 U ^LL XI6l.l.
S
P
SQ 1^EFZE-T6^1n FOR USE. 2O OPEN FLOW CLAMP RAPIDLY TO
"OPEN"r FLUSWWW UMS OUT OF
TUBING BELOW FLOW CLAMP.
OINSTALL INFLOW TIP IN SELLCTLJ
'CLOSE `i► O CLOSE FLOW CLAM!
IV FLUID BAG.
OREPLACE NEEDLE ADAPTER
CDYER TO"PWVEWT-
^^ L^TT^MINATION.
O INVERT IVBAG AND HANG ONO M! ELEVAT	 &PORT.
THIS ALLOWS FLUID TO FLON
INTO IV TUBING UP TO THE FLOW
CLAMP. )
I	
I
I	 ^
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PRE rARF	 INJECTION	 SITE
^))	 DISTEND VEINS AT INJECTION SITE IV SITES
Ol LET ARM HAND OFF-STRETCHER
BELOW BODY LEVEL. FIRST PREFERENCE:
WRIST OR BACK OF HAND SITES
rUPPERARIM
APPLY TOURNIQUET T0
FOREARTd-lrvVrtrs7 IV SITE
UTrRARM - IF FOREARM IV SITE
nT'-WTLT i`5 BE TIGHT ENOUGH TO
BLOCK VENOUS FLOW BUT NOT
ARTERIAL FLOW.	 RADIAL PULSE
SHOULD STILL BE FELT.)
E T BASILICVEIN t	 ':	 CE PHALIC VEIN
FOREARM
TOURNIQUET
`
_ _	 DORSAL
METACARPAL VEINS
^Y
-	 VENOUS ARCH
OIF POSSIBLE, HAV( VICTIM MAKE
FIST
	 (ALTERNA T ELY CLOSE-
"n, THEN CLOSE UNTIL NEEDLE
IN VEIN l
SLAP OR THUMP VEIN LIGHTLYWn 114ja M SITE.
i
SECOND PR EFERENCE:
FOREARM SITES
OCLEANSE SITE
y(DI CLI ANSE AND PREP THE SKIN WITHDI° NFLCTANT PAD. (APPLY IN A
.GRADUALLY WIDENING CIRCLE.
AT VENIPUNCTURE SITE
\
\
NO CLEANSE OUT APPROKI 
NCHES IN DIAMETER.
L ;)'
f,A
BASILIC VEIN
CEPHALIC VEIN
""-- BRACHIAL ARTERY
J	 BASILIC VEIN
RCE PHALIC
VEIN
i,
w MEDIAN ANTEBRACHIAL VEIN J
^*
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VENIPUNCTURE	 AND	 IV	 INSTALLATION
F1	 USING SYRINGE, NEFOLE i CATHETER F2	 USING BUTTERFLY MEEDLE
I	 Wit,
Ol	 SELECI MEDICUT ASSV OI	 RE MUVL BUTTERFLY NLLULE
`NEEDLE/CATHE(SYRINGE	 TER) COVEROF RE QUIRED CLIAGE	 RE MOVE COVERS
STABILIZE VEIN	 ^—	 OA	 GRASP PATIENT'S HAND WITH YOUR LEFT HAND 4 rUt. ARE RIGHTX	 ►'^ "+^EDI
M
~	 OB	 POSITION YOUR THUMB BELOW INJECTION SITE
V //
STRETCH SKIN	 RrACF TAUT *^ ANrHOR VEIN,
O POSITION NEEDLEBARELVTUN"IDL :, 1 VE I N, Ot
	 GRASP WINGS
AWrISSTT(OG NE f DU 1AMI
SITE 112" BELOW PUNCTURE SITE SITE AS INFUTM WSTUHU HTBEVEL UP, IN DIRECTION OF /	 X NEEDLE: PROCLDURE
SHOULDER
O PIERCE SKIN
O PIER_U SKIN
ARTSUNDMYING TISSUE TO W T)TASETECYING TISSUE TO
REACH BUT NOT PENETRATE REACH BUT NOT PENETRATE
BEVEL UP
4501
SKIN SKIN
15-45°
/	 /
_.
OS	 LOWER NLLDLL	
..
^
0 LOWER NLLDLL
l7NTTC-FCQSFWITH SKIN LNTICTCUSRWITH SKIM
- MOVE NEEDLE TIP DIRECTLY - MOVE NEEDLE TIP DIRECTLY
OVER VEIN OVER VEIN
BLOOD
IN SYRINGE OPIERCE VEIN AND VERIFY PIERCE VEIN AND VE RIFtfNTRV-9Mo0D TW -SVRTNGL ENTRVTV'PLA,HBAr"HRu
WTTN IT IS ASVIRATI r l ,.^..-- rMll ADAPTS R
4
O7	 CAREFULLY ADVANCL NLLDLLTNTb^E1N'ATSPCVINc--urw im
O7	 CAREFULLY ADv Ah Ct. Ni t DLL
fNTaRTN	 DLvwUPWAR6
PRESSURE TO PREVENT PRESSURE TO PREVENT
PIERCING OF OPPOSITE SIDE PIERCING OF OPPOSITE SIDE
' OF VEIN -. (Tr VF IN
8	
CONNE Cl RE -IMED tV MALt
IV LINE t,a f Il N	 REMOVE SYRINGE T /It	 FEMALE ADAPTER NEEDLE ADAPTER TO FE MAi IADAPTT R Of BUTTERFLYAFD C-ONNECTWPRIMED IV
LINE ADA'"n TO CATHETE R
THAT REMAINS IN VEIN
O9
	
RELEASE TOURNIQUET
_ O9	 RELEASE TOURNIQUET
10	 TAPE BUTTERFLY NEEDLE 10	 TAPE CATHETER
--------^' IN PLACE
11	
TAPE TUBING TO	 ENT
^'^^-^----- 11	 TAPE TUBING ABOVE ADAPTER STRESS ON CATHETER
TO PREVENT STRESS ON
BUTTERFLY
_
12	 SET IV FLOW RATE, AS
1 12	 SET IV FLOW RATE AS
REQUIRED	 i
I	 f REQUIRED t_
17	 TAPE THE ARM fIRMLY TO
rAr- 	is F 'TO TU	 -
A
STAgMTlr rW TRANSPORT
IV DRUG ADMINISTRATION
OG I. Close FLOW CLAMP.
2. Clean drug injection site (BULB OR INJECTOR SITE) with
ADMINISTRATION disinfectant pad.
BY 3. Inject DRUG from SYRINGE into (BULB OR INJECTOR SITE)
"IV PUSH" at the prescribed rate.
(Injection Directly into 4. Remove SYRINGE after administration.
IV Flow Line to Vein) 5. Open FLOW CLAMP and adjust flow rate to 2 drops per second
for 1/2 minute (to flush medication).
6. Readjust FLOW CLAMP to previous rate.
O 1. Close FLOW CLAMP.
ADMINISTRATION 2. Clean IV FLUID BAG INJECTION SITE with DISINFECTANT
BY PAD .
"IV DRIP" 3. Inject DRUG from SYRINGE into IV BAG INJECTION SITE
(Injection into IV Fluid 4. Remove SYRINGE.
and Mixed Before 5. Shake IV FLUID BAG to mix drug with IV fluid.
Infusion) 6. Open and adjust FLOW CLAMP to prescribed flow rate.
O	 1 . Close FLOW CLAMP.2. Remove TAPE attaching BUTTERFLY NEEDLE or CATHETER
to skin.
3. Press a DRY STERILE GAUZE over NEEDLE AND INJECTION
REMOVING	 SITE .
IV	 4. Remove NEEDLE OR CATHETER rapidly from vein keeping shaft
LINE	 parallel to skin and vein.
5. Maintain pressure with GAUZE for several minutes until hleeding
stops .
6. Cover injection site with a BAND-AID.
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DRUG/IV FLUID PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME
	
ADRENALIN	 (EPINEPHRINE) •	 To stimulate the heart to beat.
QTY/FORM	 (?.) Vial/Syringes
•	 Restore cardiac rhythm in cardiac arrest.ITEM VOLUME/SIZE 10 ml.
•	 Severe allergic reactions.
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
I mg. /10 ml. •	 Assist in defibrillation process.
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME	 1 mg. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTI ONS/REMARKS:
5 ml. IV push every 5 minutes	 •	 Anxiety	 •	 Rapid, strong pulse
(luring CPR.	 •	 Headache	 :	 Fear
•	 Administer with caution to elderly, hypertensives, diabetics. or
victims with cardiovascular disease.
•	 Do not use if solution is brown	 •	 Protect from light until readv for u
DRUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME
	
ARAMINE (METARAMINOL)	 • To increase blood pressure
QTY/FORM
	 (2)	 Vial/Syringes
•	 Acute hypotensive stateITEM VOLUME/SIZE	 10 ml.	
•	 Cardiogenic shock
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	 100 mg./10 mi,
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME 10 mg. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS'REMARKS:
15 to 100 mg, diluted in 500 ml. 	 •	 Hypertension	 •	 Headache	 •	 Nausea
of 5% Dextrose and water or	 •	 Cardiac arrhvthmias	 •	 Flushing	 •	 Apprehetision
saline solutions.	 Infuse mixtur	 •	 Cardiac arrest	 Dizziness	 .	 Strong, rapid pulse
at rate to maintain systolic B/P
between 100 and 120.	 iot a(Iministor to victim in sh, : k due to Wood los,
DRUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE,rTREATNIENT
NAME_	 ATROPINE	 _	 •	 To increase heart rate.
QTY /FORM	 (2) Vial/Syringes
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE	 10 ml.	 •	 Complete Heart Block.
--	 •	 Slow ventricular rate with atrial flutter orSTRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
1 mg. /10 ml.	 fibrillation.
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME	 .1 mg. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
5 mg. IV push at 5 minute •	 Dryness of mouth or noF-I L	•	 Dizziness	 • hallucinations
intervals until pulse rate is •	 Blurred vision	 •	 Drowsiness	 •	 Rash
greater than 60.	 Total dose •	 Rapid, strong pulse	 •	 Nausea	 •	 Tachycardia
not to exceed 2 mg.
•	 Do not exceed recommended dosage.
•	 Atropine poisoning can be fatal.
•	 May cause ventricular arrhythmias.
Z
aw-
DRUG/IV FLUID DATA
(ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY DRUG NAME)
NOTE: ADMINISTRATION SHALL BE ONLY AS DIRECTED BY DUTY PHYSICIAN
lx
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DRUG/IV FLUID DATA	 j J
(ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY DRUG NAME)
NOTE: ADMINISTRATION SHALL BE ONLY AS DIRECTED BY DUTY PHYSICIAN
DRUG/IV FLUID PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME
	
DEXTROSE 50% •	 Insulin shock
QTY/FORM	 (2) Vial/Syringes
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE	 5o ml.
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	 25 m¢./50 ml.
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME 	 0.5 nag. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
DRUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME
	
DEXTROSE AND WATER (D5W)	 •	 Transport medium for IV drug
QTY/FORM
	
(0) Rags 5 1c Dextrose in Distilled Water	 •	 Supplies nutrient to blood
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE 	 500 ml.	 •	 Helps supply energy to tissues defi^ient inoxygen.
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
DRUG IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATNiLNT
NAME
	 DEXTROSE jr SALINE SOLUTION 	 •	 Transport medium for IV drugs
QTY/FORM	 W IRagc Sll/.2N Saline Solution 	 •	 Supplies nutrients to blood
ITEM VC!_UME/SIZE
	
.•	 Helps supply energy to tissues deficient in
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
oxygen.
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
Infuse slowly to keep vein open. •	 Normally not used in cardiac cases.
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DRUG/IV FLUID PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME	 ISUPREL QSOPROTERENOL) •	 To increase heart rate.
QTY/FORM	 (5) Amuules
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE
	
m ► •	 Cardiac Standstill
•	 Shock
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
1 mg. /5 ml. •	 Bronchospasms
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME	 mg. /ml..2 •	 Bradycardia (caused by complete heart blockor when at o ine is ineffective)
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
Dilute one full ampul in 500 mi.	 •	 Sweating	 •	 Headache	 •	 Tachycardia
5% Dextrose and water and 	 •	 Flushed face	 Nervousness	 •	 Strong, rapid pulse
infuse mixture at 1 nil. /m in. 
•	 Decrease infusion rate if pulse is above 110.
•	 Use with extreme caution in victim with m yocardial infarction.
DRUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATMFNAT
NAME	 NITROGLYCERINE (NITRUSTAT) 	 •	 Vasodilator
QTY/FORM	 (1) Bottle Tablets
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE 	 Angina
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
STRENGTH /UNIT VOLUME	 .4 mg. /Tablet
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECT S/CAUTIONS'RE MARKS:
4 mg. taken orally.	 •	 Blurred vision	 •	 Dizziness
•	 Drying of mouth	 •	 Weakness
•	 Excessive dosage may cause violent headache.
_ DRUGAV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATNIENT
NAME
	
RINGERS LACTATE	 •	 Fluid volume builder_
QTY/FORM	 (4) Bags	 _	 •	 Replace lost electrolytes
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE	 1000 nil.	 •	 Hypovolemic shock
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
i	 Hemorrhage
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME
USUAL DOSAGE: POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS,'REMARKS:
Infuse rapidly. •	 Electrolyte imbalance
•	 Do not use in cardiac cases.
t
FF
U
0	 DRUG/IV FLUID DATA
(ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY DRUG NAME)
NOTE: ADMINISTRATION SHALL BE ONLY AS DIRECTED BY DUTY PHYSICIAN
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WDRUG/IV FLUID DATA
(ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY DRUG NAME)
NOTE: ADMINISTRATION SHALL BE ONLY AS DIRECTED BY DUTY PHYSICIAN
DRUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATMENT
NAME
	
SODIUM BICARBONATE	 • To relieve acidosis caused by shock,
QTY/FORM
	
(4) Vial/Syringes	 particularly cardiogenic shock,
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE 50 nil.
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME 3.75 em/50 ml,
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME	 75 mg. /nil.
USUAL DOSAGE: 	 I	 POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
:1. 75 gm. for every 5 minutes	 •	 In cardiac arrest, sodium bicarbonate should be given in conjunction
of shock or cardiac arrest. Do	 with epinephine - never alone.
not exceed :3 syringes
_	 DRUG/IV FLUID	 _	 i'URPOSE/TREATMENT
NAML	 VALIUM (DIAZEPAM)	 • Stress Relief	 T^
QTY/FORM	 (2) Vial/Syringes	 • Anxiety
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE
	
2 mt.	 • Convulsions
•	 Pre-cardioversion
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME 10 mg. /2 nil.	 • Paroxysmal Atrial Tachycardia (PAT)
STRENGTH /UNIT VOLUME 5 mg. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE:
	
POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS /REMARKS:
5 to 15 mg. (a 5 mg. /min. 1V
push within 5 to 10 minutes
prior to defibrillation. For
anxiety or stress, 5 to 10 mg.
Ca 5 mg. /min.
,)RUG/IV FLUID	 PURPOSE/TREATME% ;
NAME SYLOCAINE (LIDOCAINE)	 • To increase electrical stimulation ul
QTY/FORM	 (4) Vial/Syringes	 ventricles.
ITEM VOLUME/SIZE	 10 nil.	
• Ventricular Tachvcardia
STRENGTH/ITEM VOLUME
	
100 mg./10 ml.	
. PVC's
STRENGTH/UNIT VOLUME	 10 mg. /ml.
USUAL DOSAGE:
	
POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS/CAUTIONS/REMARKS:
50 to 100 mg. IV push in 1 to 2 	 •	 Dizziness	 •	 Convulsions	 • 13radyeardia
minutes. Second dose may be	 • Apprehension	 . Respiratory Depression
repeated after 5 minutes.	 •	 Blurred Vision	 • Hypotension
• Constant monitoring of EKG required.
•	 Resuscitative equipment should be immediately available.
4-9
• Hypotension	 •	 Hiccups	 •	 Fatigue
• Muscle weakness	 • Drowsiness	 • Nausea
•	 Do not administer to victim in coma.
I	 7""wr
L^ ARAMINE
INCREASE
	
ATROPINE
EPINEPHRINE
ISUPREL
REDUCE	 LIDOCAINEVALIUM (IF
DUE TO ANXIETY)
i
DRUGS THAT ALTER RA FL OF HEARTBEAT
U
INFLUENCES LOCATIONS/RATE EFFECT DRUG
CONDUCTION THROUGH AV NODE ISUPREL	 I
THROUGH AV NODE	 t ATROPINE
IMPULSE IN SA NODE	 f ARAMINE
FORMATION
IN SA OR AV NODE	 t ATROPINE
SA NODE, AV NODE	 1 EPINEPHRINE
OR HIS/PURKINJE SYSTEM ISUPREL
HIS/PURKINJE SYSTEM LIDOCAINE
OR VENTRICLES
DRUGS THAT AFFECT BLOOD PRESSURE
O
EFFECT DRUG
INCREASE ARAMINE
ATROPINE (PRONE VICTIM ONLY)
EPINEPHRINE  (SYSTOLIC ONLY)
IV FLUIDS (POSSIBLY)
SODIUM BICARBONATE
DECREASE 
T
T
ISUPREL (POSSIBLY)
LIDOCAINE (SLIGHTLY)
VALIUM (POSSIBLY)
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TYPES OF EMERGENCIES AND E
I dAUMA OR INJURY 1 Ml RGENCIF S
CIARGf NLY TYPE
IMPACT BURNS ELECTRIC SHOCK UROWWNC SHOCK I
•	 MOTOR VL HICLE BOATING • Flu S
• HE•	 GUNSHOT/STABBINGFIGHT • EXPLOSIONS • ELECTRICAL EQUIP. • r10ATING • IMPACT • CQ
TYPICAL CAUSF i •	 LXPL.OSION • KITCHEN CONTACT •	 ,WININ"Id • BURNS ,t
•	 MAC NINE RV ACGOEMTS • UGNTMiNC • IJATHtUB • ELECTRICAL • ANi	
•	 FALL ACCIUENTS • CARDIAC • MY
,NI
EXPECTED • SOFT TISSUE INJURfES • SOFT TISSUE INJIIRII S • SOFT TISSUE INJURIES'BURNSI B CIRCULATION • CIRCULATION •	 11EMERGENCIES • FRACTURES/DISLOCATIONS • LUNG DAMAGE • RESPIRATION
• RE SPIRATION - AIRWAY BLOCKAGE • SHOCK • CARDIAC/C:RCULATION • RESPIRATION • RESPIRATION • RE
-CHEST INJURIES B FLUID LOSS • SHOCK
• CIRCULATION
- 1iTrDTWC-k XT OR INTERNAL;
L MT
SHOCK
CARDIAC
•	 INTERNAL ORGAN INJURY I
U X
X
x
x
z
x
X
x
X
1 MOUTN-TO-MOUTH x
2 BAG X
J ORAL AIRWAY X
1 OXYGEN x
S SUCTION x
HART/ CIRCULATION SUPPORT
6 EXTERNAL MASSAGE X
7 PRE-CORDIAL THUMP X
B IV-ORUGS X
9 EKG X
10 DEFIBRILLATE x
TRAUMA/' INJURY SUPPORT
11 CONTROL BLEEDING x
12 SPLINtINGBANDA6 I N C X
13 BURN BANDAGING X
EMERGENCY
ACTIONS
X - PROBABLY REQUIRED
RESPIRATION SUPPORT
OTHER SUPPORT
14 RE STRAIN 
1S EXTRICATION
16 CMLDBIRTH ASSISTANrF
11 SYRUP OF IPECAC
18 GAG IN MOUTH
X X
X X 1
X
x x X
X x
X
K
X r
x X
X X
X X a
X X
X
X
om(;R4 AL PAGE IS
ok, PURR QUALITY
pk^'Q)1SG 
PAUZ BLAkV8 Npfi F^^
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
iNG SHOCK CAROIAI STROKE CONVULSIONS I'SVCHIAIRIC
OGSTETRICS POISONINGSAND DRUG 0 D
0AKTIC
STATE S
ACUTE
ABDOMEN
TING • IMPACT • HEART ARREST•	 I (xNGfSi1VE • CEREBRAL •	 1 POLEPTII •MENTALLY i CHILDBIRTH
• TOO LOM
BLOOD • APPE MDICI I IS• ULCERS
MING • BURNS HEART fA1LUFf BLOOD CLOT I INJURY
DISTURBED • INGESTION
• INNALAf10N INSUI IN •	 ',At 1-NTUB •ELECTRICAL
• ANGINA OR •	 INFECTION
VICTIMS
• ABSORPTION, • TOONIG^ • • 80MIELIOE NT S • CARDIAC • MYOCARDIAL HE MORRHAGE • INJECTION BL 000 OB`.IRUCTION
INFARCTION INSULIN
LATION
• CIRCULATION • CIRCULATION • CIRCULATIUN •	 +iU1.ENT • L,JMA • AL'OUMINAI.AND PIyN
RATION • RESPIRATION • RESPIRATION • RESPIRATION •	 ^?LSPIRATION • VIOLENT • HEMORRNAGI
UNPREDICTABLL
BEHAVIOR • CONVULSION',
• NAUSEA
VICTIM • VOMITING
• RELATED BE •ABNORMAL • RESPIRATION •CIRCULATION
"IMPACT" DELIVERY • CIRCULATION
INJURIE S
DUE TO FALL
x x x x x K
x x x x
x x
x x x x
x x x x
x
x x x x x
x x x
x K
x K x
X •501:
X x z DEXTROSE
x x
x	 DUE TO x
x	 IMPACT
INJURIE S
UU NOT RESTRAIN X
PROTECT
VICTIM	 FROM X t DO NOT
f NVIRONMENT x INDUCE GIVE
...	 _.. ^
_.	
VOMITING By M
OINL
8V	 ONTH
-1
cu m FOLDO
IMPORTANT SIGNS AND THEIR INTERPRETATIO
SKIN aXA MAR TICULARL Y OF LIPS, FINGERUAIES)
0UtPtMS OR Pk6WIIT AND AMOUNT OF COCULAT)K SLOOP
t o nS SU ES
COLOR:	 MAY BE I NDICATIVE OF-
•RED OR FLUSH	 - INCH BL ODD Pill SSURE
CARSON WMKDaD( FQg.ONtK
HEAT STMT
•PALE, ASHEN KRTE	 #M40
	 CMCIILATION (AS NI EARLY STAGES
OF Sl Ct1•
 OR HEART FAILUREI
IN CERTAIN STAGES OF FRIGHT
a'u U1SH 4:YAN0m	 - LACK OF OXYGEN IN BLOOD A IDM R
INS II nCIENT CNKUTATI( at kAS IR I A I I Elk S TARES
OF SHOCK AND HEART F Al t t1R E)
• YELLOMSN	 A SKA OF LIVED OR tut I DUCT OItEASE
VISPIRATIOM	 RIa1ML RATE - 1 BREATH EVERY 7J SECOMOS) (ADULTS)
V + AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED BY NERVOUS SYSTEM RR RESPONSE TO -CO N CONTENT OF Bt 001D
I	 Rtlttil. Y O^ Rt OxnRE Nit M I S
T • RATE AND DEPTH Of KSPOATION ARE IMPORTANT
A
L • RAPID /'%HAL LOW RREATMM - SEER IN'SNOCIt' AND HEAD IN,AIRIES
S
	
INS FWAT100 '09) "W 6TEWtJR)
I	 DEEPA w .OREr. /maEIING
	 SEEN 0:	 UPPER MF MAY OBSTRUCTION A''b
G	 - SEVERE ALLERGY SHOCK
N • DEEPfGASPING/LABORED
	 - SEEN 10 Ht ART PROBLEMS
COUGNNG AND IF 	 BLOOD L u%G DAMAGE FROM FRACTURED RM CAI
AT ROSE OR MOUTH
	 FOREIGN BODIES PENETRATING CHEST
11000 PWSSUM NORMAL SYSTOLK:- 110 - 1.0 	 (ADULTS)OIASTOLK.
	 60 -	 80
• QUANTITATIVE MEASURE OF PRESSURE CIRCULATING 81 003 EXERTS AGAINSTVITAL VESSEL IMALLSSIGN
• CAN FALL MARKEDLY IN STATES OF 'SHOCK," HEMORRHAGE, WAR T ATTACKS
OF SYSTOI K PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 80 mm 11G THEN ADDITI# X.`t HR 00n
V0&UMt WUST BE SUPPLIED IV FOR C/tCULATORY SYSTEM TO kS•!i1T AIR IfISELF.)
REACTION TO PAIN:
• AT INJURY SITE - PROBABLY NO DAMAGE
TO SPINAL CORD
• NO PAIN BUT - SPINAL CORD DAMAGE,
OBVICUS SIGN - HYSTERIA,
OF INJURY - SHOCK
- EXCESSIVE DRUGS OR
ALCOHOL
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CHEST
MOvE Mt IN T S
•
i^ w ^+
­"c
1	 `
I	 .;
ERPRETATION rOR EMERGENCY CARE
PILS •NORMALLY Wit CONTRACT FR OW OIRECT LIGHT IN EYE
*0161, A I ED OR E NLARGt O PU PRL S IND"TE AN UNCONSCIOUS 00 RELAXED STATE.
*WHEN BLOW TO BRAIN STOPS - PUPILS START OILATIIK IN 30-4S SEC(W"
RIALS WILL BE FULLY UILA TEDMIXED its I-In
t manuT IS
SPAIN CELLS Ol t
 AFTER 4 e WNU TES
•UNEOUAL TVPIL SIZE IS SEEN IN B RAIN INAMES, SPHIAL CORD IIIJUR11S, STROKtS
yam,,.. -	 SrAhS OF CONSCIOUSMSS
• ALERT - RESPONDS TO VOCAL an PHYSICAL STIML'U.
•STUPOR - PARTLY AL EAT, WILL REA'_'T TO PAINT UL STIMUl1. CONFUSED STATE OF how
•COl1 (UNCONSCIOUS) - STATE FROM WWH PATIENT CANMOT BE AROUSED.
A
BODY TEMP	 NORMAL TEMP. = 90.60 F
0 SKIN IS LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR BODY TEMP. RECULATTa, i SKIN IS
COOL, CLAMMY - NE R VOUS SYS T EM RESPONSE TO TRAUMA OR 81 000 LOSS
500-AT GLANDS ARE HYPERAC IN[.
BLOOD VIE S$&IS RESTRICT All 000 FLOW.
DRY, HOT - MAY RESUL T FROM FEVER OR ILLESS OR EXPOSURE TO EXCESSr#E PEAT
(NORMAL = 60 - 80 BEATS/MWTE
*CAN BE FELT AT ) WLJOR SATES (CAROTIO, RMOST, FEMORAL)
• PULSE RATE - INDICATESPUMPING RATE OF HEART
4FIEVORAL
RADIAL G:' N.°+tIST	 T OFULSE STREIKTN - OUIIUTATIVE 1NDICATIOw OF KMT STROKE STRENGTH (W
aI	 A	 PULSE PRESSURE (SYSTOLIC ONUS OIASTOI .IC PRESSUDI
•RAPItl/EEAK PULSE 	 SEEN IN STATES OF SHOCK
•RAPIO/STRONG PULSE	 SEEN IN STATES OF HYPIERTENS1011, FRIGIT
*BELOW 60N1111UTE 	 MIRADY CMOIA Rl OW ENT RATE)
*ABOVE
 100As oriTE
	
TACHY CM 06A (RA) ::) HEART RATE)
PARALYSIS OR LOSS OF SENSATION IN:
B LOWER EXTREMITIES - SPINAL CORD INJURY IN LOWER BACK
0 UPPER EXTREMITIES - SPINAL CORD INJURY IN NECK
6 PARALYSIS LIMITED
TO ONE SIDE	 - STROKE OR HEAD INJURY WITH BRAIN
DAMAGE
	
_	 I
^OLtjnt^ 4 	,:
.ter.	 ,a. 1	 4	 1	 tom
BASIC EMERGENCY CARE PRIORITIES
FOR INDIVIDUAL VICTIM
IF "IMPACT" TYPE
OF EMERGENCY
^j
SIMULTANEOUSLY
WITH OTHEk
PRIORITIES
• ASSUME
POSSIBILITY
OF NECK
AN07WOF
i SPINAL
FRACTURES.
	RESPIRATION
	
• AIRWAYo CLEAR AIRWAY
	
CARE	 • BREATHING	 • VENTILATION
• SEAL OPEN CHEST WOUNDS
STABILIZE FLAIL CHEST
	
CARDIAC	 CIRCULATION/VENTILATION
(^ J L CIRCULATION CARE	 (CPR)
	
O3	 BLEEDING CONTROL
	
—	 IMMOBILIZE FRACTURE S,'DISL OCATIONS
0 DRESS AND BANDAGE WOUNDS
O
PREPARE FOR TRANSPORT WHILE
MAINTAINING SUPPORTIVE CARE
0 TRANSPORT WHILE
`J	 MAINTAINING SUPPORTIVE CARE
0
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CRITERIA FOR "TRIAGE"
(SORTING OF VICTIMS ACCORDING TO SEVERITY OF INJURIES)
FIRST PRIORITY EMERGENCIES
RESPIRATION PROBLEMS
i _AIRWAY BLOCKAGE
i BREATHING PROBLEMS
CIRCULATION PROBLEMS
• HEART ARREST ) HEART PUMP PROBLEMS
• HEART ATTACK 1
• UNCONTROLLED BLEEDINGBLOOD SUPPLY
• SEVERE SHOCK (HYPOVOLEMIC) 	 PROBLEMS
OTHER TRAUMA/MEDICAL PROBLEMS
i SEVERE HEAD OR NECK INJURIES
i OPEN CHEST WOUNDS
i OPEN ABDOMINAL WOUNDS
i SEVERE MEDICAL PROBLEMS, SUCH AS POISONINGS,
DIABETIC COMPLICATION, ETC.
SECOND PRIORITY EMERGENCIES
i BURNS
i MAJOR MULTIPLE FRACTURES
i BACK INJURIES
THIRD PRIORITY
i MINOR FRACTURES
• MINOR INJURIES
• OBVIOUSLY DEAD OR DYING (MORTALLY WOUNDED) VICTIMS
*MC SING PA, rr }; B JI
, NB NOT t"1LUII^
E^
L
qwl
"TRIAGE" LOGIC
JJURIES) I • EXAMINE VICTIM	 I(FIRST OR NEXT)
R 'QUICKLY REASSURE VICTIM
PROVIDE DRESSINGS AND SOLICIT
VICTIM'S BYSTANDER'S AID IN
CONTROLLING BLEEDING/COVERING
WOUNDS
• INDICATE AID WILL BE PROVIDED
AFTER OTHER PRIORITY VICTIMS
NO	 ARE EXAMINED.
• SOLICIT AID TO COVER DEAD
VICTIMS.
• GO TO NEXT VICTIM.
• CLASSIFY AS TO
EMERGENCY CARE
PRIORITY
	
IF'	
—i1	 2	 3
YES	 HAVE \
ALL VICTIMS
BEEN
EXAMINED
NS
GIVE IMMEDIATE
CARE AS PER
EMERG. CARE PRIOR!TY
(PAGE 5-4)
	
is
'IM	 YES	
• HOLD FOR TRANSPORT.
STtiL,_E & NOW
AT A LOWER	 • GO TO NEXT VICTIM.
PRIORITY
\TATE
NO
MORE.
CARE	 A CONTINUE TREATMENT AS DIRECTED.
	
VICTIM	 REQUIRED • REQUEST ADDITIONAL EMT ASSISTANCE,
	
CAN BE	 IF REQUIRED.
SA^:ED BUT	 • MAINTAIN SUPPORTIVE THERAPY UNTO!.
NTORE CARE	 TRANSPORT.
^EQ?IRED
NO
• REQUEST INSTRUCTION
FROM BASE STATION.
• REPORT DEATH TO
DISPATCHER FOR
DISPOSITION.
• HOLD FOR TRANSPORT
• GO TO NEXT VICTIM.
5-5
	
'SOU'
ASSESS SITUATION
REPORTING PARK
/ AMBULANCE
IN
DISPATCHING SALE
L00A"i l0
TRAUMA'
INJURY
EMERG.
TRAUMA/INJURY
EMERGENCIES
IF:
TRAUMA (IMPACT) BURNS
	
ELECTRIC
TYPE	 DROWNING
EMERGENCY	 I EMERGENCY EMEROGENCY
SEE PAGE 5-7
	 SEE
"IMPACT"	 SECTION 6
EMERGENCY	 PAGE 6-8
• CALL FOR RESCUE ASSISTANCE
9 ESTABLISH DANGER ZONE
• KEEP BYSTANDERS REMOVED
FROM DANGER ZONE
• WHEN EMERGENCY CARE CAN BE
GIVEN VICTIM
o PROVIDE CPR AS PER SECTION 2
o PROVIDE BURN CARE A^PL'R-SnTION 7
GENERAL PROCEI
EMT'S APPROACH TO 1
-_
____r_
POISONINGS
CARDIAC AND STRO
EMERGENCY DRUG
OVERDOSE
SEE SECTION 3	 SEE
PAGE 3-19	 SECTION 7
PAGE 7-3
SIGNS
• UNEQUAL PUPILS
• USUALLY FLUSHED AND WARP,?
• RESPIRATION SLOW SNORING TY
• WEAKNESS OR PARALYSIS IN ONI
SIDE OF BODY
PROCFDIIRFS
ASSURE OPEN AIRWAY
• KEEP VICTIM LYING DOWN
GIVE NOTHING BY MOUTH
• DO N^f APPUY HEAT TO BODY
• GIVE	 IF CYANOTIC
• IF HEART STOPS
	 CPR
0 TRANSPORT AS QUIETLY AS
POSSIBLE
	 ^W
MEDICAI
EMERG.
EMERGENCY
TYPE
0 DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DRAIN WATER FROM LUNGS
• BEGITMOUTH-TO-MOU TH RESUSCITATION
IMMEDIATELY
• IF THERE IS NO PULSE AND SIGNS OF CARDIAC
ARREST,...
k BEGIN CPR
9 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, ADMINISTER OXYGEN
UNDER POSITIVE PRESSURE
0 EVEN AFTER APPARENT RECOVERY,
TRANSPORT VICTIM TO HOSPI FAIL
FOR EXAMINATION. DELAYED ADVERSE
REACTIONS ARE COMMON.
5-6
DIABETIC COMA (INADEQUATE INSUL
SIGNS:
• FLUSHED FACE, RED-DRY SKIN
• "FRUITY" BREATH ODOR
0 STUPOR
DEEP, RAPID, GULPING RESPIRAI
PROCEDURES
• TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL
WITHOUT DELAY
I
ENERAL. PROCEDURAL LOGIC FOR
APPROACH TO THE EMERGENCY SCENE:
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
POISONINGS
AND	 STROKE
DRUG
OVERDOSE
SEE	 I
SECTION 7
PAGE 7 -3
UPILS
LU SHED AND =R%l
IN SLOW SNORING TYPE
OR PARALYSIS IN ONE
6Y
DIABETIC I OBSTETRICS
STATES	 CHILDBIRTH
CARE
SEE
OTHER
EMERGENCY
CARE
TEXTS
ACUTE
ABDOMINAL PSYCHIATRIC
PAINS
SEE
SECTION 7
PAGE 7-5
CONVULSIONS SHOCK
SEE
SECTION 1
PAGE 7 -7
• GIVE NOTHING BY MOUTH
• TREAT FOR S OCK
• IF VOMITING, MAINTAIN
CLEAR AIRWAY
• TRANSPORT
EN AIRWAY
V LYING DOWN
NG BY MOUTH
ICY HEAT TO BODY
CYANOTIC
OPS	 CPR
AS QUIETLY AS
OTHER CONVULSIONS EPILEPTIC SEIZURE
SIGNS!
• FROTHING AT MOUTH IS COMMON
4 VICTIM MAY CITE TONGUE
• FACE PALE AT FIRST BECOMI;AG
CYANOTIC DURING SEIZURE
0 MUSCLES TENSE FOR 5-30 SECONDS
IF FROM FEVER:
& RUB WITH ALCOHOL TO COOL.
C	 PROCEDURES
(INADEQUATE. INSULIN) I INSULIN SHOCK (TOO MUCH INSULIN)_]
TO HOSPITAL
.AY
SIGNS:
• COLD, CLAMMY SKIN
• TREMBLING AND HUNGER PANGS
• POSSIBLE COMA OR EPILEPTIC LIKE
SEIZURE
• RAPID WEAK PULSE
PROCPDURES
• IV AND 50% DEXTROSE (PUSH)
(AS DIRECTED)
0 TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL
0 PLACE GAG BETWEEN TEETH
3 TAPED PADDED TONGUE DEPRESSORS,
• LOOSEN VICTIM'S TIE, COLLAR, BELT
• 00 NOT RESTRAIN OR GIVE FLUIDS
• PROTECT FROM NEARBY OBJECTS
• SHIELD FROM ON-L OOKERS
• AFTER SEIZURE, TRANSPORT
j	 TO HOSPITAL IF REQUIRED
CE, RED-DRY SKIN
EATH ODOR
E, GULPING RESPIRATION
-W
"IMPACT" TYPE EMERGENCY CARE
PROCEDURAL LOGIC
ASSESS SIT
REPORTING
	 TRAFFIC AND
DISPATCHING
	
BYSTANDER
CONTROL
POLICE
ASSISTANCE
UATION AND ESTABLISH:^IS \
REQUIRED
HAZARD	
EXTRACTION
CONTROL	
EXTRICATION	 REOUIRED	 ^
RESCUE SQUAD
ASSISTANCE 	 REQUIRED
CALL FOR AID AS REQUIRED
IF EXTRICATION DELAYS
IMMEDIATE ACCESS ACCESS TO CONFINED
UELAYE^
ACCES`ACCIDENT VICTIMS,
B CARE FOR ACCESSIBLLVICTIMS UNTIL ACCESS
IS POSSIBLE.
1.	 - -	 - - - - - - -- - - GAIN ACCESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -CONFiNED ACCIDENT SITE
1 AUTOMOBILE, BUILDING, ETC.) 1
1 1
1 MULTI MULTI- ,INGLE	 1
OR
1 SINGLE VICTI 1
1
__
• EXAMINE AND TREAT 10 EXAMINE AND CLASSIFY AS PER "SINGLE" 1AS PER "TRIAGE" CRITERIA 1
i AND LOGIC (PAGE 5-5)
1 PRIORITIES. PROCEDURES 1
1 (PAGE 5-8) 1
1 3 11L 2
^ r	 I
1
1
-
TREAT
i
1II REASSUREIMMEDIATELY 0	 SOLICIT AID1 AS PER CARE TO CONTROL1 ORIORITIES BREATHING1 PAGE 5-3 • DEFER CARE
UNTIL PRIORITY
VICTIMS CARED
1
1 FOR
1
^. i)REPARE VICTIM REMOVE AS
1 FOR REMOVAL PER ESTABLISHED0 DISENTANGLE EXTRICATION1 VICTIM FROM • SPLINTING
1 C DEBRIS (BE • BANDAGING PROCEDURES.
CAREFUL OF • IMMOBILIZE1
FRACTURED TO SPINE BOARD - --T-1
NECK/BACK). IF REQUIRED 1
Aor,'o'
,0...
WHE;d ACCESS
TO ACCIDENT
SITE IS POSSIBLE,
BEGIN TRIAGE
OF CONFINED
VICTIMS.
r
I EXAMINE AND
TREAT AS PER
"SINGLE VICTIM
EMT PROCEDURAL"
(PAGE 5-8).
B
REASSURE
I SOLICIT AID
TO CONTROL
BLEEDING
I DEFER CARE
UNTIL HIGHER
PRIORITY VICTIMS
ARE CARED FOR.
0 TREAT
IMMEDIATELY
AS PER
EMERGENCY
CARE PRIORITIES
(PAGE 5-3) UNTIL
STABLE.
MAKE DECISIONS
RELATIVE TO
I CONTINUED CARE
0 IMMEDIATE
TRANSPORT
TO HOSPITAL
1
I
.T
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
i
t
i
I
A SEE
PAGE 5-8
TRANSPORT
TO HOSPITAL
MAINTAINING
SUPPORTIVE
CARE UNTIL
TRANSFER
TO HOSPITAL
STAFF.
EMERGENCY CARE
'DURAL LOGIC
NOT
REQUIRED
/	 MULTI—VICTIMS
QUIRED
I EXAMINE AND CLASSIFY
DELAYED	 VICTIMS INTO PRIORITIES
ACCESS
	
	
AS PER "TRIAGE" CRITERIA
AND LOGIC (PAGE
EMERGENCY CARE PRIORITIES
1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 3	 1
/MULTI—	 SING F VICTIM
OR
INGLE VICTIM
7
FR
MOVE AS
R ESTABLISHED
TRICATION
OCEDURES.
I
0 TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL
MAINTAINING SUPPORTING
THERAPY UNT I L TRANSFERRED
TO HOSPITAL STAFF.
/ IF REQUIRED, "TRIAGE" VICTIMS
TRANSPORTING HIGHEST
PRIORITY VICTIMS FIRST.
5-7 	 ^ 'A." -^,
-'r-W.''
SINGLE VICTIM EMERGENCY CARE PRUC
,A
STATE
	 CONSCIOUSUNCONSCIOUS	 OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CI FAR THROAT
	 ?	 C
INSTALL AIRWAY	 C
CHECK:NO	 BREATHING
	
YES
	
• VITAL SIGNS:
7	 B	
-RESPIRATION
VLNIILATL 
- PULSE
- BLOOD PRESS1
• PUPILS
	
NO	 CHEST	 VENTILATE
	
• SKIN COLOR
RISE 5	 LUNG
?	 FOUR (4)
TIPAE S
	 GIVE:
• 0p
• CLEAR THROn'	 • 171DRUGS
• VENTILATE
	 I	 (AS DIRECTED	 I.
AGAIN
	
RI SHOCK AS
• INSTALL EKG
NO	 CHEST	 YES	 CHECK	 IF DIRECTED
	
RISES	 CAROTIDPUI SE
• L-'LOWS TO BACK
• CLEAR THROAT AGAIN
• VENTILATE
SPONTANEOUS
NO	 CHEST	 YES
:REATHING
RISES 	 YL SNO	 PULSE
PRESENT	 ONTINUE VENTILATIONS
-	 12-15 PER MINUTECONTINUE	 PLACE PATIENT ON
	
NTIL SPONTANEOUS
ATTEMPTS TO	 FIRM SURFACE
	
RESPIRATION RETURNSCLEAR AIRWA>
AND
VENTILATE
BEGIN CPR
• EXTERNAL CARDIAr 	 PULSE
	
NO	 COMPRESSION	 STOPS
` S	CHEST	 • VENTILATION
RISES	 C V
1 -MAN 115-2)
2-MAN (5-1)
IF SPONTANEOUS
	 YLS
,IURRIED	 RESPIRATION AND
	
TRANSPORT	 HEARTBEAT RETURN`,
NU
TRANSPORT 14HILE
	
ONTINUE CPR	 CONTINUING CPR
	
l
(AS DIRECTED)
	 (AS DIRECTED)
FY CARE PR OCEDURAL LOGIC
CONSCIOUS
NISNE S
REASSURE
INQUIRE FOR	 TREAT AS REQUIRED
PAINFUL AREAS
	
• ASSURE ADEQUATE BREATHINI,
• CONTROL SEVERE BLEEDING
IGNS:
RATION
PRESSURE
OR
CHECK	 IF PULSE WEAK:
• RESPIRATION
	 • CHECK AND TREAT FOR SHOCK
• PULSE
	
- HAVE VICTIM LIE DOWN
• BLOOD PRESSURE
	
-ELEVATE LEGS
-	 - KEEP WARM
GIVE IV (IF DIRECTED)	 J
E!. fED
FOR
AS
L EKG
CTED
I	 COMPLETE SECONDARY SURVEY Alt(; EMT ACTIONS
	 I
A1iVNS
TE
0US
TURNS
CHECK:
• SCLAP FOR LACERATIONS
• SKULL FOR DEPRESSIONS
IL NONE
• EAR AND NOSE FOR FLUID/BLOOD
NONE
• NECK FOR FRACTURES
• EXTREMITIES FOR PARALYSIS
NONE
• CHEST FOR CORRECT MOVEMENT
• CHEST FOR FRACTURES
_	 NONE
• ABDOI EN FOR INJURY
'R GT6TTY, SPASMS, TENDERNL.'
NONE
• PELVIC FOR FRACTURES
ACTIONS
• CONTROL BLEEDING
WITH GENTLE PRESSURE
• BANDAGE
• DO NOT BANDAGE
• ASPIRATE, CLEAR AIRWAY
• CERVICAL COLLAR TO PREVENT
NECK NODDING
• BANDAGE TO SPLINT L'UARD
TO PREVENT NECK TURNING
• BANDAGE AND
IMMOBILIZE/SPLINT
A S REQUIRE D
• DO NOT GIVE FLUIDS BY MOUTH
• PREME FOR TRANSPORT
• IMMOBILIZE ON SCOOP
STRETCHER OR LONG BOARD
• EXTREMITIES FOR WOUNDS
AND FRACTURES
NONE
• FOR PARALYSIS OF EXTREMITIES
AND SPINAL CORD INJURY
• BUTTOCKS FOR WOUNDS
NONE
• DRESS BANDAGE AND
SPLINT AS REQUIRED
J
• IMMOBILIZE ON SCOOP
STRETCHER OR LONG BOARD
DRESS AND BANDAGE
AS
• 
	 REQUIRED
TRANSPORT
MAINTAINING LIFE SUPPORT
^I
Q^
STERNUM
CHEST VERTEBRAE (THORACIC
LOIN VERTEBRAE (LUMBAR'
PELVIS
d
^l l
THIGH (FEMUR)
KNEL CAP (PATELLA)
,HIN (TIBIA)
SMALL LEG (FIBULA)
1.
LE G
ABDUCTION
DUCTION
MUSCULO—SKI LETAL SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS	 0 BQOY SHAPE AND SUPPORT	 • LOCOMOTION (LEGS)
• PROTECTION OF VITAL ORGANS	 • MANIPULATION ARMS)
(RIBS AND SKULL)
NECK
FLEXION
	
NECK	 DORSAL I VENTRAL
FLEXION
EYE
	
(PA RIETAL)510EWALL
	
P	 FORE HEAD (FROk'm)
CAVITY
	 A
	
CAVITY ARMABDUCTION	 l0(CIRTAL) 6ACNWALL 	 CHEEKI FLEXIOK
+	 (CERVICAL) NECK
	
TEMPORAL	 r	 (ZYGOMATIC)
I	
VERTEBRAE
	 COLLAR BONE (CLAVICLE)	 HYOID	
F	 JAW	 ELBOW
	30 E	 (MANDIBLE)	 EXTLNSION
ql
ADDUCTION	
RIBS	
I l 1.7.^^s	
SCAPUHOULDERRRLADE	 ( d 
ARM (HUMERUS)
FOREARM (RADIUS)	 I
FORE ARM ^ (ULNA)
— WRIST
	 }
HAND (METACARPALS) ` .'c
	 I 1 ^ HIP
FINGERS (PHALANGES: 4( 	r\`	 FLEXION
SACRUM
TAILBONE(COCCYX)
ANKLE(MALLEOLUSI
r	 FOOT(METATARSALS)
TOES(PHALANGES)
MED IAL	 L 	 ATERAL
ANGLE
ROTATION
KNEE
FLEXION
IEE L(CALCANE UM)
FLEXION
ANKLL
EXTENSION
S YS TT M E LE ME N T S
D
BANDS OF TOUGH FLEX16U CONNEC r! 3E T; 	 NHI(, just,
1`	 LIGAMENTS -_ ARTICULAR SURFACES
i BONES- HARD TISSUES THAT FORM STRUCTURAL BASIS FOR THE BODY
ORGANS COMPOSED OF SEPARATE FIBERS THAN CAN CONTRACT
i 	 AND SHORTEN MUSCLES ARE OF THREE TYPES: VOLUNTARY, -MUSCLES
	 INVOLUWTW (STOMACH) AND CARDIAC.
TFNDONS—
	
_^
JOINTS-OROS OF STRONG FIBROUS TISSUE WHICH ATTACH MUSCLES TO
BONE S
CARTILAGE ^_^HERE BONES FIT TOGETHER T O FORM AN aRTIfULATED SURFACE
THAT ALLOW ADJACENT BONES TO MOVE + 3` 	 Pll.G EACH
OTHER (TYPES BAL_ AND SOCKETS, HINGE	 SF 0,
COMPRESSIBLE CONNECTIVE TISSUE 'NAT SERVES TO C';S w ON
JOLTS AND BUMPS. CARTILAGES ARE AT ALL ARTICL LA P FDNL
RFACFS AND ATTACH RIBS TO S T ! -7%;M.
pitwmwq mog I^L,^1 M N^
j^'— -1	 6 - 1
MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES
(FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS)
CAUSES:
A DIRECT VIOLENCE - BONE BROKEN AT POINT OF CONTACT WITH OBJECT
0 INDIRECT VIOLENCE - BONE BROKEN BY FORCES TRANSMITTED ALONG THE LINE OF THf. BONE FROM THE
POINT OF IMPACT
0 SEVERE TWISTING - BODY TWISTLA WHEN EXTREMITY IS CAUGHT OR HELD IN PLACE
• OTHE R CAUSES - POWERFUL MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS CAN CAUSE BONES TO BRLAK
_	
- DISEASE AND AGING CAN WEAKEN BONES SO THAT ONLY SMALL FORCES ARF NEEDED TO
CTU-SrTRAC TITRE- 1
• FRACTURES - BREAKS IN THE BONE (HARD TISSUE)
OF FRACTURES:
	
7t
• 'OPEN" FRACTURE - ASSOCIATED WITH AN OPEN
%vb- Nb IN SKIN MADE BY TEARING OF BONE 	 Il
• 'CLOSED" rRACTURE - WITH NO BREAKING OF SKIN
SIGNS OF FRACTURES:
t 17POSED BONE ERDS
• CEFORMITY
	
OPEN	 CLOSED
e PATIENT INFORMATION (E.G., "HEARD BONE CRACK!")
• PAIN OR TENDERNESS
• GRATING WHEN BONE E NDS RUB TOGETHER
• SWELLING AND DISCOLORATIONS
• 1 OSS OF USE OF AFFECTED EXTREMITY
• DISLOCATIONS - DISPLACEMENT OF A BONE END THAT FORMS PART OF A JOINT.
J^ 'jT-NT'T-MMT AFFECTED-
SHOULDERS	 • FINGERS
	 • ANKLES
• ELBOWS	 • HIPS	 • KNEES
- SIGNS OF DISLOCATIONS
• lAlNNT JOINT
• JET•ORMITY AT JOINT
• LU S-IF- UZYVEMENT OF JOINT
ADDITIONAI-PWIVVIEN MOVEMENT ATTEMPTED
• SPRA-NS - INJURIES IN WHICH LIGAMENTS ARE TORN BY MOTION FORCED BEYOND RANGE OF JOINT
QR)- MOST .AFFECTED:
• ANKLES
	 • KNEES
- SIGNS OF SPRAINS (MAY LOOK LIKE FRACTURE OR DISLOCATION BUT WILL NOT BE DEFORMED)
• PAIN ON MOVEMENT
• SWELLING
• DISCOLORATION
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF EMERGENCY CARE OF INJURIES TO BONES OR JOINTS
• FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS AND SPRAINS MAY APPEAR GRUESOME BUT USUALLY ARE NOT LIFE THREATE NING.
• COOP CARE BY EMT CAN MAKE RECOVERY A LESS LENGTHY AND PAINFUL PP.00ESS.
• TREAT ALL INJURIES TO BONES AND JOINTS AS IF THEY ARE FRACTURES.
GENERAL TREATMENT PROCEDURES]
Ul STABILIZE AND MONITOR WELL BEING OF VICTIM AS A WHOLE:
- ASSURE OPEN AIRWAY
- STOP BLEEDING AND DRESS WOUNDS
- PREVENT SHOCK
WHEN STABLE, CARE FOR SPECIFIC INJURY:
STRAIGHTEN ANG'JLATED FRACTURES THAT CAN BE SAFELY STRAIGHTENED.
- LOWER LEG
	
- LOWER ARM
- UPPER LEG	 - UPPER ARM
-- "	 CAUTION
	
-- —7
I
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO STRAIGHTEN FRACTURES OF SRuULDERS, ELBOWS, WRISTS, OR KNEES
DO N7 ATTEMPT TO PUSH BACK ANY BONES ENDS
DO 'T7 ATTEMPT TO REDUCE DISLOCATIONS
O IMMOBILIZE (BY S P LINTING OR BANDAGING TO PREVENT MOVEMENT)THE EXTREMITY OR JOIN T BEFOK
MOVING THE VIC I".i
I !"JOBILIZE JOINTS ABOVE AND BE'..OW FRACTURE
- IMMOBILIZE DiSLOCA=01%T5­^- CE - DO NOT STRAIGHTEN
6-2
j
- BOARD SPLINTS - SCOPE STRETCHER
Iu
SPLINTING
1
n
ACCIDENTS RESULTING IN FRACTURES TO THE BONES REQUIRE EMERGENCY CARE TO IMMOBILIZE
THE AFFECTED BODY PART(S)AND PRECLUDE FURTHER INJURY TO THE BONES AND SURROUNDED
TISSIE AND NERVES. THiS IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH USE OF.
SPLINTS
	
ANY MATERIAL OR EQUIPMENT I NAT CAN PROVIDE RIGID SUPPORT FOR INJURED
BONES OR JOINTS.
s FUNCTION OF SPLINTS
- REDUCES CHANCES OF "CLOSED" FRACTURE BECOMING "OPEN"
- MINIMIZES THE DAMAGE TO NERVES, MUSCLES, OR BLOOD VESSELS
- PREVENTS BONE ENDS FROM CAUSING LACERATED TISSUES TO BLEED
MORE
LESSENS PAIN ASSOCIATED WITH BONE MOV01ENTS
• TYPES OF SPLINTS
- TRACTION SPLINTS
HUMA5 tiALIr -RING
(FOR "CLOSED" FEMUR, UPPER. LEG FRACTURES
AND LOWER FRACTURES)
,FOR LIACK AND NECK STABILIZATION)
PADDED BOARD SPLINTS 	 /i1l,777_1,vv7717	 —
(LENGTH
• LONG LEG (54") FUR UPPER LOWER LEG	 FOR KNEE
• LONG ARM (30") FOR LOWER LEG/FULL ARM	 OR FOOT
• SHORT ARM(15") FOREARM/LOWER LEG
TONGUE DLPRESSOR SPLINTS
i
(FOR FINGER SPLINTING)
•	 -	 AIR SPLINTS
ARM
FOR	
r1 LEGEXTREMITY
S P LINTING	 ^- -^	 kI64LNAL PAGE IS
F'OLUOUx	 (	 ^-	 J	 61' PWR QUALrrYI
A
1
G
1 r^  /	 J J
ry 	
11-1 (STILL MAINTAIN TRACTION)j \ttYaaa PAD BETWEEN NECK AND
At
PLACE
BOARD
• STABILIZE HEAD FROM TURNING
/	 l WITH CRAVATS UNDER CHIN AND
FOREHEAD AND TIER IA BTCK Of
SPINE BOARD
\ , • STRAP TORSO	 SPINE BOARD
WITH STRAYS OVv ER SHOULDER
C\^ II \ AND AROUND LEGS (THIS KEEPSI	 I LEGS FLEXED)
NECK FRACTURE SPLINTING
~ .EMT 1)	 •	 APPLY GENTLE TRACTION
KEEP HEAD STRAIGHT
r (EMT 2)	 • APPLIES CERVICAL COLLAR
- TO PREVENT HEAD FROM NODDING
•	 SLIP SPINE BOARD BEHIND OR
UNDERNEATH VICTIM
11	 ...^	 11
• SLIDE LONGBOARD UNDER
VICTIM AND LIFT ONTO
LEVEL GROUND
	 \
• LOOSEN LEGS TO
	 \
STRAIGHTEN ON
LONGBOARD
• SECURE VICTIM FOR
TRANSPORT TO LONGBOARD
AND SNORT SPINE BOARD
RIP, I RAr T^, 1 RE SPLINTING
PLACE ARM OF INURED
SIDE ACROSS CHEST
BIND ARM TO CHEST
WITH 3 CRAVATS
• TIE FOURTH CRAVAT
AS SLING ALONG LENGTH
OF FOREARM
F LAIL CHEST SPLINTING
FLAIL L4L^.I - MANY BROKEN RIBS AROUND A SEGMENT
OF THE CHEST, WHICH CAUSES IT NOT TO MOVE IN AND
OUT WITH REST OF CHEST DURING RSPIRATION.
ROVIDE RESPIRATION SUPPORT (OXYGEN,
BAG-MASK)
• S T ABILIZE FLAIL CHEST WITH
SAN_ O BAG OR LARGE PAD MADE
WITH MULTI-T RAUMA DRESSINGS.
J`TAPE WITH LARGE STRIPS EXTENDING AND /
^cz- kN
STUCK TO BOTH SIDES OF CHEST . 
Wr
^- l
• TRANSPORT VICTIM LYING ON "TAPED' SIOE
TO SUPPORT BANDAGE AND ALLOW OTHER
SIDE TO BREATH EASIER.
R KNEE
FOOT
(At PAGE L5
wiz QUALM
BACK FRACTURE SPLHITWG
KEEP VICTIM LYING DOWN
• SLIDE SCOOP STRETCHER UNDER VICTIM
FROM EITHER SIDE
• CAREFULLY LIFT VICTIM By HIS CLOTHING
JUST ENOUGH TO PRESENT PINCHING VICTIM
OR HIS CLOTHING
• STRAP VICTIM SECURELY TO STRETCHER
^,
NS
^^ rl
i
AIR SPLINTING OF EXTREY -
CAUTION
DO NOT OVERINFLATE AND IMPAIR CIRCULATION
l	 --
ExT i ^^^^ Y•cTla^ ^\
EMT 1	 • GATHER SPLINT ON ARM
EMT 1	 • GRAS P VICTIM S HAND
EMT 2	 • GRAS P LIMB ABOVE FRACTURE
BOTH	 • APPLY TRACTION
EMi 2	
111 AIR S P LINT 00170	 LONTO L MB
(BE SURE SPLINT IS
WRINKLE-F REE
INT
 BEFORE Y
OOR
...I
EMT 2	
• MOULTNE C
MQ
CK TO SEE
THAT SPLINT CAN EASILY
BE INDENTED WITH YOUR
THUMB
 IS ZIPPER
,PTE LAYILLIMBLN ♦SPLINT THEN ZIPUP
EMT RT:
WSTA ` ' S HALF*FRG SF
• LONG 31DE TO OUTS'.NF Oi.
• HALF RIM , A,ANNST Bt .10
APPLY LOCK NRTCH ® A401
.+ALF-OING AND UNDER AN- E
ULt DOWNWARD TO EQUAL
'RACT10% OF EMT •1
SECURE LOCK MITCH ENDS A
HALF-*ING AND TIE BACK 1 , L
HITCH
TAPE THREE TONGUE DEPNk. Sl
TOGETHER, INSERT THRU MIOC
OF LOCK MITCH AND TWIST 10
JUST ENOUGH TRACTION TO RE
PAIN
TIE CRAVATS AROUND LEG E 01
SUPPORT
2 CRAVATS ABOVE KNEE
2 CRAVATS BELOW KNE1
ON IiLO
BLA NKI
DOI SN'
GROINI
SLIDE SCUOP SIRETCHER UNDER
VICTM FROM EITHER SIDE
CAREFULLY LIFT VKTIM BY
HIS CLOTHING TO PREVENT
PINCHING VOL I EM OR HIS CLOT KING
STRAP VICTRA
SECURELY 10
STRETCHER
i
•
REQUIRES A CCESS TO BOTHOF PA I IE Of
1
I
UPPER EXTREMITY FRACTURE SPLINTING
FRACTURES OF FOREARM	
FRACTURES OF CLAVICLE	
"CLuSE
KNOT LONGSIDE
OF	 BANDAGE
TO MOLD OA
SHOULDER	
1	 }
ddw
l ^ J
SWATHE
All
CRAVAT
W	
MOVEMENT
ENTIRE FOREARM
ANO NAND
	
^/	 f	 VRECLUDE 
^i	 V
ROLLER GAUZE
PAD FOR HAND
• PLACE SPLINTED ARM IN SLING
FRAC'!RED WRIST CR HAND
KNOT IN
	
• SLING FOREARM
TO HOLD
DEON	 WITH CRAVAT
.	 	 n ^^
ON SMOULDER ( -	 R TIE CRAVAT
AFFEC ES AROUND
AF FECTED ARM
AND CHEST
N	 r	 `^	 • CRADLE IN WNOTTED
	
\	 SWATHE
• DO NOT ATTEMPT TO STRAIGHTEN
• SPLINT IN POSITION FOUNO
R PAD PALM OF HAND WITH GAUZE ROLL
• FIRMLY WRAP GAUZE AROUND FOREARM
	 -^r
• WRAP GAUZE AROUND HAND LEAVING ONLY 	 -
	
FINCE RS EXPOSFD	 6•'C1L^J
ELBOW FRACTURES
FRACTURED FINGER
• UO NQT )TRAIUHTEN
• IMMOBILIZE ELBOW IN POSITION FOUND
	
1	
;\`	
TRAIGNT	 BEht ^^' Wh
/ PdPNN
	j 	 • TWO 30" PADDED BOARC
	
/	 ^	 PAD
	
• 3 CRAVATS
TAPE PADDED	 UNDER
TONGUE DEPRE'.,SCR 	 SMOULDER
TO FINGER	 v
r
SECURE
WITH
ROLLER	 I	 GAUZE
GAUZE	 ROLL PAD
L	 IN PALM
OF IGINAL PAGE LS
OF PINK QUALITY+
• IF ANCULATED, STRAIGHTEN CAREFULLY
WITH MANUAL TRACTION
1
• SECURE FOREARM TO "15" PADDED BOARD SPLINT
TIE
HE RE
• POSITION ARM NIGH ACROSS CHEST
. SUNG WITH CRAVAT ABOVE ELBOW
AND UNDER WRIST
• SECURE ARM *ITN KNOTTED
T RIANGLE SWATHE TO SUPPORT
DURING TRANSPORT
HUMERUS (UPPER ARM F RAC T URES AND
DISLOCATED SMOULDER
L.- .
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)0 ITT REMOVE SHOE
3LACE PAD AROUND ANKLE
• APPLY CRAVAT ANKLE-HITCH
AN0 TIE SNUG BUT NOT TIGHT
EMT •1 APPLIES AND MAINTAINS
JUST ENOUGH MANUAL TRACTION
TO RELIEVE PAIN UNTR, SPLINIIN
IS COMPLETE
BONE HAND UNDER HEEL I
ONE HAND OVER INSTEP)
HITCH
TAPE THREE TONGUE DEPRESSORS
TOGETHER, INSERT THRU MIDDLE
OF LOCK HITCH AND TWIST TO APPLY
JUST ENOUGH I RAC TICN TO RELIEVE
PAIN
TIE CRAVATSAROUI
SUPPORT
2 CRAVATS ABO
2 CRAVATS BEL
1^ 1 71
- PROP SPLINT UP
ON BLOCK OR
BLANKET SO HEEL
DOESN'T TOUCH
GROUND OR COT
NOT RENOVL SHOL
CE PAD AROUND ANKLE
PPLY CRAVAT ANKLE-41TCH
0 TIE SNUG BUT NOT TIGHT
Q
EMT •1 APPLIES AND MAINTAINS
JLST ENOUGH MANUAL TRACTION
TO RELIEVE PAIN UNTIL SPLINTING
IS COMPLETE
LONE HAND UNDER HEEL )
(ONE HAND OLER INSTEP)
EMT •2:
INSTALLS HALF-RING SPLINT I r I
•	 LUNG SIDE TO OUTSIDE OF LEG
•	 HALF RING AGAINST BUTTOCKS
APPLY LOCK HITCH	 (D AROUND
HALF-RING AND UNDER ANKLE-HITCH 	 l^
PULL DOWNWARD TO EQUAL
TRACTION OF EMT •1
SECURE LOCK HITCH ENDS AROUND
HALF-RING AND TIE BACK TO LOCK
II
l
b
HIP FRACTURE SPLINTING
{LID( SCOOP SIRETCHLH UNDER
NCTIM FROM EITHER SIDE
AREFULLY LIFT VICTIM BY
15 CLOT HING TO PREVENT
IBICHING VICTIM OR HIS CLOTHING
ITRAF VICTIM
IECURELY TO
1RL TCHER
• SL!DE BACKBOARD UNDER
VICTIM (CAREFULLY)
• PLACE FOLDED BLANKET
BETWEEN LEGS
BANDAGE LEGS TOGETNER
AND TIE TO LONGBOARO
FURTHER SECURE TO LON,13OARD
WITH STRAPS
^FREQUIRES ACCESS 10 HOTH SIDESE CK PATIENT
i
TAD ENDS
OVER BOARDS
^'^	 ' 1 lil —• CRAVAT ASW L FRACTURE
y` • CRAVAT BELOW FRACTURE
AND ABOVE KNEE
! ^1I{	 ^-	 -• CRAVAT BELOW KNEE
',K,t^'y ' qtr`	• CRAVAT ABOVE ANKLE
NECK FRACTURE SPLINTING
• SECURE LONGBOARD
/	 WITH TWO CRAVATS
ACROSS CHEST
FRACTURE
ANKLLJ UOT OR KNLL : RALIURE S I LIN1-%^
. 	 DO ST STRAIGHTEN •	 S
.	 LOOSEN ON CUT '.ACES OF
SHOE IF ON FOOT
DO NOT REMOVE SHOE
•	 MOLD PILLDK AROUND y^
FOOT OR KNEE
•	 SECURE WITH
CRAVAT BANDAGES 1
LOWER EXTREMITY FRACTURE SPLINTING
'OPfN" FEMUR Twfr+ • FRACTURE SP'.INTINr
"CLOSED' FEMUR tI H IGH) FRA,.IUNLS
• DOW STRAIt- :LNf•ALT^RL
54 • BOARD OUTSIDE OF FRACTURED LEG
• 30" BOARD INSIDE OF FRACTURED LEG
• Do NOT STRAIGHTEN
• IMMOBILIZE IN POSITION FOUND
• USE PILLOW PLINT OR TWO 30" PADDED BU -J
TIED I H i	 -^-XrS AS	 L W
LOWER LEG FRACTURE SPLOTING
• 2 30" PADDED BOARDS
• SECURE WITH \4^CRAVATS
Zi rl. ABOVE KNEEr._.'11
KNE'
AfOvE FRACTURE
FRACTURE
SITE
EELOW FRACTURE
ABOVE ANKLE
LTA:
WOUNDS - DRESSINGS/BANDAGES
ASSOCIATED WITH ACCIDENTS WILL USUALLY BE:
WOUNDS - INJURIES TO SOFT TISSUES OF THE BODY
	
CLOSED:	 BRL',SES OR CONTUSIONS WHERE SKIN NOT BROKEN
BUT 'ISSUE IS CRUSHED BELOW SITE CAUSED BY
BLUNT OBJECT IMPACT
OPEN:	 WHERE SKIN IS BROKEN:
1) ABRASIONS	 - SCRAPES
2) INCISIONS	 - CLEAN CUTS
3) LACERATIONS - JAGGED, IRREGULAR CUTS
4) PUNCTURES	 - HOLES CAUSED BY NAILS, STABS, GUNSHOT
5) AVULSIONS	 - SKIN TEARS (LOOSE OR HANGING)
EMERGENCY CARE REQUIRES BANDAGING TO:
- PREVENT CONTAMINATION	 - PROVIDE SUPPORT AND
- CONTROL BLEEDING	 PADDING TO INJURY
- EASE PAIN
TYPES OF EMERGENCY CARE WOUND COVERING
1) DRESSING - STERILE COVERING FOR WOUNDS
2) BANDAGE - MATERIAL USED TO:
• SECURE DRESSINGS
• PUT PRESSURE ON WOUND FOR BLEEDING CONTROL
• SECURE AND PAD SPLINTS
• SUPPORT (SLING OR SWATH) INJURED PART
3) COMPRESS BANDAGE - COMBINATION DRESSING/BANDAGE
IN ONE BANDAGE UNIT
BASIC DRESSING/BANDAGING PROCEDURES
APPLY DRESSING (KEEP STERILE)
(USE PRESSURE IF NECESSARY TO
STOP BLEEDING)
•	 ANCHOR BANDAGE BY WRAPPING
•	 WRAP BANDAGE OVER DRESSING
s	 FASTEN BANDAGE
TYING, TAPE OR SAFETY PINS
VnV 1 IVI\J	 ^
	• 	 DRESS AND BANDAGE ALL WOUNDS
	
•	 APPLY BAN DAGES FIRMLY AND EVENLY, BUT NOT
TOO TIGHT TO IMPEDE CIRCULATION.
	
•	 DO NOT USE ELASTIC BANDAGES
	
•	 KEEP DRESSINGS CLEAN AND UNCONTAMINATED
4 BEFORE APPLICATION
	
•	 LEAVE FINGERS AND TOES EXPOSED SO CIRCULATION CAN BE
CHECKED BY OBSERVING SKIN AND NAIL COLOR
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BLOOD LOSS AND CONTROL OF BLEEDING
a BLOOD WILL CLOT IN APPROXIMATELY 6-7 MINUTES.
• AVERAGE ADULT HAS APPROXIMATELY SIX QUARTS OF BLOOD.
• LOSS OF 15%(1 QUART) OF BLOOD (EXTERNALLY AND/OR INTERNALLY' IS VERY SERIOUS AND RESULTS
IN A. MODERATE STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR "SHOCK."
LOSS OF 30"/0(2 QUARTS) OR MORE RESULTS IN A SEVERE STATE OF SHOCK. BODY IS IN SEVERE DA 'I.
ABNORMAL LOSS OF BLOOD CAUSES:
SYSTEM TO SUFFER FROM OXYGEN LOSS	 - HEART RATE INCREASES
BLOOD PRESSURE TO DECREASE 	 - FORCE OF HEARTBEAT IS REDUCED, PULSE WEAK
• EXTERNAL BLEEDING:	 SPURTS FROM ARTERIES (BRIGHT READ COLOR)
FL NbSS'-SLOWLY AND STEADI LY FROM VEINS (DARK RED COLOR)
OOZES FROM CAPILLARIES
METHODS OF CONTROLLING BLEEDING
IF BLEEDING IS RELATIVELY MILD?
• APPLY DIRECT PRESSURE OVER THE
WOUND WITH STERILE DRESSING.*
0 MAINTAIN PRESSURE (10-30 MINUTES)
BY BINDING THE DRESSING WITH BANDAGES
(ADHESIVE TAPE AND GAUZE BANDAGE)
IF BANDAGE GETS BLOCU SOAKED, COVER
WITH NEW BANDAGE, DO NOT REMOVE OLD
BANDA ,E. (REPEAT ATREQUIIEE S
• TREATMENT FOR " SHOCK" SHOULD PE
INSTITUTED AS IS APPROPRIATE
r/
IF BLEEDING IS SEVERE?
• QUICKLY, PLACE HAND OVER WOUND* AND
EXERT PRESSURE. (DO NOT WAIT)
• IF BLEEDING PERSISTS, INSERT FINGERS
INTO WOUND ANG ATTEMPT TO COMPRESS
ARTERY PLTWE! 7 N FINGERS AND BONE.
• AFTER BLEEDING IS CONTROLLED, PLACE
PRESSURE DRESSINGS OVER WOUNDS AS IN
OTHER PROCEDURE.
• IF BLEEDING PERSISTS, USE FINGER PRESSURE
AT PRESSURE POINTS** BETWEEN WOUND AND
HEART.
• TREATMENT FOR "SHOCK" SHOULD BE INSTI-
TUTED AS IS APPR"UPRIATE.
L
DO NOT APPLY TOO M"CH PRESSURE TO SCALP IF BONE DAMAGE IS SUSPECTED
rl%cuu oYlssAf c vrs **
MTMCJG Mt SSY4I VONTf
	 NOTES:
THE SCALP CONTAINS MANY
ARTERIES AND BLOOD VESSELS.
INJURIES HERE WILL USUALLY
BLEED HEAVILY.
SOFT TISSUE WOUNDS OF NECK MAY
ALSO BLEED HEAVILY.
!F A LARGE VEIN OF THE NECK HAS
BEEN LACERATED, APPLY PRESSURE
BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW WOUND ON
THE AFFECTED SIDE TO PREVENT AIR
FROM ENTERING CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.
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TRIANGLE BANDAGING
FOR SHOULDER
\
^
^
--- ''
^oxm^Au
_
DRAPE WITH GAUZE. DO NOT BIND.
FOR ELBOWS
FIGURE ^8" FOR KNEES
----
FOR HANDS/FEET
FOR o|PS
FOR
ARM
SLING
*LONG EDGE NEXT TO BODY
wp|N
C0F
F0^
CRA
FOR
FOR
ANK
^
HEE L
'---'—'^^—' --
ROLLER BANJAGING
FOr TEMPLES, JAWS
^
FOLDED BEHIND *COVER DRESSINGS AND EAR
EAR
	
(THIS LEAVES THROAT AND
AI RWAY OPEN)
FOR -HANDS
80RNLU
	
I N JU RY
^'NET WOUND WITH STER|u 	 e DRESSING OVER
SALINE
94% 4GAUZE PADS BETWEEN
	
e RIND, LEAVING
FINGERS AND THUMB
EXPOSED
| 3" ROLL OF GAUZE IN PALM
FIGURE "8" FOR ELBOW
4!^GIF
4
'\nI
I^
II
FOR FOREA M
CRAVAT BANDAGING
FOR
FOREHEAD
4,
FOR
ARM
SLING
FOR
ARM
SLING ^, 1
FOR
KNEE
BANDAGING
(n.7,
14-
11
FOR ARMPITS
SPECIAL BANDAGING
PUNCTURE OF CHEST CAVITY
*COVER WOUND
WITH FOLDED
ALUMINUM FOIL
*SEAL EDGE OF
	 ('^ r
DESSSING WITH
OVERLAPPING
WIDE TAPE
• TRANSPORT VICTIM
LYING ON INURED
SIDE	 W
^i
IMPALED OBJECT (DO NOT REMOVE)
• CONTROL BLEEDING
MTH FINGER PRESSUR4
*BUILD BULKY
•	 BANDAGE OVER
FINGERS
^.c *FASTEN
DRESSINGS
^^ I
	
WITH
4	 WIDE
TAPE
ABDOMINAL
INJURIES
*PLACE PATIENT
ON BACK WITH
LEGS FIXED
*IF ORGAN	 ,i	 )1
PROTRUDING	 '~^ _ '^•^ a
THROUGH
WOUND
- DO NOT REPLACE ORGANS WITHIN
CAVITY
- COVER ORGANS WITH
• ALUMINUM FOIL
• MULTI-TRAUM A DRESSING
HELD IN PLACE WITH TAPE
CRITERIA FOR ESTIMATING
EXTENT (/.OF TOTAL
BODY AREA ASSOCIATED
WITH SPECIFIC BODY BART
im
SKIN BURNS
SEVERE BURNS MAY RESULT IN "SHOCK" DUE TO FLUID LOSS, PAIN AND OTHER
FACTORS.
MAJOR TYPES OF BURNS OF CONCERN:
HEAT BURNS - SERIOUSNESS DEPENDS ON DEGREE OR DEPTH OF BURN AND THE
AMOUNT OF BODY SURFACE AFFECTED.
7.HEMICAL BURNS - STRONG CHEMICALS LIKE ACIDS AND ALKALI'S BURN RAPIDLY
(ALKALI'S BURN DEEPER AND LONGER). MUST BE WASHED OFF
QUICKLY TO PREVENT INJURY.
ELECTRICAL BURNS - ELECTRICITY CONTINUES TO BURN AS IT PENETRATES SKIN
-LOOK FOR TWO BURNS WHERE ELECTRICITY ENTERS AND
LEAVES THE BODY.
-OFTEN ACCOMPANIED BY RLSPIRA TORY AND CARDIAC ARREST.
BURNS SHOULD BE EXAMINED AND REPORTED AS TO DEGREE (DEPTH)AND EXTENT.
OF AREA BURNED.
DEGREE (DEPTH CRITERIA):
- FIRST DEGREE (EPIDERMIS ONLY - SKIN
REDNESS AND INFLAMMATION)
SECOND DEGREE (DAMAGE INTO UPPER
DERMIS - BLISTERS)
THIRD DEGREE (DAMAGE TO ALL LAYERS
WHICH USUALLY APPEARS DRY, PALE,
OR WHITE, MAY BE BROWN OR CHARRED -
MAY BE LOSS OF PAIN SENSATION IN
INJURED AREA)
CRITICAL BURNS INCLUDE:
- BURNS COMPLICATED BY RESPIRATORY
TRACT INJURY AND FRACTURES
- 3RD DEGREE BURNS INVOLVING CRITICAL
AREAS OF FACE, HANDS, FEET
- 3RD DEGREE BURNS OVER MORE THAN
10% OF BODY
- 2ND DEGREE BURNS OVER 30i,, OF BODY.
D
MODERATE BURNS
3RD DEGREE BURNS OVER 2-10%OF BODY AREA
AND NO CRITICAL AREAS
2ND DEGREE BURNS OVER 15-30% OF BODY SURFACE
1ST DEGREE BURNS OVER 50-75% OF BODY
MINOR BURNS
- 3RD DEGREE BURNS OF LESS THAN 2%0i' BODY
- 2ND DEGREE BURNS OF LESS THAN 15% OF BODY
- 1ST DEGREE BURNS OF LESS THAN 20%OF B ^p ^Y ,
AND NA CRITICAL AREAS. YK1X,1.uLyG PAGE BLANK NOT FII,Mi:U
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EMERGENCY CARE FOR BURNS
CHEMICAL BURNS
	
1.w"
• REMOVE ALL CONTAMINATED CLOTHING, ESPECIALLY SHOES AND SOCKS
• FLOOD THE AFFECTED AREA WITH WATER LONG ENOUGH TO FLUSH CHEMICAL FROM SKIN
CAUTIONS 1
DRY LIME - WATER MAKES DRY LIME A CORROSIVE SUBSTANCL,
- BRUSH IT OFF CAREFULLY FIRST PRIOR TO A THOROUGH
FLOODING OF THE AREA WITH WATER.
CARBOLIC ACID (PHENOL) BURNS - WASH OFF WITH ALCOHOL SINCE
CARBOLIC ACID IS NOT SOLUBLE
IN WATER.
• COVER AREA WITH S1 LRILE DRESSINGS OR BURN SHEE I S .
• TREAT FOR SHOCK AS REQUIRED.
THERMAL BURNS
• CHECK FOR SMOKE OR FUME INHALATION
(INHALING HOT SMOKE AND FUMES MAY CAUSE THROAT TISSUES TO SWELL-UP
CAUSING CONSTRICTION)
• PROVIDE RESPIRATION SUPPORT, AS REQUIRED.
• TREAT ACCOMPANYING LACERATIONS OR FRACTURES AS IF NO BURNS
PRESENT
• COVER BURNED AREAS WITH STERILE BURN SHEET
0 T REAT PATIENT FOR SHOCK AND MAIN T AIN BODY HEAT .
• QUICKLY TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL .
-. i.r fir•	 1 •4,
0 BRAIN AND SKULL INJURIES
CLASSIFICATION:
• Open
- Combination of scalp lacerations, fragmented skull material (from skull fractures),
and lacerations of membranes covering the brain.
• Closed
- Scalp laceration may or may not be present
- Skull intact and no abnormal opening to the brain
- Brain damage transmitted by trauma to the dephs of the brain
SIGNS OF SKULL FRACTURE:
• Deformity of the skull may be evident
•	 Blood or clear, watery fluid in the ears or nose
•	 Discoloration of soft tissue under eyes
•	 Unequal pupils
EMT PROCEDURES WHEN SKULL AND/OR BRAIN INJURY SUSPECTED:
• Evaluate state of consciousness by checking victim's
^^ -	 Awareness of surroundings and situation
-	 Reaction to pain
-	 Reaction of pupils to light
• Verify if pupil sizes are same or unequal.
• Treat as if victim has neck as well as Dead injury.
• Maintain open airway.
• Check for and stabilize neck injuries.
• Do not attempt to control drainage from ears, mouth or nose.
0 Cover open wounds to lead with minimum of pressure.
• Do not remove impaled objects.
• Transport victim to hospital without delay--carefully.
0 Administer 100%oxygen during transportation.
NOTE I
PLACE VICTIM ON HIS
V,	
SIDE IF POSSIBLE.
b-11
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GENERAL PROCEDURAL LOGIC FOR
EMT'S APPROACH TO THE EMERGENCY SCENE
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
POISONINGS	 ACUTECARDIAC
	 AtiD	 STROKE	 DIABETIC OBSTETRICS ABDOMINAL
EMERGENCY	 DRUG	 STATES CHILDBIRTH	 PAINS	 PSYCHIATRIC CONVULSIONS SHOCK
OVERDOSE	 CARE
SEE SECTION 3	 SEE	 I	 a
9PAGE 3-19	 SECTION 7
PAGE 7-3
SEE
	 SEE	 SEE
OTHER
	 SECTION 7	 SECTION 7
EMERGENCY
	 PAr,E 7-5	 PAGE 7 -2
CARE
TEXTS
SIGNS
• UNEQUAL PUPILS
• USUALLY FLUSHED AND WARM
• RESPIRATION SLOW SNORING TYPE
• WEAKNESS OR PARALYSIS IN ONE
SIDE OF BODY
PROCEDURES
• ASSURE OPEN AIRWAY
• KEEP VICTIM LYING DOWN
• GIVE NOTHING BY MOUTH
• DO N6T-APT517Y HEAT TO BODY
• GIVEEIF CYANOTIC
• ARIF HET STOPS
	 CPR
• TRANSPORT AS QUIETLY AS
POSSIBLE
• GIVE NOTHING BY MOUTH
• TREAMTnOCK
• IF VOMITING, MAINTAIN
CLEAR AIRWAY
• TRANSPORT
OTHER CONVULSIONS
	 I	 EPILEPTIC SEIZURE
IF FROM FEVER: 	 SIGNS-
• RUB WITH ALCOHOL TO COOL • FROTHING AT MOUTH IS COMMON• VICTIM MAY BITE TONGUE
• FACE PALE AT FIRST BECOMING
CYANOTIC DURING SEIZURE
• MUSCLES TENSE FOR 5-30 SECONDS
PROCEDURES
• PLACE GAG BETWEEN TEETH
(3 TAPED PADDED TONGUE DEPRESSORS)
• LOOSEN VICTIM'S TIE, COLLAR, BELT
• DO NOT RESTRAIN OR GIVE FLUIDS
• PROTECT FROM NEARBY OBJECTS
• SHIELD FROM ON-LOOKERS
• AFTER SEIZURE, TRANSPORT
TO HOSPITAL IF REQUIRED
DIABETIC COMA (INADEQUATE INSULIN) INSULIN SHOCK (TOO MUCH INSULIN
SIGNS: SIGNS:
• FLUSHED FACE, RED-DRY SKIN • COLD, CLAMMY SKIN
• "FRUITY" BREATH ODOR • TREMBLING AND HUNGER PANGS
• STUPOR •	 POSSIBLE COMA OR EPILEPTIC LIKE
• DEEP, RAPID, GULPING RESPIRATION SEIZURE
• RAPID WEAK PULSE
PROCEDURES
PROCEDURES
• TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL
WITHOUT DELAY I IV AND 507, DEXTROSE (PUSH)AS DIRECTED)
• TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL
7-1
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SHOCK
"SHOCK" IS A DE PRESSED CONDITION OF VITAL BODY FUNCTIONS DUE TO FAILURE OF ENOUGH OXYGENATED
BLOOD TO CIRCULATE THROUGHOUT THE BODY.
THREE BASIC CAUSES OF SHOCK:
• HEART CAN BE DAMAGED SO THAT IT FAILS TO PUMP PROPERLY SUCH AS IN
- HEART ATTACK ICLOTSANFARCTION) INFLAMMATION
- VALVE DAMAGE (TRAUMA TO CHEST)
- SEVERE DISTURBANCE OF ELECTRICAL FUNCTIONS OF HEART (ARRHYTHMIAS)
- CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE
• BLOOD CAN BE LOST SO THAT THERE IS INSUFFICIENT VOLUME IN CIRCULATING SYSTEM
^ToTAL VOL U	 - PROXIMATELY 6 QUARTS, 1 QUART LOSS IS A SERIOUS LOSS.)
A SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE OF LESS THAN 80 mm Hg REFLECTS INEFFICIENT PUMPING BY THE HEART
OR A SERIOUS LOW BLOOD VOLUME CONDITION (HYPOVOLEMIA). THIS CONDITION CAN RESULT FROM:
- BLEEDING (EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL) USUALLY FROM TRAUMA
- BURNS (WHERE BLOOD PLASMA LEAVES THE BLOOD AND REDUCES THE VOLUME)
- DEHYDRATION (VIA KIDNEYS, DIGESTIVE TRACT, HEAT EXHAUSTION)
• BLOOD VESSELS CAN DILATE SO THAT BLOOD FLUIDS POOL IN THE EXTREMITIES SERIOUSLY REDUCING
T 14E BASIC cIffUuTTTW -ffEOOD VOLUME. THIS CAN RESULT FROM
- ALLERGIC DRUG REACTIONS (ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK)
- DEPRESSION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS FROM:
• PAIN
. DRUGS
• HEAT STROKE
- SERIOUS INFECTION	 VICTIM SIGNS IN SHOCK
SKIN
EYES - DULL, LACK LUSTER
PUPILS - DILATED
- PALE TO BLUE
- COLD, CLAMMY	 MENTAL STATE
- PROFUSE SWEATING 	 \
CONFUSED,STUPOROUS,ANXIOUS
RESPIRATION
	
1r' ' MAY BE:
- SHALLOW -THIRSTY
-IRREGULAR
- LABORED
—
"°"`""'
- NAUSEATED
- VOMITING
r^ ,Now	 PULSE
BLOOD PRESSURE - RAPIDl / „„•,^,,,,,
- WEAK
FALLS GRADUALLY
- THREADYOR SOMETIMES
RAPIDLY
11	 1
TREATMENT FOR SHOCK
• CLEAR AND MAINTAIN AIRWAY--AS PER CPR (VENTILATION AND CIRCULATION) PROCEDURES.
• CONTROL BLEEDING.
• PREVENT BODY HEAT LOSS (BLANKET UNDER AND OVER PATIENT)
• KEEP VICTIM LYING DOWN, FEET ELEVATED UNLESS RESPIRATION DIFFICULTIES REQUIRE
TRANSPORTATION IN SEMI-SITTING POSITION.
CAUTION
DO NOT GIVE FLUIDS BY MOUTH EVEN
IF VIC i ip) COMPLAINS OF THIRST
0
O
BASIC SHOCK POSITION	 POSITION TOEASE RESPIRATION
• CHECK BLOOD PRESSURE REGULARLY
• GIVE IV FLUIDS, AS DIRECTED, TO INCREASE BLOOD VOLUME
• CONTINUE TO MONITOR AND REPORT VITAL SIGNS TO BASE STATION.
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POISON AND DRUG ABUSE
ISAC
;QI SONS ARE SUBSTANCES WHEN 1"[N INTO THE BOD Y CAN A/RCT TV. FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE OF TIE BODY SI'
I^R ALTO ON LIFE IS THREATENED.
ABUSE OF DRUGS BY INDIVIDUALS TRYING TO ESCAPE •OiKDOM,R^K-i LONELINESS, DISCOMFORT CAN LEAD TOEECESSES
TFIT-CEF-ELSO'THREATEN HEALTH AND LIFE.
POISONS OR DRUGS MAY ENTER BODY.
• B V VOLTM-$WALL OMED INTO, NTIONALLV OR UNINTENTIOMALLV
• j.7nT-
 - TOXIC GASES OR OUST
•	 - BY BITES FROM SHAMES INSECTS, RAW ANIMALS 011 HYPODERMIC INACTIONS
•	 - THRU TIE SPIN FROM INSECTRDES OR HERBICIDES
GENERAL CLASSES OF POISONMAUGS AND MOBABLI SYMPTOMS
• CORMOSNC •IRRITANTS REUNOTOXK
OE PINK SSARTS StIMULANTS HALLUCIROGf NS CONVULSANTS
• ACI 5 FOUND IN MA •., SUBSTANCES AROUND DRUGS GIVEN TO RELIEVE PAIN OR DRUGS USED TO COMNt SLLLP, WEND KRCTN/G DRUGS MELIABONNIL
HYOROCNIORIC. SULFURIC, NITRIC, THE HOUSE IMDUCI SLEEP FATIGIE AND APPETITE LSD	 - AN'ACID' SI RKa	 I RAND ACTINGCY=SOXALIC, CARBOLIC - ARSENIC	 - RERCURY WAR, 	 - 'ROT"
- DRUM, "[NOW, MORPHINE - AMPHETAMINES- COPiR	 - PHOSPHORUS 'GRASP` 1
TYPICAL •^'^' - IODIE	 - SILVER NITRATE PAREGORIC, SLEEPING PILLS/ 1lANGSUBSTANCES CAUSTK SODA, LYE-LIME, POTASH,AMMONIA
- LEAD	 - ZINC CAPSULES
- RP PILLS, @EMKS, SPEC D, BREATH SMELLS OF BITTER11 MO NOS
• PETR OLEUM S^ NUERf
GASOL IIIE , KE 110511E , TURPENTINE - SNOR, H. M. , JUNKDOWNERS
• OTHER VOLATILE LIQUIDS
• LIPS AND MOUTH STAKED • LIPS AND YOUTH STAINED • LPE ARINE SS, DROWSINESS • INCREASED HEART RATE Ab LSO
• SEVERE PANS IN MOUTH, THROAT, • METALLIC TASTE IN MOUTH •PACEPALE 011 IL UE BLOOD PRESSURE • SEVERE "LLUCMATIONS • [ONV l IONS4610 STOMACH • SEVERE PA I N NO STOMACH FOLLOWED • $41%COL0 • RAPID SWATHING • INCOHERENT SPEECH •
• US ALLY INTENSE THIRST By NAUSEA AND VOMITING • PIIPILS CONTACTED AND DO • DILATED PUPILS • LAUGHING, CRYING • SEVERE IN
• SHOCK NOT REACT TO LIGHT • MEN TALLY DISORGANIZED • HOWCDAL OR SUICIDAL DM'FICULTKS
• PULSE • EMOTIONALLY GULL RNOENCESSYMPTOMS FIRST STRONG AND SLOW
THEN RAPID AM, w M • I RREGVLAN BREATNOG
• RESPIA TI ON ,HALLOW A1N0
IAE GVLY MARUUANA
• SLEEPINESS OR
T ALKATIVE / HIL ARIUUS
• ENLARGED PURLS
• LACP OF COORDINATION
D
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POISONS - DRUG ABUSE
VICTIM MAY PRESENT EITHER:
OA	 MENTAL DISTURBANCE © CONVULSIONS © RESPIRATION PROBLEMS OD
MENTAL REACTIONS CAN BE FROM • INSERT PADDED TONGUE BLADE DEPRESSANT ANO STIMULANT DRUG
OrRDDnrCAN CX 7-ff ' TSIRAT10N1
STOMACH PAINS AND CRAMPSi
APATHETIC
	 TO	 PANIC" OR 'SE LF BE 	 TEETH [DIFFICULTIES NAUSEAIDFSTRIILT^DN"
• MAINTAIN AIRWAY VOMITING
IF VICTIM VIOLENT: • PREVENT VICTIM FROM INJURING • MAINTAIN OPEN AIR-PASSAGE
• CALL POLICE FOR ASSISTANCE HIMSELF - GUIDE HIS MOTIONS • ADMINISTER OZ
IF VIC ITIP-MNSIDERED CAPAB,E • CALL POLICE FOR ASSISTANCE
• IF BREATHING STOPS - BEGINOF HARMING SELF OR OTHERS IN RESTRAINING VICTIM RESUSCITATION
• UTILIZE BY-STANDERS TO
ASSIST IN RESTRAINT IF NO
WEAPONS INVOLVED.
• DO NOT LEAVE SCENE UNTIL
POLICE ARRIVE AND ASSESS
SITUATION
RECOMMENDED P°OCEDURES
Qj
MAKE OBSERVATIONS AND REPORT
PRESENCE OF BURNS ABOUT MOUTH
	 CONDITION OF SKIN (NEEDLE MARKS ETC.)
ODORS ON BREATH
	 PECULIARITIES OF SPEECH
PRESENCE OF VOMITUS AND OTHER	 SIZE OF PUPILS
DISCHARGE MATTER (RETURN SAMPLE TO HOSPITAL) 	
- VITAL SIGNS
(D TRY TO ESTABLISH WHAT VICTIM HAS INGESTED, INHALED, OR ADMINISTERED OF POSSIBLE, OBTAIN SAMPLE OF CONTAINER AND SUBSTANCE AND RE TURN TO HOSPITAL)
(D 	 "INGESTED" SUBSTANCE CORROSIVE 7 O E. , ACIDS, ALKALIES, PETROLEUM PRODUCTS OR OTHER VOLATILF LIQUIDS)
YLS	 N^	 DUN'T KNOWINDUCE VOMITING
DO= INDUCE	 (ACTIVATED CHARCOALVOMITING
	 ' - - - -- mr --	TRANSPORT TO
- TRANSPORT TO
	
SYRUP OF IPECAC)
	
HOSPITA
HOSPITAL	 - RETAIN VOMITUS SAMPLE
	
(RETURN TO HOSPITAL)
C^
ENROUIL TUHOSPITAL
• MONITOR AND MAINTAIN VITAL SIGNS
0 INSTALL EKG
• INSTALL IV, IF DIRECTED
• TAKE BL000 SAMPLE AND
DELIVERT> lTM' TTAt
O
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BASIC APPROACH TO PSYCHIATRIC VICTIMS
• TAKE YOUR TIME.
• EVALUATE WHAT HAS AND IS HAPPENING.
• RESTRAIN YOUR OWN EMOTIONS AND REMAIN CALM.
• BE HONEST.
• DO NOT USE FORCE UNLESS RESTRAINT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
0 TRANSPORT VICTIM TO HOSPITAL !N THE MOST APPROPRIATE MANNER
POSSIBLE. (I.E. - FAMILY CAR WITH FAMILY MEMBERS TAKING
VICTIM, POLICE CAR, OR AMBULANCE.)
PANIC
SYMPTOMS OF PANIC VICTIM:
• MAY ATTEMPT TO FLEE SCENE
• MAY LOSE ALL JUDGEMENT
0 MAY WEEP UNCONTROLLABLY
C	 0 MAY WANT TO DO UNREASONABLE THINGS
HANDLING OF VICTIM IN PANIC:
0 BE FIRM BUT GENTLE
• ISOLATE VICTIM IF HE MAY ENDANGER OTHERS OR CAUSE OTHERS
TO PANIC (THIS MAY REQUIRE SUPPORT OF POLICE OR BYSTANDERS).
• CALL ANOTHER AMBULANCE OR POLICE CAR TO TAKE PISTURBED
VICTIM T^ H PITAL IF INJUREDICTIMS ARE TO BE TRANSPORTED
IN YOUR VEHICLE.
• NEVER STRIKE A VICTIM WHO IS IN PANIC.
HYSTERIA OR VIOLENCE
SYMPTOMS OF HYSTERIA:
• ANXIOUS
• FEARFUL
• COMPLAINS OF ILLNESS AND/OR PAINS
a PARALYSIS (EXTREME CASES)
• HEADACHE
•	 DIZZINESS
0	 IRRITABILITY
0 TREMORS
• SWEATING
4-
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HANDING OF HYSTERICAL OR VIOLENT VICTIM:
• REASSURE AND ATTEMPT TO CALM VICTIM.	 ki)
• TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT HARM TO EMT CREWMEN OR THE VICTIM.
APPROACH IN NUMBERS AT THE ONSET, RESTRAIN VICTIM AND TRANSPORT
TO HOSPITAL. OBTAIN POLICE SUPPORT IF REQUIRED, PARTICULARLY
WHERE WEAPONS ARE INVOLVED.
• ALWAYS HAVE FEMALE ACCOMPANY ANY FEMALE VICTIM.
• IF RESTRAINT IS REQUIRED FOR TRANSPORT, GET PERMISSION FROM:
(1) POLICE,
(2) BASE PHYSICIAN, OR
(3) FAMILY MEMBER
IN THAT ORDER OF PRIORITY.
DEPRESSION
SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSED REACTIONS:
• WITHDRAWAL
• VICTIM APPEARS UNAWARL OF SURROUNDINGS AND SITUATION
• VACANT EXPRESSION WITHOUT EMOTION
• "ANXIOUS" FACIAL EXPRESSION
• MAY BE CRYING
HANDLING OF DEPRESSED VICTIM:
• CONTACT MUST BE GENTLE.
• ATTEMPT TO GET VICTIM TO TALK.
• NEITHER "COMMAND" NOR SHOW PITY. SHOW UNDERSTANDING BUT NOT
RESENTMENT.
U
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RECOMMENDED STOWAGE CODES FOR MODULANCE TYPE SA-138 - MODIFIED FLOOR PLAN "C"
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RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED
LOC.	 QTY. ITEM LOC.	 QTY. ITEM
- - ADHESIVE TAPE: FC2 12 rls. EKG TAPE
.vo
	
n- 	,
One Inch FC1 2 EYE PACKS
One Half Inch
LT2 & 1 FOILLE SPRAY
LM8 AIRWAYS:
LT2 2 —AFuT— 36 GELECTRODES
LT2 2 Child
LT2 2 Infant 2 pr. GLOVES, STERILE
- - AIRWAYS	 RESUSCI-TUBE FC1 1 box ICE PACKS
L13 1 ut
L13 1 Pediatric - - IV KITS:
FR2 —fin^ set s
2 btls. ALCOHOL
FR3 - IV FLUIDS:
10 AMMONIA INHALANT FR3 6 bags IY	 —5W 
FR3 4 bags D5 1/4
LN1 1 1 ASPIRATOR FR3 4 bags Ringers Lactate
FR3 4 bags SodiurnChloride, 9%
- - BAG MASKS:
1 AJuTt— - - LINENS:
1 Child LB2 1 B anket
1 Pillow
1 BANDAGE SHEARS 24 Sheets, Di!,00sable
- - BANDAGES: LM5 1 MANOMETER, ANEROID
-
FC4
-
1 box
King	 auze
-	 6" x 5 yds. FC1 1 bt1. MERTHIOLATE
FC3 1 box - 4" x 5 yds.
FC3 1 box - 3" x 5 yds. FR2 - NEEDLES:
FC4 1 box -	 2" x 5 yds. FR2 In ffu-tt^ly 19
FC3 20 Triangular FR2 10 Butterfly 23
FC4 100 Randaids FR2 25 Medicut 18
FR2 25 Medicut 20
- - BOARDS:
RB4 1 Long Backboard, 6' 3 btls. NORMAL SALINE
RB1 1 Neckboard
RB3 1 Short Backboard, 4' LT3 2 OB KIT
I FR1I 2 BURN SHEETS LB4 1 gal. O-SYL S OLUTION
D2 1 COT, FERNO WASHINGTON EL1 1 OXYGEN BOTTLE, INSTALLED
EA1 1 COLLAPSABLE COT FR4 1 OXYGEN BOTTLE, PORTABLE
- - COLLARS: LM2 1 OXYGENFLOWMETER_
LT5 1 Large
LT5 1 Medium LT1 2 OXYGEN MASK, DISPOSABLE
LT4 4 COMPRESS, TRAUMA LM4 2 OXYGEN MASK, VALVE-INHALATOR
POISON KITFC2
i
12 DEFIB JELLY FC2 1
FC2 12 DEFIB PADS LM6 1 PULSE TACHOMETER
1 DISINFECTANT, SPRAY -
ELI ,
- RESCUE TOOLS:
1 gal. DISTILLED WATER ELI
EL2
1
1
1
Axe, F athea
Bolt Cutter
Crescent Wrench
- - DRESSINGS: EL1 1 Crow Bar
2 boxes Carlisle EL2
EL2
1 Hack Saw
FR4 - DRUGS: EL2
I
1
Hammer, 5lbs.
Rescue L ne, 50 k.
FR4 12 Ar-renalin EL2 1 Screwdriver, Flathead
FR4 2 Aram ine EL2 1 Screwdriver, Phillips
FR4 2 Atropine ELI 1 Shovel
FR4 2 50,' Dextrose EL2 1 Tin Snips
FR4 I Isuprel, 5 mg. EL2 1 Tool Poud•
FR4 5 Isuprel, 0.2 mg. EL1 1 Wrecking Bar
FR4 4 Lidocaine EL2 I	 1 Vise Grips
FR4 1 bt1. Nitroglycerin
FR4 4 Sodium Bicarbonate FC2 12 SAFETY PINS
FR4 2 Valium
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